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Hymns are not only religious statements; they are also cultural products. In this 
paper, the writer traces the birth of a Chinese union hymnal entitled Hymns of 
Universal Praise which was first published in Shanghai in 1936. He investigates how 
it was produced with reference to the historical context of the time. 
As an ecumenical undertaking, Hymns of Universal Praise exemplifies the trend 
of increasing cooperation among different church bodies in China. In the project it 
assumed the duty to represent the whole country. Meanwhile, the hymnal served to 
define the identity of the Chinese Church. With its tremendous sale, the hymnbook 
had left profound impact upon churches in China and overseas. A national hymnody 
had emerged. 
This paper is to be a history of hymnody, which is at the same time a part of 
history of Christianity. Throughout the essay the writer endeavors to take 
perspectives of both missionaries and Chinese Christians. In addition, the local 
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It was in the Saturday evening of September 30，2006, that a very special 
service was held at the Kowloon Methodist Church, Hong Kong. There were prayers, 
sermon, and congregational singing. And central to the occasion was a dedication 
ceremony of a recent edition of a historic Chinese hymnal, which received its first 
publication in 1936 in Shanghai. This year, therefore, was its seventieth anniversary. 
The book bears the name Hymns of Universal Praise {Putian songzan 普天頌讚 
The 1936 edition of Hymns of Universal Praise (hereafter cited as Universal 
Praise) is a Protestant hymnbook of great fame. A union hymnal jointly prepared by 
Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui (the Anglican Holy Catholic Church of China), Church 
of Christ in China (Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui), Methodist Episcopal Church North (Mei 
Yi Mei Hui)，Methodist Episcopal Church South (Jian Li Hui), North China 
Congregational Church (Huabei Gong Li Hui), and East China Baptist Convention 
• • • 2 
(Huadong Jin Li Hui), it has been an important manifestation of the ecumenical 
spirit among the different denominations in China. Its sale was phenomenal: within 
half a year its total number sold exceeded 160 000, far more than any other Christian 
1 The writer has personally participated in the service. For its report, see also "Yaowen: Putian 
songzan xiudingban xianchengli要聞：普天頌讚修訂版獻呈禮Jidujiao zhoubao鐘教週報 
no.2199, October 15, 2006. 
2 The Hymnal Committee, preface to the music edition of Hymns of Universal Praise, ed. Union 
Hymnal Committee (Shanghai: Christian Literature Society of China, 1936)，7. 
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publications in the country except the Bible,� and for years it had been the best-seller 
of the Christian Literature Society, its publisher."^ Many describe its arrival as the 
birth of what they call an "indigenous hymnody": To support the argument Daivd 
Sheng points to the richness of native elements employed in the hymnal, both in the 
language of hymns and the tunes collected;^ Vernon Charter and Jean DeBemardi 
consider its publication an outcome of a long movement synthesizing Chinese and 
Western traditions in which an indigenous hymnody was finally created.^ Chen 
3 Timothy Liu, "The Christian Movement in China under Protestant Auspices," in issue of The 
Chinese Year Book 1936-37 (Shanghai: Commercial Press), 1488-89. 
4 Report of the Christian Literature Society for China for the year ending 3 f March 1937 (Edinburgh: 
Darien, 1937)，8’ 13; New China in the Making: The Fifty First Annual Report of the Christian 
Literature Society for China (Shanghai: Christian Literature Society); And the Books: The 6(f Annual 
Report of the Christian Literature Society for China, 1947, 9. See also Herbert Ho, trans., Jianming 
Chen and Zaixing Wang, Protestant Missionary Publications in Modem China 1912-49: A Study of 
their Programs, Operations, and Trends (Chengdu: Sichuan Daxue Chubanshe, 2004), 206-07. 
5 In his thesis "A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody," Sheng endeavors 
to identify in Universal Praise the "indigenous elements," which are mostly vocabularies or 
phraseologies from the hymns collected, and to trace their origins. He argues that with the advent of 
the hymnal, "Chinese indigenous hymnody reached its zenith.，，(p. 16) "Never before had any hymn 
book in the Chinese language been so saturated with native elements in its form and spirit as this 
one’，’(p. 192) and "Chinese Christian hymnody exhibits the irresistible force of Chinese culture, 
especially of the so-called 'Three religions.' (i.e. Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism)"(p.455). See 
David Sheng, "A Study of the Indigenous Elements in the Chinese Christian Hymnody" (D.M.A diss., 
University of Southern California, 1964). Sheng is a pioneer in studying the development of hymnody 
in China, and he basically sees it as a process by which hymnody develops from an essentially 
Western, foreign-dominated transplantation, promoted by early missionaries who showed contempt to 
the Chinese culture, to an indigenous one, in which Chinese cultural elements are utilized for the 
expression, a change being stimulated by the rising tide of nationalism and the growing influence of 
Chinese in the Church. His framework has exerted marked influence on many later scholars, including 
Daniel Ping-leung Law who divides the history of hymnody in China into five periods: 1. Period of 
missionaries' individual effort (in compiling hymnals) (1807-70) 2. Period of missions' effort 
(1870-1900) 2a Indigenization effort of the 19也 century (1807-1900) 3. Period of Chinese hymnody in 
embryo (1900-35) 4. Fruits and Influence of Universal Praise (1936-49) 5. Hymns of Chinese 
churches in mainland China and overseas (1950-). See Daniel Law, "Zhongguo shengshi jianshi 中 
國聖詩簡史，，’ in Raybum Robert, ed. Luoyu Wu, Chaojian yongsheng shen: Jiti chongbai de zaisi 朝 
見永生神：集體崇拜的再思（Hong Kong: ZhongguoShenxueYanjiuyuan, 1985)，140. Law's 
periodization is adopted by many others. Basically, I do not agree with the general idea of Sheng, for 
he tends to essentialize what is "foreign" and "native," dichotomizing "Chinese" and "Western" 
"missionaries" and "Chinese Christians," thereby ignoring the complexities and sophistications in 
reality that I pay attention to in this paper. 
6 Vemon Charter and Jean DeBemardi, "Towards a Chinese Christian Hymnody: Process of Musical 
and Cultural Synthesis," Asian Music 29, no.2 (Spring- Summer/1998), 86,101-02. JSTOR (29 July, 
2004). Charter and DeBemardi, attempting to revise the argument of Sheng, regards the development 
of hymnody in China a process along which Western hymnody had constantly been shaped according 
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Shunqing (Chan Shun Hing), meanwhile, believes its making had its roots in the 
rising tide of Chinese nationalism and the associated cry for indigenization in the 
Church, though in his essay he does not elaborate further on this idea.^  
To the hymnal of such perceived significance no serious historical investigation 
Q 
has ever been taken, unfortunately. Certainly, many know it as a union undertaking 
and are aware of its enormous sale. Kenneth Latourette and Sumiku Yamamoto, for 
instance, have in their account of Chinese Christian history given it at least a place 9 
So do other specialists in hymnology.i�Yet the deeper questions concerning the 
to the local environment, and the “Chinese hymnody" finally emerged after a series of musical and 
cultural synthesis between the Chinese and Western traditions. They believe both missionaries and 
Chinese Christians had their role in its making. 
7 Shunqing Chen 陳慎慶’ "Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo de fazhan 基督教聖詩在中國的發展： 
1800-1936 (The Development of Christian Hymns in China)" (M.div thesis., Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 1986). Chen's paper generally follows the periodization put forward by Law, see footnote 
five. 
8 • 
The studies ofSheng, Charter and DeBemardi, and Chen are by far the relatively most important 
work related to the history of Universal Praise, for they all concern the development of hymnody in 
China from the nineteenth century to 1936. However, the historical account of the hymnal is never 
their focus. 
9 Kenneth Scott, Christianity in a Revolutionary Age: A History of Christianity in the Nineteenth and 
Twentieth Centimes, vol.5 (Devon: Paternoster Press, 1970), 391-92; Sumiko Yamamoto, History of 
Protestantism in China: the Indigenization of Christianity (Tokyo: Institute of Eastern Culture, 2000), 
152-53. 
Nearly every scholar who writes about the development of Chinese hymnody would mention the 
name of Universal Praise with a little factual information provided. Besides Sheng, Charter and 
DeBemardi, Chen, and Law, to name a few others with their works: Harry Eskew and Hugh McElrath, 
Sing with Understanding: An Introduction to Christian Hymnology (Nashville: Church Street, 1995), 
231; Luoyi Chen 陳羅以，Mujiao shengshi gailan 基督 聖詩槪覽（Hong Kong: Dao Sheng 
Chubanshe, 2002), 99-100; Shoucheng He 何守誠,Shengshixue: Qidaoben 聖詩學：啓導本（Hong 
Kong: Chinese Christian Literature Council, 2002)，236-37; Shenyin Wang 王神薩，Shengshi diem kao 
聖詩典5夂(Hong Kong: Jidujiao Fu Qiao Chubanshe, 1955), 25-28; Wang, "Zhongguo zhanmeishi 
fazhan gaishu xia 中國讚美詩發展槪述(下)” Jidujiao congkan 基督教叢刊 27 (December/1950): 
67-68; Xiaolu Chen 陳小魯，Jidu zhongjiaoyinyue shi 基督宗教音樂史（Beijing: Zhongjiao Wenhua 
Chubanshe, 2006), 574-76; Zemin Chen, "Inculturation of the Gospel and Hymn Singing in China," 
Chinese Theological Review 11，no.2 (1997): 91; Cuiqin Weng 翁条琴，Zhongguo shengshi jianlun 中 
國聖詩簡論,Nanjing Theological Review no.32 (1997): 55-56; Samuel Cheung, "A Study of 
Christian Music in the People's Republic of China, 1949-1983" (D. M. S. diss., Southwestern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, 1989), 17; Wei Chen 陳偉,"Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshi fazhan gaikuang 中國 
基督教聖詩發展槪況,，’ Nanjing Theological Review 6 (July/ 2002): 161; also Journal of the 
Central Conservatory of Music no.3 (2003): 42; Xuzhen Wang 黃—貞 and Yimin Shao 召|^逸民’ 
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formation of the hymnal, like its underlying causes or the issues the book attempted 
to address, remain largely unsolved. The vacuum, I believe, prevents us from truly 
apprehending the hymnal and renders our understanding of the book, especially in its 
relations to the larger picture of hymnody and Christianity in China, difficult, if not 
impossible. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to give a detailed account of 
Universal Praise which had been, as I intend to present as, an organic part of 
Chinese Christian history. 
Here are definitions of some important terms appearing in the essay. "Hymns" 
generally refer to songs, texts with music, intended to be sung by congregation in the 
religious setting of Christian communities.^^ "Hymnals" are the books in which 
hymns are collected for use, primarily for singing. “Hymnody” is more abstract; we 
apply it to define a corpus of hymns which is collectively attributed to a category like 
a time, a denomination, or a culture, so there are terms like "medieval hymnody，,， 
"Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he huihua 中國教會的詩歌和繪畫，” Nanking Seminary Review: Special 
Number in Commemoration of the 40'^ Anniversary of the Founding of the Seminary 26, no. 1-2 (1950): 
90-91. Note that the hymnal also draws the attention of scholars who concern primarily on music 
development in China, see Yabin Tao 陶亞兵’ Ming Qingjiao de zhongxiyinyue jiaoliu 明清間的中西 
音樂交流（Beijing: Dongfang Chubanshe, 2001), 131; Wai Chu 褚偉，"Jidujiao wenhua dui wo guo 
yinyue fezhang de yingxiang 基督教文化對我國音樂發展的影饗，"Jiao Xiang: Journal ofXi 'an 
Conservatory of Music 22, no.3 (September/ 2003): 47. Xu Yihua 徐以驊，on the other hand, touches 
the subject because of its connections with the graduates of St. John University of Shanghai, see Yihua 
Xu, Jiaoyu yu zhongjiao: Zuo wei chuanjiao meijie de shengyuehan daxue 教育與宗ilt •作爲傳 
介的聖約&大學（Zhuhai: Zhuhai Chubanshe, 1999)，275-76. 
The simple definition of hymns as "congregational songs" is used by The Hymn (1978), the 
quarterly publication of the Hymn Society in the United States and Canada. See Eskew and McElrath, 
Sing with Understanding, x. As the wider meaning of hymns may refer also to songs of praise in 
honour of gods, heroes, or famous men- see "hymn," The New Encyclopaedia Britcmnica (Chicago: 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1995), 199,1 specify the term with reference to the religious context of 
Christianity. 
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"Lutheran hymnody," "American hymnody," etc. In this research, Universal Praise is 
treated both as a hymnal and a hymnody. While the former emphasizes its practical 
function for corporate worship, the latter stresses its existence also as an embodiment 
of a concept or an idea. 
As the title suggests, I describe Universal Praise as a national hymnody. The 
national character of the hymnal can be seen in at least four ways. First, instead of 
serving a small local region which was the case for many vernacular hymnals in the 
earlier period. Universal Praise was intended to be used in the entire China. Second， 
it had been a union project and, with the ecumenical spirit, was supposed to 
overcome denominational differences. Third, during its preparation and with its final 
outlook the identity of the Chinese Church had consciously been defined, particularly 
in terms of its relationship with the Western Church. Last but not least, with the huge 
sale the hymnal had left enormous impact upon the country, and its influence still 
lasts. 
The following chapters will further illustrate these four themes. We are to trace 
why and how the national hymnody emerged. The search sometimes inevitably 
drives us back to the many decades before the hymnal's formation. After all, we will 
see that its making was corresponding to the maturing of the Christian enterprises in 
China and the consequent reinforcing notion of the Chinese Church. 
5 
A note to the sources. For the background of Universal Praise I make use of the 
findings of David Sheng and Chen Shimqing, who, after examining missionary 
records and engaging in intense library search, have compiled lists of hymnals 
published in China from 1818 to 1936 with names and descriptions. With the 
information we are given at least a rough idea of the development of hymnody in the 
country. I then consider my task to make sense of, to understand, and to explain the 
trend. Therefore, I come across materials like reports of important conferences, 
biographies of related figures, church yearbooks and journals, especially the Chinese 
Recorder from which, through editorials, correspondences, contributed articles, book 
reviews, advertisements, missionary news, etc., we may hear people talking and 
expressing their opinions concerning hymnody. To account the formation of 
Universal Praise, I examine the minutes of the associated union meetings, the 
conference records of the respective participating church groups, the backgrounds of 
the committee members laboring for the project and their diaries or memoirs, 
Christian magazines, particularly Truth and Life {Zhenli Yu Shengming), reports of 
the Christian Literature Society, and so on. To obtain information for the current sale 
and the new editions of the hymnal, I contact the Chinese Christian Literature 
Council and have interviewed Dr. Angela Tarn, the editor of the 2007 edition. Above 
all, I make careful study of the contents of Universal Praise, checking its various 
6 
versions, and also survey other Chinese hymnals, both in microfilms and hard copies, 
of contemporary or earlier times. The investigation had brought me to libraries and 
archives all over Hong Kong, as well as in Beijing and Shanghai. ^ ^ 
The main body of this thesis is divided into three sections. In the first part，i.e. 
chapter two and three, we are mostly concerned with how the idea of a union hymnal, 
which was to overcome regional and denominational differences, came into being 
and was ultimately realized. The account begins with introducing the readers the 
relatively loose condition of hymnal production in the early period, and proceeds 
with outlining the trend of co-operation. Universal Praise, in this setting, is 
emphasized as a union undertaking for the whole country, and we are to see how the 
project was worked out and approved. Chapters three and four form the next section. 
There the birth of the hymnal is examined with the concept of “indigenization ” Yet 
instead of defining it as an apparent transformation of a Western religion to that of 
the Chinese character, I understand indigenization as a conscious search for a self-
identity, which is freed from being subordinated to the West but does not necessitate 
the overthrow of Occidental influence. ^ ^ In this part we see how Chinese people got 
12 For the research I have visited archives or libraries at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the 
University of Hong Kong, Baptist University, Lingnan University, the China Graduate School of 
Theology, the Evangel Seminary, Alliance Bible Seminary, Peking University, Shanghai Library, and 
Shanghai Municipal Archive. 
“"Indigenization" has often been understood as the transforming of a foreign culture into one more 
suited to the local environment. Lin Zhipin 林治平，for instance, defines: "When two different cultures 
come into contact, the foreign culture will interact with the native one until the former is gradually 
transformed and eventually become rooted as a local culture. This is known as the process of 
'indigenization.'" See Zinpin Lin, "Jidujiao zai Zhongguo bensihua zhi biyaoxin yu kexingxin: Cong 
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into the practice of singing Western hymns and how the promotion of native hymns 
and tunes gradually became an agenda. It is our objective to examine in what ways 
Universal Praise came into dialogues with these issues and how it constructed, 
defined, and expressed its own idea of the ideal hymnody for the Chinese Church. 
Chapter six constitutes the third section. In it the publication of the hymnal and its 
influence will be our focus. There is also a brief account of the subsequent 1977 and 
2006 editions which have been published in Hong Kong. 
Before the close of the introduction, let me acknowledge my debt to the 
American historian Paul Cohen, for from his book History in Three Keys: The Boxers 
as Event, Experience, and Myth I have drew much inspirations. Throughout the essay 
I try to explore Universal Praise according, though not strictly adhered, to the three 
ways of accessing history that Cohen identifies: ！彳 Basically, I view the publication 
of Universal Phase as a national event; for the narrative a wide-angle vision is taken, 
casual relationships suggested, and major trends outlined. At the same time, from the 
Zhongguojiaohui lishi fazhang guangdian ziantao zhi基督教在中國本色化之必要性與可行性：從 
中國教會歷史發展觀點檢討之,” in Jidujiao zai Zhongguo hensihua lunwenji 8#教在中國本色化 
論 e d . Lin (Beijing: Jinri Zhongguo Chubanshe, 1998), 1. The idea, more or less shared by the 
majority of scholars including Sheng, Chen, and, to some extent, Charter and DeBemardi, in my 
opinion has the drawback of potentially dichotomizing what is "foreign" and "native," which renders 
our understanding of the actual situation difficult. Therefore I emphasize the dimension of 
"indigenization" (bensihua) as an ideal for which many Chinese Christian leaders and missionaries, 
especially since the early decades of the twentieth century, had cried for. Their request was initiated by 
a burning desire for the establishment of the Chinese Church which was to be liberated from Western 
domination, and the call stimulated a consciousness searching for self-identity. The related 
identification process is what I deal with in the paper. 
In his book Cohen examines the three layers of the history of Boxers, namely that of event (the 
historically reconstructed past), experience (the experienced past), and myth (the mythologized past). 
He points out they are "different ways of getting at the meaning of the past, of accessing it, and-
ultimately- knowing it." (p.289). Paul Cohen, History in Three Keys: The Boxers as Event, Experience, 
and Myth (New York: Columbia University Press, 1997). 
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beginning to the end I endeavor to disclose the experiences of many individuals— 
men and women，Chinese Christians and missaionries, liberals and conservatives— 
who are in the narrative agents of history; we see how the issue of hymnody had 
become their concern and how they were，in turn, personally engaged in its 
discussion and work. Moreover, the union hymnal is investigated as a cultural 
construct or a myth, a term I refer to a created framework within which meanings can 
be e x t r a c t e d ; 15 we examine in what ways, admidst the indigenization current, with 
its structure and composition the identity of the Church in China was embodied and 
represented in Universal Praise. The writer wishes, by incorporating the three 
dimensions into this paper, a more comprehensive understanding of the hymnal could 
be acquired, no matter from the perspective of "Mission History" or "Church 
History”i6 
Here the definition somewhat deviates from that of Cohen who suggests myth as past being 
configured and shaped to suit present needs. The two, nonetheless, similarly stress the purposeful 
character of myth from which a message is framed and transmitted. Northrop Fyre, the literary critic, 
for instance, sees no difference between a narrative and a myth. See Northrop Frye, The Great Code: 
The Bible and Literature (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), 32. The author of this paper 
admits his being influenced by ideas of the so-called "new cultural history," which emphasizes the 
reading of historical objects as texts and to extract from them the explicit and implicit meanings 
within the context of a culture. 
16 Chinese historian Leung Yuen-sang, in his review of the historiography of the history of 
Christianity in China, identifies two major paradigms in the field: "Mission History," in which 
missionary activities, the giving end of the Christian message, is the emphasis, and "Chinese Church 
History," in which Chinese Christians, the gospel- received constituency of the Chinese Church, is the 
focus. He notes the limitations of their polarization and argues that they are complementary to each 
other; only by paying attention to the two ends and the interactions of the missionaries and Chinese 
Christians, he believes, can a more holistic picture of Christianity in China be revealed. See Philip 
Leung, "Mission History versus Church History : The Case of China Historiography," Ching Feng 40， 
no.3-4 (1997): 177-213. To Leung's argument I agree strongly. I go futher to argue that whether it is 
"Mission History" and "Church History" is sometimes a matter of perspective, and I hope my account 
to Universal Praise can be read from both angles. 
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Chapter Two 
Background: Towards a Hymnody for China 
Missionary Activities and the Multiplications of Hymnals 
It is no exaggeration to label Christianity a singing religion. No sooner the early 
Protestant missionaries arrived China and its outposts in the surrounding regions, 
they had already been engaged in preparing hymnals. Through them and their 
publications the Chinese were first introduced to hymnody, a genre of Christian 
literature so prominent in the West,^ ^ and congregational singing, a totally new 
experience to the people in Ch ina .And it was following the missionaries' footsteps 
that hymnody extended its reach. 
Yangxin shenshi, literally “Sacred Odes to Nourish the Mind," compiled by 
Robert Morrison and published in Guangzhou in the year 1818, was believed to be 
the first Protestant hymnal in Chinese language. ^ ^ Containing 30 hymns in 27 leaves 
and was made into 300 copies, it was the translations of Psalms, hymns of Watts, 
Cowper and Newton. Initially translated by Morrison to prose form, the hymns were 
turned into verses by his Chinese assistants. According to William Milne, Morrison's 
17 Eskew and McElrath, Sing with Understanding, 14. 
18 A. Scott, Literature and the Arts in 2(f Century China (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1963), 
130; Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 419, 
19 Yangxin shenshi is the earliest hymnbook in record we can find. Its report appears in "Remarks on 
Tracts in Chinese, with a list of books written and printed by the members of the Ultra-Ganges 
missions," Chinese Repository 16’ no.8 (August/ 1847), reprint (Tokyo: Maruzen, 1965), 373; 
Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese: Giving a List of Their Publications, and 
Obituary Notices of the Decreased with Copious Indexes (Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission 
Press, 1867), 5; D. MacGillivray, "A List of Hymn Books," in China Christian Year Book 1912 
(Shanghai: Christian Literature Society), 253. 
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colleague, the materials were important “for Christian edification, and are capable of 
being sung in congregations and familes," and Morrison wished, by turning his 
helpers' attention to divine subjects during its preparation, "some good effects might 
be produced on their own hearts.' 
Because of the official ban for the missionaries to enter the Chinese interior, in 
the ensuing decades, until the latter half of the nineteenth century, the productions of 
hymnals were largely confined to the seaports of China and Southeast Asia— from 
the outlying Malacca, Batavia (present-day Jakarta), Bangkok, to coastal Macao, 
Hongkong, Xiamen, Ningbo, and Shanghai,! These collections of hymns, relatively 
small in size with total number not often exceeding fifty, were sometimes attached 
with prayers and catechisms. Missionaries like W. H. Medhurst, William Dean, 
James Legge, William Milne, R. Lechler, William Young, W. A. P. Martin, D. B. 
MacCartee, to name but a few，were all reported to have prepared some kinds of 
h y m n b o o k s . 2 2 g ^ 1861 the labor for the work had represented at least 11 missionary 
societies or denominations.^^ The year also witnessed the first inland printing of 
hymnals. Entitled Zhong zhu shizhang {Hymns of the Lord's Worship), the book of 
20 Ibid.; William Milne, A Retrospect of the First Ten Years of the Protestant Mission to China 
(Malacca: Anglo-Chinese Press, 1820)，120-21. 
21 For the list of places, see Chen, Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo defazhan, 35-46. 
22 See Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese. 
They were the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, London Missionary 
Society, American Baptist Missionary Union, American Methodist Missionary Society, American 
Presbyterian Mission, Methodist Episcopal Mission (South), Chinese Evangelization Society, Foreign 
Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, Church Missionary Society, Evangelical 
Missionary Society, English Presbyterian Mission. See Chen, Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo de 
fazhan, 35-46. 
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fifty hymns in thirty leaves was prepared by Griffith John, and it received its 
publication in the city ofHankou.^'^ 
In the early years hymns, besides their use for worship, had played an important 
role in instructing the Chinese people Christian doctrines. Written in regular meter 
and generally in strophic form, hymnal compositions, quite resembling the format of 
traditional Chinese poems, were easy to read, remember, and, when sung in tunes, 
spread. The missionaries saw their value. The compiler of the New Edition of Sacred 
Odes to Nourish the Mind (1854), for example, in its preface emphasized the 
importance for the converts to "understand the hymns through chanting and to grasp 
their meanings after l i s t e n i n g ”25 For similar purpose another expressed his wish that 
the constituencies practice singing industriously.^^ Referring to the hymns translated 
by William Bums which became favorites especially with the children, one noted its 
power "in deepening in many hearts the lines of Christian doctrine and duty."^ "^  To 
learn and to sing the sacred songs was becoming the feature of the Christian living 
28 
for both old and young. And sometimes the hymnals served as direct means for 
24 Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese, 238; Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous 
Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 85. 
““吟諸口 自可悟於心’聽諸耳亦能會其義” William Young, "Notes for Recitation," introduction to 
Yangxin shenshi xin bian 養心神詩新編（Liao Zai Hou 寮仔後:Huaqi Guanyu Zanban 花旗館寓藏 
版，1854), 1. 
26 Preface to Rongqiang shenshi 榕腔神詩/ Hymns in Fuzhou Dialect (Fuzhou: Mei Hua Shuju 
Huoban美華書局活版，！865). 
27 Islay Bums, Memoir of the Rev. Wm. C. Burns, M, A.: Missionary to China from the English 
Presbyterian Church (New York: Robert Charter and Brothers, 1870), 399. 
The earnestness of the new converts to learn hymns was noted by missionaries, and for the illiterate 
the Romanized system was recognized of its value. See "Mr. Crombie's Fung-Hwa Report: 1867," in 
the Occasional Papers of the China Inland Mission from November 1872 to March 1875 (London: 
12 
evangelism. We hear, for instance, a report to a woman in near Ningbo preaching to 
her neighbors by reciting a Romanized hymnal, which was the only book she could 
read.29 
As Christianity began to take roots in the country, by the close of the nineteenth 
century, a variety of hymnals had appeared. For the more established churches some 
hymnbooks collected more than four hundred hymns. Publications were seen in 
provinces previously untouched by missionaries like Shandong and Jiangxi, and in 
northern cities such as Beijing and Tianjin.^^ According to a statistics presented to 
the Missionary Conference of 1877，between 1810 and 1875 63 hymnbooks were 
published; and the "expanded" and "richly remunerative labor" for the work was 
noted;�Later in 1922 it was estimated that around three thousand different hymns 
written in Chinese had been produced. "The Chinese Church is richly supplied with 
hymnals," it was reported.^^ David Sheng in his research has identified, from 1818 
to 1936, 196 hymnals known with their exact years of publication, with an addition 
Morgan and Scott, 1875), 133; "Discussion: May 16也，Rev. J. Butler, A. P. M., Ningpo, said:—’” in 
Records of the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries of China, held at Shanghai, May 
10-24’ 1877 (Shanghai: Presbyterian Mission Press, 1878), 221. 
"Discussion: May 16^ Rev. J. Butler, A. P. M., Ningpo, said:—," m Records of the General 
Conference of the Protestant Missionaries of China, held at Shanghai, May 10-24, 1877, 221. Another 
evidence for using hymnal for evangelical purpose comes from Timothy Richard who, in his memorial, 
mentions of giving some gospel books, pamphlets, and a hymnal to a new person he met. Timothy 
Richard, trans. Xiantang Li and Linli Hou, Forty-five Years in China: Reminiscenes (Tianjin: Tianjin 
Renmin Chubanshe, 2005)，32. 
Chen, "Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo de fazhan," 129-40. 
31 S. Baldwin, "Essay: Christian Literature- What Has Been Done and What Is Needed," in Records 
of the General Conference of the Protestant Missionaries of China, held at Shanghai, May 10-24’ 
1877, 207-8. 
32 Milton Stauffer, ed., The Christian Occupation of China (Shanghai: China Continuation Committee, 
1922), 709. 
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of 150 unclear with their publishing years yet generally within the period;^^ Chen 
Shunqing supplements the findings with 28 hymnbooks more.�^ These figures, of 
course, can at most provide only hints to the real volume. The 346 hymnbooks listed 
by Sheng, for instance, would probably be only a fraction of the actual total, of 
which many left no traces or records. 
Both local and external factors explain the considerable variety of hymnals 
found inside the Chinese territory. Internally, there was the presence of various 
vernacular groups in the country which accounted for different hymnbooks with 
hymns transcribed into a wide range of tongues. In the empire "every turn brings you 
a new dialect，or such variations of idiom, sound, tone, and character.” "That for 
every important variation in dialect," observed a missionary, "there must be a new 
hymn- book to meet the special ex igencies .The cause was again stressed by John 
Julian，the renowned hymnologist.^^ Certainly, from the beginning there was no lack 
of hymnals in the Chinese classical literary style known as "Wenli," the kind of 
writing officially used across the country. Nonetheless, when the missionaries learnt 
that the elite language was only understood by the educated and therefore could not 
“Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 487-532. 
34 Chen obtains information from "D. Ritual, Liturgy, and Missionary Works" in Protestant 
Missionary Works in Chinese which are kept at Harvard-Yenching Library. Copies are now stored at 
Chung Chi Library, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. See Chen, "Jieshao yi fen zhengui de zaoqi 
Jidujiao yinyue ziliao介紹一份珍貴的早期基督教音樂'颜” Ymyue yuyishu音樂與藝術5 (June/ 
1985): 44. 
Chauncey Goodrich, "Chinese Hymnology," Chinese Recorder {C.R.) (May-June/ 1877): 221. 
36 "Missions, Foreign: China," in A Dictionary of Hymnology, ed. John Julian (New York: Dover, 
1957)，743. This is the reprint of the edition of 1907. 
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reach the masses, many of them promoted the use of vernacular hymns. Among them 
was William Bums of the Presbyterian Church of England, who believed to “gain,’ 
the Chinese one must enter into their real lives. Initially worked in South China, he 
translated the hymns into local dialects which, first printed in sheet form for street 
and chapel preaching, were soon compiled into hymnals. Hymns in the Fiizhou 
Dialect {Rongqiang s hens hi) and Hymns in the Shantou Dialect {Chaoqiang shenshi) 
were published in 1861. The following year came Hymns in the Xiamen Dialect 
37 
{Xiaqiang shenshi). 
To suit the local environment hymnals in other colloquies such as that ofHakka, 
Ningbo, Hangzhou, Shanghai, and Mandarin also appeared.^^ While the dialects 
could be written in traditional Chinese characters, Romanization became another 
means for the expression. With words spelled as pronounced，the writing was proved 
useful in teaching the illiterate sacred songs.^ ^ Wenli, on the other hand, despite its 
being criticized of its distance to the people like Latin in Europe,*�was continued to 
be employed with support of those seeking to approach the more cultured. They saw 
dialects too vulgar for the praise of God and deemed its usage damaging to the poetic 
Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 78-81. Shenyin Wang, 
"Zhongguo zhanmeishi fazhan gaishu shang 中國讚美詩發展槪述(i),，，Jidujiao congkan, no.26 
(September/ 1950): 49. 
38 Chen, "Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo de fazhan," 35-41, 129-40. 
39 Refer to footnote 28. 
w To attack Wenli hymns, a writer described the language as like Latin in Europe which was alien to 
the masses. See John Hinds, ‘“C. T.' and Wen-li Hymns: To the Editor of 'the Chinese Recorder,'" 
Correspondence, C.R. (February/ 1905): 85. 
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flavor of hymns. The controversy between Wenli and vernacular was quite an issue 
as hymnody developed, and the quarrel persisted even up to the 1930s when 
Universal Praise was prepared 41 Consequently, in China we see the co-existence of 
hymnals in different language styles— Wenli and colloquial, scholarly and easy, not 
to mention the mixed. In addition, hymns could be written in Chinese characters， 
Roman letters, and sometimes, both.42 
The multiplications of hymnbooks may also be explained by the existence of 
many missionary bodies and their diverse backgrounds. By the second decade of the 
twentieth century at least one hundred and twenty missions had made their entry into 
the middle kingdom, representing denominational affiliations such as Anglican, 
Methodist, Congregationalist, Presbyterian, Baptist from countries like the United 
States，Britain, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Canada, and New Zealand. "It is but 
natural that there should be many (hymnals) published, for the missionaries have 
come from many lands，” remarked in 1922 an observer. “That which has been sung 
into the life of the missionary, he will naturally try to pass on in Chinese to his 
flocks.,� Indeed, from the beginning there had been no lack of labor engaged in 
41 It was reported that opinions concerning the style of hymns to be collected in the hymnal ranged 
from exclusive use of Mandarin to exclusive use of Wenli. Ernest Yang and Robert Fitch, "Divergent 
Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," C.R. (May/ 1934): 295. 
42 Sheng identifies at least six styles of hymnals in Jiangnan compiled between 1851 and 1870: 
Classical, Colloquial, Romanized, Classical and Romanized, Colloquial and Romanized, and 
Pronunciation symbols (zhuyin fuhao). Sheng, "Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshishi lunshu yi 中國基督教 
聖詩史論述(一)，” Shengyuejikan 聖樂季刊（Winter/ 1979): 4. 
Stauffer, ed., The Christian Occupation of China, 709. 
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preparing hymnals. With limited information flow，the missionaries might not be 
aware of similar jobs taken by others until the number of hymnbooks was obviously 
too large: “Our mission is just issuing a new hymn-book," wrote a missionary on an 
article in the 1870s, "a strange thing to produce— is it not?一 when there are so 
many already, both north and south, representing, I suppose nearly every society and 
mission in China.,幽 
Agglomeration and Cooperation 
Factors were operating for a more agglomerated outlook of hymnody, on the 
other hand. It had been quite common for compilers to take early hymnals as 
blueprint or reference for the latter; in this case marked similarities could be seen 
between the collections. To use Sacred Odes to Nourish the Mind prepared by James 
Legge (which was different from that of Morrison) as an example: Originally 
published in Malacca in 1842, it was enlarged with hymns from other hymnals and 
was published in Hong Kong in 1851 by Rev. Rudolph Lechler of the Evangelical 
Missionary Society/^ After a decade the hymnbook of Legge was again published 
after slight revision. This time in Guangzhou, it was set to music in Western notation 
under the new title Hymns of the Lord's Worship (Zhong zhu shizhang, a hymnal 
Goodrich, "Chinese Hymnology," 221. 
Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese, 119, 161. Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous 
Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 488. 
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different from that of Griffith J o h n ) 4 6 Another case: Hymns in the Xiamen Dialects 
prepared by Bums was chiefly made up of hymns from his earlier hymnals in the 
Fuzhou and Shantou colloquia;"^^ the hymns were so highly- appreciated that three 
missions in Fuzhou, namely the Church Missionary Society, the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and the Board of Foreign Missions of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, North, had their hymnals published with Bums' 
collection as foundation 48 
While hymnals of lower quality were eliminated gradually, several rose to 
prominence— a process joked by one as "the survival of the f i t t e s t .P r i o r to the 
advent of Universal Praise, these hymnals, often recognized for their quality and 
considerable size, had been used by churches across denominational lines. Of them 
one of the most important was Song zhu shige，which also earned the name Blodget 
and Goodrich Hymnal because of its editorship of Henry Blodget and Chaimcey 
Goodrich of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.^ ® First 
published in Beijing in 1872, within fifty years the Mandarin hymnbook had 
undergone numerous printings and editions, claiming use in provinces such as 
恥 Hymns of the Lord's Worship was compiled by Rev. John Chalmers of the London Missionary 
Society. See Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese, 111. 
47 Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 80. 
Julian, A Dictionary ofHymnology, 744. 
49 G Fitch, "Hymns and Hymn-Books for the Chinese," C.R. (October/ 1895): 467. 
50 This was the most popular hymnal in China before the publication of Universal Praise. Wang, 
"Zhongguo zhanmeishi fazhan gaishu shang," 49. See also Francis Jones, trans., Xilin Chen, The 
Moving Finger Writes (Hong Kong: Jidujiao Wenyi Chubanshe, 1969), 25; Sheng, A Study of the 
Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 179; Sheng, "Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshishi 
lunshu ba 中國基督教聖詩史論述(八)，” Shengyue jikan 5，no.3 (Fall/ 1983): 1. 
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Shanxi，Shaanxi, Henan, Fujian, and places like Nanjing，Guangzhou, and Hong 
K o n g . T o its rival stood the Kiangnan Hymnal {Jiangnan zanmeishi). First printed 
in 1896，it had been widely used in churches in the Jiangnan region. ^ ^ In the Fuzhou 
area a hymnbook entitled Foochow Hymnal {Zong zhu shengshi), also known as the 
Union Chinese Hymnal, was found. Written in the vernacular of the region, it was 
jointly published by the Anglicans, Congregationalists, and Methodists in 1915.^ ^ To 
the list one may add Shengjiao shige’ also known as the Lees，Hymnal, of Tianjin;^ "^  
Religious Tract Society Hymnal {Xiehe song zhu shengshi) which was popular in 
central China;^ ^ and the Presbyterian Nevius and Mateer Hymn Book (Zan shen 
shengshi).^^ 
5 � I n the year 1920 alone its advertisements had appeared seven times in the Chinese Recorder. Five 
versions were available, and they were sold in Shanghai and Beijing. 
52 Sheng, "Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshishi lunshu xi 中國基督教聖詩史論述(四)，” Shengyue jikan, 
no.3 (Summer/1981): 3. The hymnal was adopted as reference by the union hymnal committee for 
Universal Praise. See Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui 六公會聯合聖歌委員會，ed., Putien 
songzan: Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ce zongbaogao 普天頌讚：六公會聯合聖歌 
委員會第一次總報告（1933?), 8. 
53 Wang, "Zhongguo zhanmeishi fazhan gaishu shang，” 52. Sheng, "Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshishi 
lunshu qi 中國基會教聖詩史論述(七)，” Shengyue jikan, no.4 (Winter/ 1982): 2. 
The hymnal was prepared by Rev. Jonathan Lees (1835-1904) of the London Missionary Society. 
Lees was an enthusiastic translator of hymns, and his first hymnal, known as Hymns of Praise to the 
Lord {Song zhu shengge 頌主聖歌)，jointly prepared with Rev. Joseph Edkins, had been published in 
1872. First printed in 1891, by the year 1920 more than 74 000 copies of the Lees' Hymnal, which 
contained over 400 hymns, had been sold since 1900. See Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements 
in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 103; Julian, A Dictionary of Hymnology, 743; also advertisements in 
the Chinese Recorder in 1920. 
“ T h e hymnal was the effort of missionaries from different churches. First published in 1874 by the 
Central China Religious Tract Society, it had been under major revision in 1916. Described as 
containing local literary colors of Central and Western China, it was welcomed by churches in the 
Yangtze Valley; by the year 1923 over 30 000 copies were in use. See Wang, "Zhongguo zanmeishi 
fazhan gaishu shang," 51-52; Sheng, "Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshishi lunshu xi," 2; Jones, The 
Moving Finger Writes, 25; F. Sharp, "The R. T. S. Hymnal with Tunes，，，Our Book Table, C. R. (April/ 
1923): 236; R. T. S. Hymnal (Hankou and Tienjin: Religious Tract Society of North and Central 
China). 
56 Originally prepared by John Nevius (1829-1893) and Calvin Mateer (1836-1908)，who were 
appointed by the Synod of American Presbyterians in China for the project, the hymnal was first 
published in 1871. Following the decision of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of North China in 
19 
In the missionary circle information exchange was fostered by the holding of 
large-scale conferences and the circulation of journals. From the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century, with the emergence of these platforms church workers all over 
China could discuss and obtain news in the subject of hymnody. For the information 
flow the journal Chinese Recorder had played an important role. From 1874 onwards, 
on the Recorder hymnody-related articles, correspondences, and reports had 
appeared, advertisements and reviews of hymnals seen, and sometimes hymn texts 
and tunes were posted. Piecemeal and often occupied only a tiny comer, the news 
however engaged the attentions of those who concerned the subject. The more 
enthusiastic started to share their experience in teaching hymns. Some reported the 
learning progress of the Chinese and expressed their own thoughts on questions such 
as what should be sung in the mission field. Finally in October 1905，upon request by 
readers,57 the column "Church Praise Department" was officially established to deal 
with problems "relating to the praise of the c h u r c h e s ”58 In general，to these 
Jinan in 1911, important revisions took place, and the new versions came afterwards in 1914 (words 
edition) and in 1917 (music edition). See Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese 
Christian Hymnody, 104; Wang, "Zhongguo zanmeishi fazhan gaishu shang," 51; May Smith et al., 
"Preface to Tune-book" and Yu Tsi Shing et al., "Preface to Words Edition," introduction to 
Neviiis-Mateer Hymnal, published by Authority of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of North 
China (Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission, 1917). 
“ T h e idea of the Department was first put forward by F. Ohlinger, the compiler of the hymnal Songs 
of Triumph (Kai ge 凱歌)in Fuzhou in 1879. He asked the Recorder for "a (small) Hymnology 
Department, by means of which views could be exchanged and work done systematically." F. 
Ohlinger, "Adapting Hymns: To the Editor of'The Chinese Recorder，”’ Correspondence, C. K (July/ 
1905): 364. The suggestion met with support from another reader the next month and others as well. 
See C. C. "Chinese Hymn Tunes: To the Editor of'The Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R. 
(August/ 1905): 412-13; "Editorial Comment," CR. (October/ 1905): 528. 
"Editorial Comment," CR. (October/ 1905): 528. 
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questions there was no unanimity of opinions. Quarrels even broke out around the 
controversial issues like the choice between Wenli and vernacular hymns. Still, 
people's horizons now extended beyond their local region. A national consciousness 
was growing, and cooperation in hymnology was made possible. 
Chauncey Goodrich was one of the earliest church workers calling a more 
coordinated effort in hymnals' compilation among denominations. After preparing a 
hymnal for his mission, the missionary working in North China offered his 
reflections in 1877 in an article contributed to the Recorder entitled “Chinese 
Hymnology." Listing out essential qualities for good hymns, he stated the rules were 
applicable to all church groups and argued that the multiplication of hymnals 
incurred great loss not only in the economy of labor but also in Christian communion. 
He did not yet demand a union hymn book as he believed the ideal was too high even 
in the North. Instead, he looked for the best writings and translations of hymns be 
shared among the various church bodies. "One thing, at least, can be done ” He wrote: 
"Every writer or translator of hymns can strive to produce hymns worthy to be 
printed in other hymnals, and sung in other churches, and can also choose from other 
collections hymns which commend themselves to his taste and judgment. 
The desire for larger cooperation among missions was a natural development 
parallel with the growth of the Christian enterprises. As the churches became more 
Goodrich, “Chinese Hymnology," 221-226. 
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developed there had been requests for hymnbooks of higher quality. Meanwhile, 
people needed collections with hymn topics comprehensive enough to cover almost 
all aspects of Christian living一 from baptism to ordination, from marriage to 
funeral.^ The task of preparing a hymnal, unfortunately, is never simple. A good 
book requires careful selection of hymns, skillful translation, appropriate matching of 
tunes, excellent printing, etc. The many steps involved had rendered the job, 
especially when undertaken in small scale, extremely costly. Then, what was the 
point, some missionaries began to ask, to compile hymnbooks individually?^^ Would 
it be more efficient to collaborate in the task or even work for a union hymnal? 
Would not it be a better idea to draw the talents from different denominations 
together to labor for a hymnody of higher quality? 
The idea of a union hymnbook was appealing to those favoring ecumenism. To 
promote Christian communion these people wanted a shared system of praise. A 
speech read before the Fuzhou Missionary Union in 1888，for instance, stressed the 
importance to practice "uniformity" in the use of hymns. “A common hymn-book," 
the advocate expressed, "would certainly prove a strong bond of union among the 
^ Chen observes that by near the end of the nineteenth century, to satisfy the needs of the various 
aspects of church life, hymnals were becoming more comprehensive in content. Chen, "Jidujiao 
shengshi zai Zhongguo de fazhan," 158. 
61 A paper read before the Fuzhou Missionary Union on December 20, 1888 noted: "The expense of 
issuing small editions of separate hymn-books for each mission is not a small item in carrying on our 
work, and makes the cost far beyond what it would be if large editions or stereotype plate editions 
could be furnished alike for all the missions." N. Phumb, "In What Lines of Action Can Our Three 
Missions Most Effectively Prosecute Their Work In Union?," C.R. (April/ 1889): 163. 
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native Churches," leading to "a more solid front to the heathen.Wrote another in 
a letter to the editor: "There is nothing in which the church is more cosmopolitan 
than in its hymnology, and on the foundation truths of our faith there is also no 
division between us." "Why then should each mission have its own special hymn 
book ？”63 In the summer of 1899 at the missionary conference held at Beidaihe, the 
delegates, longing for a greater union among the churches of North China, felt the 
need to bring their "meetings for worship into some sort of harmony." The agenda of 
a union hymnbook was therefore put forward. The Peking Union Hymnal was 
published six years later as a result 64 
A common hymnal has another practical advantage— it facilitates Christians 
singing together in occasions when different churches meet 65 For this purpose a 
hymnal, bearing the title Hymns for the Revival {Fuzhou fenxinghui shige), was 
published in Fuzhou in 1906. Its preface reads: 
Hymns can touch and revive people. Unfortunately (in the past) in Fujian we 
lacked a common hymnal Every time when general meeting was held, differences in 
hymnody were seen, and the liveliness of the meeting was reduced. The hymns could 
not match with the tunes, so we felt discouraging. As a result in recent meetings we 
used to print sheets. However good this method, it is inadequate to express our 
62 Ibid., 162-63. 
63 C. Medhurst, "AUnion Hymnal and Catechism: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" C.R. 
(June/ 1899): 302. 
h See "Pei-tai-ho Conference, August 17出 to 22"^ 1899," C. R. (December/ 1899): 602; John Hinds, 
"Union Hymn Book: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R. (December/ 
1904): 521; Courtenay Fenn and J. St. John, "Conference on Federation at Pei-tai-ho，” C. R 
(November/ 1904): 551-53; E. Tewksbury, "Apropos the Union Hymnal: To the Editor of'the Chinese 
Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. K (May/ 1905): 254-55; T. Cochrane, "The Peking Union 
Committee's Circular," Missionary News, C. R, (August/1905): 423-24; Sheng, An Indigenous 
Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 509. 
“ G Fitch, "Hymns and Hymn-Books for the Chinese," 469. 
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emotions, not to mention the (high) cost of printing. (Therefore) the compiler... has 
invited representatives from the three missions to discuss and to reach agreement. 
(They are to) select from their old books the best part... From now on, in annual 
meetings, praise meetings, meetings for the promotion of virtuousness, meetings for 
exhortation, youth meetings, pastors，meeting, or in other special meetings, we may 
use this new book for singing严 
Since the dawn of the twentieth century, the dream for a hymnbook for 
nationwide use was appearing. A Chinese church worker named Chan Kwan-hai, in 
the Recorder, expressed his want for a standard hymnbook for all China. Having 
noticed, along his way from Guangzhou to Shandong, that different hymnals were 
adopted by different missions across the country, he suggested the union collection 
be composed of the best hymns north and south，？ The call was in fact in tune with 
the development in other mission fields in Asia. At the time India, for example, was 
reported of movements unifying hymnody of each of the prominent languages, which 
had resulted in a union hymnbook in Singalese and another in T a m i l 68 In Japan, in 
1903 a hymnal jointly prepared by the Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists, 
Methodists, and Disciples was published. The best- seller in the list of Christian 





美會、務德會、勉勵會、青年會、牧師會’至於特別聚會’均可用此新本,以供唱和�” Jiang, preface 
to Ftizhou femihui shige (Fuzhou: Foochow College Press, 1906). 
67 Kwan-hai Chan, "AUnion Hymn Book: To the Editor of 'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, 
C.R. (October/ 1903): 512. 
68 James Dennis, vol. 3 of Christian Missions and Social Progress: A Sociological Study of Foreign 
Missions (New York: Fleming H. Revell, 1906), 194. 
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Protestant population.^^ The Japanese achievement had been impressive. In 1904 the 
editor of the Chinese Recorder for the first time uttered its support for a similar 
project: "We seem a long way off from a hymn book that should be acknowledged by 
nearly the whole body of Protestant Christians in China.，，“But why should we not do 
as our brethren in Japan have done?"^ ® The appeal appeared again on editorials in 
April 190971 肌d in December 1917^ .^ As time progressed, the Chinese churches 
were increasingly seen as one and were expected by many to sing a common 
repertoire of hymns. A hymnology for all China was becoming a goal. For instance, it 
was the expressed purpose of a symposium in 1909 for its being "a definite attempt 
to set a standard for Chinese hymnology. 
Standardization and the Union Movement 
Some now looked for the standardization of hymns. Although the idea was not 
as ambitious as that of a union hymnbook, it could well remove the confusions 
created by the many existing translations. We hear，for instance, for the hymn "Jesus, 
Lover of My Soul” alone, in the 1910s at least six versions were used in the 
69 Ibid., 196; "Editorial Comment," C. R. (January/ 1904): 46-47. 
70 "Editorial Comment," CR. (January/ 1904): 47. 
71 The editor suggested that in the matter of union hymnal, which is both "desirable and feasible," two 
books be compiled: one for the use of schools and old and large churches where a great variety of 
hymns is needed, and the other for the country people whose collections could be limited to a few. 
"Editorial," CR. (April/ 1909): 172. 
72 "Editorial," CR. (December/ 1917): 758. 
73 A Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China was organized by the editorial board of the 
Chinese Recorder, and a summary of the opinion was posted on the periodical. See W. Bitton, "A 
Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China," CR. (April/ 1909): 195-213. 
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Mandarin-Speaking churches;?* and by 1931 11 translations of "Art Thou Weary, Art 
Thou Languid?" had been f o u n d . O n e of the earliest proposals to unify hymnody, 
as noted, was suggested by Goodrich who advocated the best translations be shared. 
In 1905 another urged for a representative committee to select a hundred standard 
hymns, translated and original, as pieces common to the various hymnals (Tongyong 
shi) for use throughout the country. Christians should be familiar with these hymns, it 
was advised, because in union meetings these hymns "would manifestly be a means 
of fellowship, as they would also be to visiting believers everywhere." Furthermore, 
he recommended every hymn be associated with its standard m e l o d y . 76 
The suggestion of standardization was in line with the trend of the Christian 
movement. Since the end of the nineteenth century, organizations of national scale in 
China, like the China Medical Missionary Association, the Educational Association 
of China, China Sunday School Union, and, later, the National Committee of the 
Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) of China, and the National Christian 
Council, were formed one after one. For one, these bodies attempted to coordinate 
effort of the different missions to avoid duplicated use of resources. For another, they 
helped connect churches and bind them together. The tendency was accentuated by 
74 S. Champness, "Hymnology in the Chinese Church II," China Christian Yearbook 1912, 252. 
75 Tingfang Liu, "Cou shui zhai yishu shengshi shihua er 秋水齋譯述聖歌詩話(二)，” Zhenliyu 
例/>ig 真理與生命（December/ 1934): 361-70. 
76 J. Lowrie, "Apropos the Union Hymnal: To the Editor o f the Chinese Recorder,'" C.R. (March/ 
1905): 149. 
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the heightening idea of nationalism, with which unity within a national boundary was 
more or less sought for. In this direction the project of the Union version of the Bible 
was of utmost significance. Proposed at the Missionary Conference in Shanghai in 
1890，the standard Bible was to be in the styles of easy Wenli, high Wenli, and 
Mandarin.77 Of the three, thanks to the campaign for plain language and the official 
recognition of Mandarin as the national tongue, the Mandarin version of 1919 
emerged; it was widely used across China. 
While the union product must have stimulated the making of Universal Praise, 
during its preparation its influence upon people's mind on hymnody had already been 
seen. In 1912 Rev. S. Champness in Hunan, in his passage posted on the China 
Christian Year Book, proposed that the Committee then working on Bible Revision 
“later on devote their attention to the Standarization of Hymns." “Next to the Bible, 
Christian hymns and songs are the greatest heritage of the Church," he argued. “And 
a standardized form of hymns... would do much for real Union among the 
Churches”78 
In 1913 the Continuation Committee of the World Missionary Conference of 
Edinburgh held a series of regional and national conferences in China. The issue of a 
common hymnody appeared as agendas for a number of meetings: in the Guangzhou 
77 Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China’ 414. 
78 Champness, "Hymnology in the Chinese Church II，,’ 252-53. 
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Conference a selection of a hundred standard- translated hymns was urged for;^^ in 
Hankou a revised union hymnbook was appealed for; Shanghai wanted a 
collection of the already selected hymns be prepared, with Chinese and English 
versions in parallel columns? and in the Beijing conference a hymnbook for all 
China was proposed^^— a request also made at the national conferences^ The China 
Continuation Committee was finally entrusted the task of securing uniform hymn 
translation and the promotion of their use，* A special committee on Hymnology was 
accordingly established. Of the many hymn versions it was to choose the best and to 
have them published in periodicals for the consideration of the churches. Besides, it 
would collect hymns and spiritual songs appearing in religious publications and 
facilitate information exchange for those "interested in the progress of hymn 
making.，，85 
The reorganization of the churches into larger units had provided impetus to the 
development. The first few decades of the twentieth century were a period of 
79 "Canton Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conference in Asia- 1912-1913: A Brief 
Account of the Conferences Together with Their Findings and Lists of Members (New York: Chairman 
of the Continuation Committee, 1913)，207. 
叨"Hankow Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conference in Asia- 1912-1913, 308. 
81 "Shanghai Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conference in Asia- J912-J9J3, 231-32. 
82 "Peking Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conference in Asia- 1912-1913, 276. 
"China National Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conference in Asia- 1912-1913, 
329. 
Ibid.，347; E. Lobenstine, "Report of the China Continuation Committee to the National Christian 
Conference," in The Chinese Church as Revealed in the National Christian Conference held in 
Shanghai, Tuesday, May 2, to Thursday, May 11, 1922, ed. by F. Rawlinson et al. (Shanghai: Oriental 
Press, 192-), 48. 
L. Roots, "Third Year of the China Continuation Committee," in China Mission Year Book 1916 
(Shanghai: Christian Literature Society), 390-91. 
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ecumenicalism: the years saw the formation of unions not only among churches of 
similar backgrounds like the Presbyterian Church of China (1905), the Holy Catholic 
Church of China (1912)，and the Lutheran Church of China (1917), but also those of 
different denominational traditions, of which the notable example was the Church of 
Christ in China (1927). With the new establishment how to promote unity among the 
member churches became a key question for the leaders. A standard hymnody within 
the communion, at this point, revealed its unique value: with a union hymnal, the 
constituencies could at least be unified in their songs of praise.^ 
The Lutheran Hymnal Hymns of Praise {Song zhu shengge) was absolutely a 
product of the union movement. First initiated by the Lutheran bodies in Henan， 
Hunan, and Hubei in 1907，the campaign for the united church gained momentum 
when the union Lutheran seminary was founded in 1912.87 years later a 
constitution was drafted and a "Temporary Council of the Lutheran Church in China" 
elected. Added to the idea of establishing a standard liturgy and a literature 
committee, a Lutheran hymnbook for common use was suggested. In 1917, when the 
constitution for the union was approved, the hymnal proposal was confirmed. For the 
work a hymn book committee was formed with representatives coming from various 
86 Sometimes a hymnal was specifically associated to a particular church group. Churches belonged 
to the China Inland Mission, for instance, mostly used Song zhu shengge 頌主聖歌，while 
considerable number of Baptist churches adopted Song zhu shiji 頌主詩集.See Wang and Shao, 
"Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he huihua," 92. 
87 Qiwu Zu 祖起舞，"Zhonghua xin yi hui 中華信義會，” in Zhonghua Jidti jiaohui nianjian 1930 中 
華縫教會年鑑(Taibei: Zhongguo Jiaohui Yanjiu Zhongxin, 1983)，10. 
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missions, and references were made to hymnals so far prepared and used by the 
member churches. "The hymns are chiefly a collection of the best, old Lutheran 
hymns that have been the common property of all Lutheran bodies，” 一 this was one 
of the guidelines for the project. By 1920 the tentative version had been produced, in 
which out of the 542 hymns about three-fifths were of German origin, and those of 
Swedish and Norwegian also made up significant shares (12.9 and 10 percent 
respectively). Having sent to the users for comment, it was later revised. The 
renewed edition came in 1924.88 
In late 1920s the Anglican Communion was too laboring for its own hymnal. 
The book particularly deserves our attention as it directly led to the birth of 
Universal Praise. To this account we now turn. 
88 Thor Strandenaes, "The Making of a Chinese Hymnal: A Contribution Towards a History of 
Chinese Lutheran Hymnody," Theology and Life, no.5 (1982): 78-101; Latourette, A History of 
Christian Missions in China, 762. 
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Chapter Three 
The Union Project 
The Anglican Hymnal and the Idea of a Cross-denominational Hymnbook 
The urge for a standard Anglican hymnal was a reasonable outgrowth of the 
Anglican Union. Formed by churches of the Church Missionary Society, the Society 
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, the American Protestant 
Episcopalians, and the Canadian Anglicans, the union, known as Zhonghua Sheng 
Gong Hui (thereafter cited as SKH because of the common spelling “Sheng Kung 
Hwei，’)，summoned its first synod in 1912, after more than a decade of discussion 
and approvals by the authorities in England and America.^^ Yet it was not until the 
sixth General Conference, held in Shanghai in April 1928, that the proposal for a 
common hymnal was formally put forward. The purpose of the suggestion was to 
unify hymns for the 12 dioceses, an action similarly taken by the Lutherans years 
ago.卯 A special committee was accordingly set up with representatives from 
different dioceses including North China, Anhui and Jiangxi, Hubei and Hunan, 
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Fujian. Rev. Hunter C. C. Yen (Yian Qiqing) was elected 
Chairman and Miss Louise S. Hammond, Secretary. To undertake the heavy work 
Ernest Yingliu Yang 楊蔭瀏，a name we shall note again and again, was later 
於 Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 664. 
90 Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui di liu ci zongyihui baogaoshu 中華聖公六次總議會報告書’ 
venue: Shanghai (April/ 1928)，43，65. 
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employed. 91 
At the time other denominations were thinking of compiling their hymnals as 
well. The Northern Methodist at its Central Conference in 1930 ordered a "new Book 
of W o r s h i p ,，，9 2 and similar projects were undertaken by groups like The Church of 
Christ in China, Gong Li Hui, and the Southern Methodist.^ "^  In general, there was 
an apparent want for hymnody of higher quality— "better in style, more appropriate 
to the modem views of the church, and more truly C h i n e s e . A memorial at the 
Yenping Conference expressed: "There is great need in our churches of Methodism 
for... a change in the words and tunes of Christian songs; and there ought to be a 
general Methodist for all C h i n a "96 "We are ready to have a new hymnbook," 
recalled Francis Jones, later a committee member working for Universal Praise. “In 
Nanjing we used the Blodget and Goodrich Hymnal which, compiled during the 
seventies of the nineteenth century, had (however) become relatively out-dated... 
91 "Report of the Committee on the Hymnal," in Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod 
of the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui (C. H. S. K. H.) held at Hangchow, April 25 to May 2�1931, issued 
by Order of the Synod (Presbyterian Mission Press), 82-85; "Tongyi zanmeishi weiyuanhui baogao 統 
一讚美詩委員會報告，” in Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui di qijie zongyihui baogaoshu 中華聖公會第 
七屆總議會報告書，134-138. See also Shenyin Wang, Zhongguo zanmeishi fazhan gaishu xia 中國讚 
美詩發展槪述(下)，”力办congkan, no.72 (December/ 1950): 66-67; Wang, Sheng shi dian kao, 
25-26. 
92 Edward James, "The Joint Hymnal," The China Christian Advocate (September/1932); The hymnal 
committee, preface to Universal Praise, 3; Minzhi Jiang 江民志，"Quanguo Jidujiao shige tongyi 
weiban jianbao全國基督教詩歌統一委辦簡報，” jiaoxun教訊，Xing hua zhoukan興華週刊，August 
3，1932, 29. 
93 The want for a common hymnal for the Church of Christ in China was expressed as early as during 
its first meeting in 1927. See Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohn deyiyie zonghuijilu 中華基督教會屆總會 
紀錄，venue: Shanghai, October 1-11,1927, 48. 
94 Jiang, "Quanguo Jidujiao shege tongyi weiban jianbao," 29. "Report of the Seventh Meeting of the 
General Synod of the C.H.S.K.H," 85. 
Walter Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism (New York: Abingdon- Cokesbury, 1948), 197. 
96 Ibid. 
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(The new hymnal) must be universal in character and be able to represent the whole 
China ”97 Now, with a common desire for a hymnal the old question was raised 
again: Is it possible for the church groups to pour their efforts together to produce a 
union hymnal across denominations? 
The hymnal project of SKH had from the beginning attracted the attentions of 
other churches indeed. Its open request for hymns written by Chinese authors in the 
form of competition was notable. Advertisements were posted on Anglican and other 
periodicals.^^ Nationwide interests were aroused, and, surprisingly, three of the four 
winners were non-Anglicans and the denominational affiliation of the fourth not 
k n o w n . 9 9 After three years of intense labor, by 1931 the tentative version of the 
Anglican hymnal was produced. Entitled^ Collection of Songs for the Praise of God 
(thereafter cited as “Collection of Songs”）or Song zhu shiji, the book with 466 
hymns was recognized of its good quality. Rev. Asher R. Kepler, general secretary of 
the Church of Christ in China (thereafter cited as CCC) and strong advocate for the 
97 Jones, The Moving Finger Writes, 25-26. 
98 "Xiugai shengshi weiyuanhui qishi: Xuanjiang zhengji chuangzuo de shengshi 修改聖詩委員會啓 
事：懸獎徵•丨J作的聖詩，” Jiaoxun教訊，Sheng GongHui bao聖公會報22，no.2 (1928), 10; 
"Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui qishi: Xuanjiang zhengji chuangzuo de shengshi 中華聖公會禱事：懸獎 
徵集創作的聖詩，”沿口 興華 no.5-11. (January-March/ 1929). 
99 The major winners of the competition for original hymns turned out to be non-Anglicans: 
Champion belonged to Yang Jingqiu 楊鏡秋 of Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Wujing of 
Jiangsu. Other winners included Wang Jinxi 溪 of Methodist Episcopal Church, North, in 
Beiping; Wu Xiaowu/ Wu Bin 吳笑吾/ 吳斌 ofWesleyan Methodist Missionary Society in Pingjiang 
of Hunan; and Chen Dingan 陳定安，named as Chen Wenan 陳文安 in another occasion, of Middle 
School ofXinping County in Yunnan. See Wang, Sheng shi diem kao, 25-26; "Zhonghua Sheng Gong 
Hui qishi: Xuanjiang zhengji chuangzuo shengshi dejiexiao 中華聖公會啓事：懸獎創作聖詩的 
揭曉，” Zhuanjian 專件，Sheng GongHui bao 聖公會報 22, no. 17-18，22; The Union Hymnal 
Committee, ed., Universal Praise. 
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ecumenical movement , then proposed a wider co-operation in which different 
denominations worked together for a union hymnal.!� He asked Robert F. Fitch, the 
President Emeritus of Hangchow College and also of CCC, to talk with the SKH 
hymnal committee. In April the latter was approached just before the seventh General 
Synod was held in Hangzhou. Eventually, when the newly compiled Collection of 
Songs was presented to the Anglican Synod，the hymnal committee also brought to 
the meeting the suggestion of Kepler for discussion. ^ ^^  
In the moment SKH already had its drafted hymnal at hand. From this 
perspective its cooperation with other church bodies seemed difficult for its work 
was already too a d v a n c e d . � ^ Yet some believed the experience it gained so far 
would definitely assist the union project. The call for an ecumenical hymnal also 
came within the Anglican Communion. The Diocese of Fujian, for instance, 
forwarded a letter from the Fujian Christian Council to the hymnal committee, 
requesting their consideration for a new joint hymnal with other Christian groups. To 
咖 Wallace Merwin, Adventure in Unity: The Church of Christ in China (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
William B. Eerdmans, 1974), 53. Kepler's deep commitment to the cause of church union could be 
seen in his articles and books: A. Kepler, "The Growth of Intercommunion," in China Christian Year 
Book 1927 (Shanghai: Christian Literature Society), 144-150; Kepler, "Movements for Christian 
Unity," in China Christian Year Book 1928, 2-8; Kepler, "Church and Unity," in China Christian Year 
Book 1931,143-160; Kepler, trans., Nanfong Wen, He er weiyi 合而爲一 (Shanghai: Zhonghua Jidu 
Jiaohui Quanguo Zonghui, 1948). 
101 Timothy Liu, "The Christian Movement in China under Protestant Auspices," 1486. 
Ibid.; Liu, "Zhongguo xintu yu shengge 中國信徒與聖歌，” Zhenliyu shengming 7，no.2 
(November/ 1932): 22; Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Putian songzan: Liu gong hui 
lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ce zongbaogao, 1; Union hymnal committee, preface to Universal 
Praise, 3; Robert Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in China," C. K (September/ 1935): 544. 
The report of the Anglican hymnal committee noted that some expressed "a regret" that the work 
of their Committee "is already so far advanced as to make it difficult" for mutual co-operation. Report 
of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod of the C. H. S. K, H., 85. 
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this suggestion the committee was quite open-minded. The proposed project, it 
expressed, "might be very useful in standardizing those hymns for which there are 
distressingly many translations and in making known other hymns which deserve a 
wider use." Yet at the same time they predicted the difficulties encountered would be 
very great. "We must approach the whole matter with prayer that God will show us 
our opportunities in this line for the service of the Kingdom and with faith that He 
will help us to take advantage of them.，遍 
The General Synod was willing to meet the challenge nevertheless. Deeply 
appreciating the Collection of Songs，似 it granted too the hymnal committee 
complete freedom to work with other denominations for a union hymnal. 
Furthermore, according to what it called the "principle of the Communion of Saints,，， 
the Synod permitted the use of any part of its hymnal by any other Christian body. 
The publication of Collections of Songs was permitted to delay, and, in case in future 
the union book was more preferable, the Synod would allow the latter's substitution 
of the f o r m e r . 106 In fact, the Anglican hymnbook later became the blueprint for the 
union hymnal/^^ 
104 Ibid. 
105 Ibid., 29. 
106 Ibid.，28-29. See also "General Synod of the C. H. S. K. H.’” The Bulletin of the National 
Christian Council, no.37 (June/ 1931): 23-24. 
"Report of the Hymnal Committee," in Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the 
C.H.S.K.H. held at Wuhu April 21 to 29, 1934, issued by Order of the Synod, 100; The Special 
Committee, Authorized by the Committee on the Preparation of a Union Hymnal, ed., P'u T'ien Sung 
Tsan: Report on A Union Hymnal, for Presentation to the Authoritative Assemblies of the Respective 
Churches (1933?), p.i. 
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The green light was turned on. Invitations were made to various church groups 
for their participation in the union project. On September 23, 1931, representatives 
from SKH, Methodist Episcopal Church North, Methodist Episcopal Church South, 
North China Gong Li Hui (thereafter cited as KLH because of the common spelling 
"Kung Li Hui"), and CCC gathered at the Missions Building on Yuen Ming Yuen 
Road in Shanghai. For a day and a half they discussed and formulated plans for the 
union hymnbook. It was not until the next year, when the second meeting was held, 
1 nft 
that the East China Baptist Convention joined the band. Never before in Chinese 
history had a hymnal project of such tremendous scale been undertaken: The 
membership of the six participating bodies totaled around 228 736, nearly half of the 
entire Protestant p o p u l a t i o n ; � 9 and the stations of the church groups concerned 
appeared in almost every part of the nation, i i� 
The second meeting was originally scheduled in March 1932 in Shanghai. Yet due to the disturbed 
conditions caused by the Japanese encroachment, it took place later at the Community Centre in 
Nanjing in July. Samuel Mills, "The Union Hymnal," CR. (September/ 1932): 572-73. 
109 Figures are taken from the year 1933: While the total Protestant communicants totaled 488 539, 
CCC made up of 119 746; SKH 32 390; Methodist Episcopal Church, North, 45986; Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, 13 149; North China Congregational Church, 13 701. There is no figure of 
East China Baptist Convention in 1933, but there is one in 1936, i.e. 3 746，and we take that into 
account. See "Quanguo jiaohui tongji biao 全國教會統言十表，’，in Zhonghua jidu jiaohui nianjian 1933, 
vol. 12, 367-68; Zheqing Bao 鮑哲慶’ "Jin Li Hui texu fazhan zhi gaikuang 浸禮會特殊發展之槪況，’’ 
Zhonghua jidu jiaohui nianjian 1934-36, vol.13, 48; "Fubian: Kanluozhong jiaohui fazhan zhi tongji 
附編：抗羅宗教會發展之統計：’ Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian, 1934-36, 3. 
110 The general geographical distribution of churches of the six bodies: In 1927 CCC was composed 
of 12 councils, namely Guangdong, Lingdong, Hainan, Minnan, Minzhong, Minbei, Huadong, Hunan 
and Hubei, Shandong, Hebei, North China, and Manchuria, extending over 13 provinces; In 1934, 
Anglican dioceses had included Huabei, Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Anhui and Jiangxi, 
Henan, Hubei and Hunan, Guangxi and Hunan, Hong Kong, Guangdong, Sichuan, and Shaanxi 
Missionary Area; The Methodist Episcopal Church, North, had its activities chiefly in Fuzhou, Jiangsu, 
Anhui, Jiangxi, Sichuan, Shandong, Hebei; The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Zhejiang and 
Jiangsu; K.L.H.’ in Shandong, Hebei, Shanxi, Shaanbei, and part of Inner Mongolia; East China 
Baptist Convention, in Zhejiang and Shanghai. See Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod 
of the C.H.S.K.H.\ "Gedi jiaohui zhi yuange ji qi teshu shenzhi yu gongzuo 各地 會之、沿革及其特 
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Consensus and the Work 
To the representatives from the six churches, now making up the union hymnal 
committee which was also known as the General Committee, the first problem to 
settle was of what hymns be included in this book which turned out to be named 
Univeral Praise. During the meeting in 1931 it was decided each church group 
submit three hundred hymns of their choice. Among them one hundred was to be 
labeled as “essential，’’ one hundred as "important" and one hundred as "desirable.” 
They were moreover required to suggest Chinese original hymns, i.e. hymns of 
Chinese authorship, and new hymns to be translated. Clearly, the committee 
members believed that for a common hymnal they should first understand the 
preference of the individual denomination and must seek consensus as far as possible. 
It was like what SKH did in the past: To prepare the Collection of Songs 
questionnaires had been sent to different dioceses asking for their nomination of 
hymns, and the dioceses were to further put them into the categories of either 
"invaluable in a given locality" or merely “familiar.”� 
This time a much larger constituency was involved. The church bodies collected 
殊性質與工作,” in Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian 1930, 1-64; Kepler, "Movements for Christian 
Unity," 84-6; Merwin, Adventure in Unity, Chekiang Shanghai Baptist Convention, Spring and 
Summer Bulletin (1934)，22-23. 
Ill The Anglican hymnal committee decided that "those hymns particularly mentioned as being 
considered invaluable in a given locality were considered to have received three votes, those merely 
noted as familiar being allowed one vote." "Those hymns then receiving the highest number of votes 
were automatically included in the new book, of which they constitute two-thirds of the entire 
contents." Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod of the C.H.S.K.H., 83. 
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opinions from within'^ ^ and then handed over their selections to the compilation 
committee，"� which, along with the literary appraisal committee and the music 
appraisal committee, was appointed by the General Committee during the first 
meeting. The compilation committee in turn compiled a complete hymn list, 
submitting it to the literary appraisal committee，"* which, composed of at least a 
representative from each church group, was to choose hymns on a literary basis. 
Altogether 467 hymns were s e l e c t e d . "5 The music appraisal committee, next, 
matched the hymns with suitable tunes with consideration of the expressed 
preference of the denominations. 
The result was reported to the General Committee which held its second 
meeting in 1932. Originally scheduled in March, due to the disturbed conditions 
around Shanghai the conference was postponed to July, and the venue was moved to 
112 Robert Fitch, for instance, was responsible for collecting opinions from the different churches of 
C.C.C. See "Tongyi zanmeishi weiyuanhui xiaoxi 統一讚美詩委員會消息,” Huiwu yaowen 會務要 
聞，Zonghui gongbcw 總會公報,October 1，1932,1107. 
113 The Committee was appointed by the General Committee at its first meeting. Robert Fitch and 
Ernest Yang were made responsible for the task. The Special Committee, ed.，P'w T'ien Sung Tsan: 
Report on a Union Hymnal, 2. 
11 The Literary Appraisal Committee was also appointed at the first meeting of the General 
Committee. Its members included Rev. W. R. 0. Taylor, Robert Fitch, and one additional member 
from each church group. Ibid., 2. 
The body of hymns submitted can be considered as the initial selection for the union hymnal. It 
consisted of 467 hymns, in which 430 were translated hymns and 37 were Chinese original 
compositions. Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Putian songzan: Liu gong hui lianhe 
shengge weiyuanhui diyi ce zongbaogao, 6. 
116 The Music Appraisal Committee, appointed by the General Committee too, had three members: 
Louise. S. Hammond, Li Baochen, Francis P. Jones. The Special Committee, ed., P 'u T'ien Sung Tscm: 
Report on a Union Hymnal, 2. Nevertheless, another account had the members named as following: 
Miss Venetia Cox, Mrs. S. M. Woo, Ernest Yang, L. S. Hammond and Mr. J. M. Dyson. See Mills, 
"The Union Hymnal," 573. 
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N a n j i n g . M e t first at the residence of a committee member and later at the 
Community Center, the hymnal committee approved the principle set by the literary 
appraisal committee that the book included all hymns which were regarded by any 
participating church group as "essential," provided their total number does not 
exceed three hundred; any omission was not allowed unless agreed by the church 
group concerned. 118 it turned out, after deleting the duplicated, 252 hymns were left 
in the essential list, of which ten were indispensable to all six groups. They were 
subsequently incorporated into the hymnal. 12�"The first notable achievement of this 
hymnological group，” more than a decade later Bliss Wiant, the music editor, 
recalled, "was to prove that churches of an Anglo-Catholic complexion could use the 
very same hymnal that highly Evangelical churches could use and not necessitate a 
bulky book ” 121 "How more nearly the church here is in fundamental unity than the 
churches in America and Europe," he wrote to his family in America in 1933. "As 
you can imagine, it is not too easy to harmonize the extremely liturgical and the 
evangelical elements i n such a n unusual union. Nevertheless i t i s being d o n e . " 1 2 2 
"7 Mills, "The Union Hymnal," 573. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu 聯合聖歌委員會第二次總會報告書，” 
Zhenliyu shengming 7’ no.2 (November/ 1932): 70. 
119 Myron Terry, "Activities of Literature Societies," in China Christian Year Book 1932-33, 497. 
12° The hymnal committee, preface to Universal Praise, 3; Bliss Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in 
China," The International Review of Missions (October/ 1946): 429. Other sources, however, note that 
the total number of hymns in the essential list was 309; they are the earlier reports, so it is probable 
that the lists submitted by the six church bodies had been revised at a later time. For the earlier reports, 
see Mills, "The Union Hymnal," 574; "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 73. 
� Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in China," 429. 
122 "Correspondence," July 1933, in Allen Wiant, (ed.)，A New Songfor China: A Biography of Bliss 
Mitchell Wiant (Victoria: TrafFord, 2003), 53. 
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Hymns from the "important" and "desirable" lists, on the other hand, were 
chosen with "mutual appreciation of the needs of each group," as well as with 
consideration of their contribution to “the enrichment of the Book." The report wrote: 
“By doing this it is hoped that the final Book will be really adequate for the use of 
each denomination.” 123 This was what the committee called the "Principle of 
Comprehensiveness,,，124 an idea given repeated e m p h a s i s i n future. Besides the 
selection of hymns, during the second general meeting consensus was obtained in 
other areas. The relatively more important resolutions were:^ ^^ 
1 
1. The total number of hymns be ranged from 425 to 500. 
2. A proportion of about one-tenths of Chinese original hymns be included. 
3. Indexes of meters，first line of hymns, hymn writers, tune names, tune 
writers, and the like, and an appendix which included the Lord's Prayer，Ten 
Commandments, Doxology, various anthems, etc., be added. 
4. Any terms in addressing "God" be used as long as they were used currently 
by the participating church groups. ^ ^^  
� Mills, "The Union Hymnal," 573-74; The Hymnal Committee, preface to Universal Praise, 3; 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 73. 
124 p,奴 T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 4; "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui 
baogaoshu," 73. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 69-74. 
126 The hymnal turned out to contain 512 hymns. 
127 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 73. The appendix turned out to be a 
section on Choral Worship. See the Union Hymnal Committee, ed.. Universal Praise. 
128 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 72. Terms to be used in addressing 
"God" had been a controversial issue. According to one source, "among Chinese church members, in 
addressing God, those in the south and in the central parts generally use Shangti (Shangdi 上帝)；while 
those in the north mostly use Tienshu (Tianzhu 天主).” "We should all use Shangchu (Shangzhu 上 
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5. Each church group being free to supplement the hymnal with its own 
selection of psalms, prayers, and liturgies at the back for their own use. 
6. The tunes associated with the “essential” hymns which were chosen only by 
a denomination not be changed, unless approval was obtained by the group 
concerned. 
7. To use "zhu" (Lord) and "fu" (Father) instead of "you" in addressing 
“God”i29 
8. The name of hymn writer and translator be printed on the corresponding 
page. 
9. The cost incurred for the preparation of the hymnal be shared by the 
participating churches. 
Above all, the statement of purpose for the union hymnal was declared: 
The aim of the Committee is to compile a book which will express praise and the 
loftiest aspirations of the whole Christian Church in China. By its high standard of 
spiritual thought, literary style and music, it is hoped to enrich the quality of 
hymnology in all the Churches. It is therefore our aim to produce a Book adequate to 
inspire Christian congregations; to contain hymns suitable for use on all occasions 
and aspects of the Church�s life; in which the hymns shall be understood by all within 
the Church, old and young, educated and unlettered, and as far as possible by those 
without as well as within the Church/3� 
主)，’’ one suggests, "the only term that is capable of unifying these different elements." See Ernest 
Yang and Robert Fitch, "Divergent Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," C. R (May/ 1934): 299. The 
suggestion may perhaps explain why "Shangzhu" was often employed in Universal Praise, though in 
the hymnal we also see terms like "Shangdi," "Zhengshen," "Zhu," and "Shen." 
129 For the controversy, see Yang and Fitch, "Divergent Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," 299. 
13° The Special Committee, ed., P ’u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 4. The Hymnal 
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Labor and the Involvement of Wider Public 
Basically, the project for Universal Praise was directed by the General 
Committee. Responsible for all important decisions for the hymnal, the committee 
was made up of 23 people— 14 Chinese and 9 foreigners— representing the six 
church bodies. All the cream in the Christian circle, some of the committee members 
were highly- respected church leaders, some, theology professors, and still others, 
experts of hymnology, Chinese poetry, or modem literature. Never before had it 
appeared so professional a team laboring for a hymnal in China. A member expressed 
his pleasure, saying: “On the same road gathered people with different talents. We 
work together— this is invaluable.”� 
At the meetings of the General Committee, ideas from the different 
denominations were presented. Quite often divergent opinions appeared. "In view of 
church unity, it would seem very discouraging," noted an open report. "However, if 
we consider these same differences from the viewpoint that mutual appreciation... is 
a necessary introduction to the final phase of unity... understanding of the opinions 
of different individuals has in itself a positive value in approaching 
Committee, preface to Universal Praise, 8. 
i3i "許多才能不同的人，在同一的道路上，共同努力’這是難得的事° ” Yang Yinliu, “Shengge 
tantao zhi chubu 聖歌探討之初步，” Zhenliyu shengming 8, no.l (1934): 34. 
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comprehensiveness." Agreements were anyway fought for. And when voting was 
needed, all church groups were entitled to one vote regardless of its size of 
representation in the committee.^ ^^ From 1931 to 1935 general meetings were held 
every year. It was according to their resolutions that the work for the hymnal 
proceeded. 134 
Dr. Robert Fitch was the first chairman of the General Committee. Son of an 
American missionary in China, he was the representative of CCC and was elected to 
the position at the general meeting in 1931. Due to his leave for the United States at 
the second meeting, he was succeeded by Dr. Timothy Tingfang Liu 劉廷芳，member 
of KLH and a prominent Chinese Christian leader. ^ ^^  Bom in Wenzhou in 1892 as 
the third generation of a Christian family, Liu，after his study at St. John's University, 
received education in America where he obtained degrees in Theology, Education, as 
well as Psychology. After returning to China in 1920 he spent most of his time in 
teaching, especially at Yenching University where he once served as the Dean of the 
School of R e l i g i o n . 136 a man of multiple talents, Liu was recognized for his 
132 Yang and Fitch, "Divergent Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," 293. 
133 Mills, "The Union Hymnal," 573. 
134 At the first meeting held in September 1931，the basic method of selecting hymns and tunes was 
agreed upon; at the second meeting, in July 1932, important principles for the project was laid; the 
entire list of hymns and tunes was further considered at the third meeting, in June 1933，and at the 
time the question of format of editions was discussed; at the fourth meeting, in April 1934, it was 
resolved that a request for Chinese tunes be made and the words of hymns be printed for criticisms; 
finally, at the fifth meeting, in March 1935，the table of contents and the order of hymns were agreed 
upon. See the Hymnal Committee, preface to Universal Praise, 3-4，8-9. 
1 办 Ibid., 4. Mills, "The Union Hymnal," 573-74. 
136 Shijie Cha 查時傑’ "Liu Tingfang," in 1 对 vol. ofZhonguo Jidujiao renwu xiaozhuan 中國基督教 
人物小傳(Taibei: Zhonghua Fuyin Shenxueyuan Chubanshe, 1983)，237-245. 
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fondness of literature. At a meeting held by the Christian Literature Council in 1922 
he was appointed an editor of a hymnal/^^ Because of the project he started to 
collect hymnsi38 and became an amateur hymn translator/^^ In 1930 he founded the 
Amethyst {Ci jing), a magazine concerned with Christian devotion and worship, in 
which there was a section where hymns, translated or originally written, were posted. 
Along with Liu we must also be introduced to Ernest Yang, who, known to 
history as an eminent musicologist of Chinese music, after laboring for the 
Collection of Songs was now employed as the Secretary of the union hymnal 
committee. Bom in Wuxi in 1899, Yang had already exhibited his musical talent 
when he was young. A player of many Chinese instruments like dizi, pipa and 
sanxian, and for a time studied under the Taoist monk "Ah Bing," he got to know 
Western music through the American missionary Louise Hammond at the age of 12. 
In 1920 he became Christian and joined the Anglican Church. Once a student of St. 
John, later on he entered Guanghua University. Yang was a teacher in his hometown 
before working for the SKH hymnal with a monthly salary of seventy dollars. 
137 Miner S. Bates, Gleanings: From the Manuscripts ofM. Searle Bates: the Protestant Endeavor in 
Chinese Society, 1890-1950, organized and edited by Melville Williams and Cynthia McLean (New 
York: China Program, National Council of Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.’ 1984), 50. 
138 Tingfang Liu, "Zhengqiu Zhonghua Jidutu zizhu ziyi de zanmei shige 徵求中華基督徒自著自譯 
的讀美詩歌,” Sheng ming 生命 4，no.2 (1923?): 18. 
139 Liu, "Zhongguo xintu yu shengge，”21. 
1 如 Qing Tian 田青，"Yang Yinliu yu Zhongguo zhongjiao yinyue 楊蔭瀏與中國宗教音樂，” Ymyiie 
Yanjiu 音樂硏究，no.l (2000): 62-66; Yongxi Huang (Wing-hee Wong)黃永熙，"Yang Yinliu de 
xuangcong zaosi yi 楊—瀏的雙重角色(一),” C.C.L.C. Newsletter 17，no.4 (July/ 1996); Huang, 
"Yang Yinliu de xuangcong zaosi er 楊—瀏的雙重角色(二),” C.C.L.C Newletter 17, no.5 
(September/ 1996); Weifang Hua 華蔚芳 and Yongyi Wu 伍雍館,"Minzu yinyue quantong jielisai de 
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The union hymnal had been the effort of many. To perform division of labor 
the members of the General Committee divided themselves into several teams, each 
with more specific tasks assigned. At the second General Meeting, the literary, music, 
and business sub-committees, collectively known as the standing committee，was set 
up. Later, the sub-committees on the appendix and on the Supplementary Book of 
Gospel Songs were added. It was by the labor of these committees that the 
hymnal was actually worked out. Meanwhile, they regularly reported their progress 
to the annual General Meetings. Followed is a brief introduction of the five 
sub-committees and their associated members by 
With a list of selected hymns at hand, the tasks of the Literary sub-committee 
were to select the best existing version, to revise them "as far as desirable," to decide 
which hymns be used with "Amen" at the e n d , � and to choose Chinese original 
hymns for the hymnal. The sub-committee had sought reference from at least 53 
foreign hymnals and books, primarily of British and American origin, but also one 
jianzhang民族音樂傳統接力賽的健將，” in Zhonguo jinxiandaiyinyuejia zhuanyi中國近現代音樂 
家傳(一)，Yianshen Xiang, ed. (Shenyang: Chunfeng Chubanshe, 1994), 380-82; Zhonghua Sheng 
Gong Hui di qijie zongyihui baogaoshu, 146. 
141 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 70; "Minutes of the Second Meeting of 
the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the Preparation of A Union Hymnal, held on 
Friday, January 27仇，1933 at the Community Centre, Nanking," in Zhenliyni shengming 7，no.6 (1933): 
10; Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ci 
zongbaogao, 4. 
� The Special Committee, ed., P ’u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 3. 
� " A m e n " would be printed with “those hymns which express prayer, praise, or are otherwise 
addressed to God." Ibid., 12. 
1 糾"Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of a Union Hymnal," 12. 
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from Japan，i45 and 31 Chinese hymnals. Under their hands hundreds of hymns 
were revised or re-translated. In the committee seated Rev. Timothy Liu, the 
chairman of the General Committee; Peter Xiangzai Shi of Nanjing, representative of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South; Rev. Shen Zigao, representative of SKH, a 
St. John graduate and, at the time, a pastor in Nanjing. 
The Music sub-committee was responsible for the music of the Chinese original 
hymns, for preparing indexes of tunes and composers, as well as sorting out those 
tunes of low quality. Its member included Miss Louise Hammond of SKH in 
Nanjing，149 teacher of Yang and the previous editor of Collection of Songs; Samuel J. 
Mills of Nanjing, originally belonged to the American Presbyterian Mission, North 
and now representative of Rev. Francis P. Jones, Northern Methodist, an 
English teacher at Nanking University and also founder of the Music Department of 
Nanking Seminary; ^ ^^  Li Baochen of KLH, a Yenching graduate majoring in 
Education and minoring in Music, at the time music teacher at a mission school of 
The Special Committee, ed., P 'u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 8-11. 
1 恥 Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiynanhni diyi ci 
zongbaogao, 8-9. 
147 Xu, Jiaoyu yu zhongjiao, 275; Nichang Liang 粱乃昌，"Ge gonghui jixin weiyuan jiaotang didian 
ji zhuren xingmin 各公會執行委員教堂地點及主任姓名，” Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian 1933, 
vol.12, 263-335. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 70-71; "Minutes of the Second Meeting 
of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 8-12. 
149 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 74. 
Ibid., 69, 74. 
151 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu" (p.69) wrongly recorded him as a 
representative of CCC. His denominational affiliation to the Methodist was suggested by his own 
account and by a report written by Fitch. See Jones, The Moving Finger Writes, 23-29; Robert Fitch, 
"An Outburst of Song in China," C R (September/ 1935): 546. 
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Congregational background in Beiping (Beijing); ^ ^^  Bliss Wiant of Methodist 
Episcopal Church, North, music professor of Yenching, who, though joined the 
committee late, became the music editor of the hymnal. ^ ^^  
The Business sub-committee was a body in charge of matters like printing, 
publishing, distributing, advertising, as well as dealing with the copyright question. 
Here were their members: Rev. Edward James of Nanjing, representative of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, North, also served as the treasurer for the General 
C o m m i t t e e ; 154 Rev. Zhang Fang of CCC, for a long time Principal of the Nanking 
University Middle S c h o o l a n d Rev. Bao Zheqing, secretary of the East China 
Baptist Convention, pastor in Hangzhou after graduating from and teaching at the 
University of Shanghai, and, for a time, chairman of the China Baptist Council and 
the National Christian Council.^ ^^ 
The sub-committee on the Appendix was formed at the second meeting of the 
standing committee in 1933. Primarily responsible for compiling the appendix of 
chants and anthems with indexes, the committee was seated Louise Hammond, 
Baochen Li, Shan mu zhai hua dangnian 山木齋話當年(Taibei: Zhuanji Wenxue Chubanshe, 
1979), 43-45. 
"Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of a Union Hymnal," 6; The Special Committee, ed.,P'M T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a 
Union Hymnal, 3. The hymnal committee, preface to Universal Praise, 9; Fitch, "An Outburst of Song 
in China," 546. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 70, 74; The Special Committee, ed., 
P 'u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 2. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 74; Nichang Liang, "Ge gonghui daxue 
shenxue zhongxue didianji xiaoyuanzhang xingming各公會大學神學中學地點及校院長姓名，” in 
Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian 1934-36, 462. 
156 The Special Committee, ed., P，u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 3; Kepler, "Church 
and Unity," 144; Cha, Zhongguo Jidujiao renwu xiaozhucm, 248-252. 
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Francis Jones, and Peter Shi/^^ all names we have come across. The wording of the 
appendix was finally arranged by a special committee from SKH.^ ^^  
The fifth sub-committee, the Committee on the Compilation of the 
Supplementary Book of Gospel Songs, was not established until the third meeting of 
the General Committee. Its apperance was owed to the suggestion of Wiant, who 
proposed those hymns musically below standard be deleted from the hymnal and, "if 
necessary, be issued separately.,，i59 The idea of a separate book of gospel songs, with 
its number limited to a hundred, and incorporating women's hymns, choruses, and 
new evangelistic hymns, was later confirmed. In the committee, apart from 
Edward James, Peter Shi, and a representative from KHL, we find Rev. W. R. O. 
Taylor of SKH in Hangzhou, the English secretary of the General Committee; and 
Rev. Zhang Deen, chairman of the acting committee of East China Baptist 
Convention and a pastor in Shaoxing.^ ^^ For this supplement, nevertheless, there had 
been no further report, not even its title mentioned in the coming years. It remains a 
question whether this little book had ever been published. 
"Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of a Union Hymnal," 10，12. The Special Committee, ed., P 'u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on 
a Union Hymnal, 3. 
The appendix was entitled "Choral Worship: The Canticles, Occasional Anthems, The Service of 
the Holy Communion, and Aids to Worship," Union Hymnal Committee, ed.. Universal Praise. 
"Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of a Union Hymnal," 11. 
16�The Special Committee, ed., P 'u T'ien Sung Tscm: Report on a Union Hymnal, 3，5-6. 
161 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 69, 70，74; The Special Committee, ed., 
P 'u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 3; Nichang Liang, "Xiehe yu quanguo xinzhi jiguan 
jiyuan xinming 協和與全國性質機關職員姓名，” Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian 1933, vol.12, 
259-63. 
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Nine members of the General Committee were not officially seated at the 
sub-committees. Here also mentioned their names: Ernest Yang of SKH, the 
Secretary; Rev. Jiang Minzhi of the Methodist Episcopal Church, North, pastor at 
Dechang in the province of Jiangxi; Rev. Handel Handuo Li, Northern Methodist, 
professor at the Nanking Theological Seminary; J. W. Dyson of the Soochow 
University, Southern Methodist; Thomas Wenrui Zhu of Shanghai，representative of 
CCC; Quan Shaowu of KLH in Beiping, graduate of the North China Union College 
and former secretary of the China-for-Christ Movement; Ms. Hu Zhou Shuan of 
CCC, a music educator in S h a n g h a i 严 Miss Grace Xizhen Yang, headmistress of 
the Methodist Girls' High School in Shanghai; ^^^ and Miss Nina W. Troy, 
denominational affiliation not clear. 
If the geographical residences of the committee members were spotted out, it is 
not difficult to recognize that people working for the hymnal were mostly 
concentrated in the Jiangnan region, including Hangzhou, Shaoxing, Shanghai, 
Suzhou, and especially at Nanjing, where more than one-thirds of the members were 
associated to. The national capital had previously been the base where the Anglican 
hymnal was c o m p i l e d . Now, partly due to the chaotic condition in Shanghai in 
Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in China," 544; "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui 
baogaoshu," 74. 
163 Liang, "Ge gonghui daxue shenxue zhongxue didian ji xiaoyuanzhang xingming，” 462. 
164 "Outline of a Plan for Original Research in Chinese Music under the Auspices of Ginling College, 
Nanking," United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia, Series IV Reel 15, 129-2467, 3. 
Special Collection at the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies, the Chinese University of 
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1932，it continued to be the centre for the union project where delegates gathered 
periodically for important conferences and where related work proceeded. ^ ^^  To the 
east the nearby Shanghai was the seat of many able workers. ^ ^^  There the hymnal 
was finally printed by Mei Hua Press and was published and distributed by the 
Christian Literature Society. The metropolitan city also housed the Pathe Company 
which was responsible for the production of audio records of the hymnal. ^ ^^  
To the north the Yenching University in Beiping emerged as another center for 
the project because of Timothy Liu, the Committee chair who was teaching at the 
college. To facilitate collaboration with Liu, Ernest Yang moved to the Yenching 
1广ft 
campus, and out of their joint effort a large number of hymns were translated and 
revised. Labor also came from other faculty members and students who helped write 
and translate hymns. They included the famous women writer Wu Xie Wanying, 
often known with her pen name “Icy Heart (Bing Xin)," at the time a teaching staff at 
the Chinese department, herself also a graduate of Yenching;^ ^^ novelist Xu Dishan， 
Hong Kong. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 69; "Minutes of the Second Meeting of 
the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the Preparation of a Union Hymnal," 6，10-11. 
Jones, The Moving Finger Writes, 26-27. 
iM Committee members Zhu Wenrui, Hu Zhou Shuan, and Yang Xizhen were all associated to 
Shanghai. Other hymn writers and revisers for the hymnal connected to the city included Lin Buji 
林步基，Zhu Baoyuan 朱探元，and Yu Ensi 俞恩嗣.See Union Hymnal Committee, ed.. Universal 
Praise-, Liang, "Ge gonghui jixin weiyuan jiaotang didianji zhuren xinming," 263-335. 
167 Union Hymnal Committee, ed.’ Universal Praise-, Fitch, "An Epoch in Church Life," C. R. 
(December/ 1935): 768. 
Weifang Hua, "Yang Yinliu nian biao 楊蔭瀏年表，” collected in "Yang Yinliu ziliu ji 楊蔭瀏資料 
集，” 39. 丄 
169 Yanjin Daxue xiaoyou xiaoshi bianxie weiyuanhui 燕京大學校友校史編寫委員會編,ed., 
Yenching University Historical Script 1919-1952 (Beijing: Renmin Zhongguo Chubanshe, 2000), 693. 
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who until 1935 had been teaching at the faculties of Chinese and Religion, also the 
editor of the Amethyst and a Yenching g r a d u a t e ; 口。Chen Mengjia, known to later 
generations as a literary scholar and poet, then undertaking research on ancient 
Chinese culture at the graduate school for his master's degree;^ ^^ Tian Jingfu, a 
student of the School of Religion, who, overlooking the snowy campus on a 
Christmas Eve, was inspired to write a hymn to celebrate the birth of Christ;^ ^^ 
Zhang Yizhen, at the time studying at the School of Religion. For the hymn tunes, we 
see contributions by Professor Wiant of the music department, who was also in 
charge of the harmonic arrangement for the melodies; by his students Liang Ji-fang 
and Su Yin-Ian; and by Professor Ruth Stahl, the first department head of the 
music faculty. 174 The two magazines much associated with Yenching, namely the 
Amethysts and Truth and Life, meanwhile played a role in the project by issuing 
related news to the readers. In the summer of 1934 members from both the literary 
and musical sub-committees gathered at the University for two weeks. They sang 
through all the hymns carefully. Revisions were made in places where words and 
170 Ibid., 699. 
1” Ibid., 713. His master's thesis was printed as the 19* volume of Yanjin xuebao 燕京學幸g (May/ 
1936). 
172 The hymn (no.81 of Universal Praise) was presented to Liu and was later incorporated into the 
union hymnal. See Yongxi Huang, "Shengdan ge 聖誕歌,” Jidujiao zhoubao 基督教週報，no. 1531，7; 
Huang, "Yanjin Daxue yu Putian songzan shi yi 燕京大學與普天頌讚••一)，” C C I . C Newsletter 
20, no.4 (July/ 1999); Mingming Gu 顧明明，Gvjin shengshi mantan 古今聖詩漫談’ Marina Koo & 
Glory Music, a division of Glory Ministries, 2002, 186. 
173 Huang, "Yanjin Daxue yu Putian songzan er 燕京大學與普天頌讚(二)，” CCL.C Newsletter 19, 
no.l (January/ 1998); Sheng, The Study of Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 
418-21. 




music did not match. 
Furthermore, the union project had invited the participation of the public. To 
elicit opinions, from 1933 onwards hymns to be incorporated into the hymnal were 
posted on the Amethysts. The committee in addition asked for public contribution of 
original hymns and new translations. ^^ ^ To collect criticisms from the church 
members, with the reports presented to the six church groups sixty hymns were 
attached for review. Later, for the same purpose，one hundred copies of the tentative 
version of hymns were compiled and sent o u t � 7 7 Suggestions were requested for the 
hymnbook's title. ^ ^^  To gather tunes for the Chinese original hymns a competition 
was held. Awards ranged from twenty dollars, for the top-prize winner, to two dollars, 
for each tune adopted. ^ ^^  
Anticipation and Approval 
For this union hymnbook much had been anticipated. "The result of this work 
should be a book of great value to the entire Christian Church," wrote China 
Christian Year Book of 1932-33. "It is expected to supersede other hymnals which 
Liu, "The Christian Movement in China under Protestant Auspices," 1488; The Hymnal 
Committee, preface to Universal Praise, 3-4. 
176 "Ge 歌，，’ Cijing 紫晶（Amethyst) 4，no.2 (1933): 194. 
1” The hymnal committee, ed.，preface to Universal Praise, 3-4. Report of the Eighth Meeting of the 
General Synod ofC.H.S.K.H., 103. 
The Special Committee, ed., P，u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 19. 
仍"Xunjiang zhengqiu guohua shengge yindiao guanggao 懸獎徵求國化聖歌音調廣告，"Cijing 7， 
no.l (September/ 1934): Xing hua zhoukan, June 13，1934, 31. 
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have been in general use for a period of In its next report the anticipation 
continued: "No effort has been spared in the preparation of words or music, and it is 
expected that it will become the standard of good hymnology."^^^ Representatives of 
the six church bodies, now also members of the General Committee, were affirming 
the project in their reports to the respective denominations: Jiang Minzhi described 
the concerted effort as a real union which signified the beginning of ecumenicalism 
in C h i n a 182 Edward James, in addressing the fellow Methodists, heralded "an 
enlarged fellowship of the saints in the common use of a hymnary far richer than any 
now in existence in the Chinese language."^^^ The Anglican representatives, in their 
presentation to the Synod in 1934, emphasized that in the union hymnal their 
denomination had been well represented and its needs satisfied. To conclude they 
remarked: 
This is probably the first time in modern history that the national councils of so 
many of the larger Church bodies of any nation have officially co-operated in the 
production of a union hymnal 
It is our earnest hope that the infant Church of China may thus be enabled to 
lead the way in promoting unity of devotion in singing the praises of our common 
Lord and Master, 
Seldom did a hymnal receive so many spotlights. Since 1932 the news of the 
哪 Terry, "Activities of Literature Societies," 497. 
Myron E. Terry, "Literature Promotion and Distribution," in China Christian Year Book 1934-35, 
389. 
182 Jiang, "Quanguo jidujiao shige tongyi weiban jianbao," 30. 
James, "The Joint Hymnal." 
Report qfthe Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the C.H.S.K.H., 97-104. 
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project, though piecemeal, were seen in publications like Xing hua zhoukan and The 
China Christian Advocate of the Methodist; The Church，Gongbao, and Zonghui 
gongbao of CCC; the Anglican CHSKH; Nanking Seminary Review, The Bulletin of 
the National Christian Council, Chinese Recorder, China Church Year Book, 
Amethyst, and Truth and Life. The last periodical particularly deserves our attention: 
From March 1934 onwards a column in the magazine especially tailored to promote 
Universal Praise had come out. Entitled “Shengge yu shengyue" (Hymns and Sacred 
Music), with the expressed purpose to discuss church music and hymns, it was a 
place where the union committee introduced to the readers hymnological issues, 
shared their experience, and explained the editorial principles for the hymnal. With 
Liu and Yang as the editors, the comer was supplied with articles. It had appeared 
four times a year until the end of 1936.^ ^^  
The cost of the hymnal work had been shared among the church groups 
involved. There were moreover private donations. For example, Timothy Liu and 
Bliss Wiant have contributed part of the monthly salary of $120 of Ernest Yang, the 
secretary，186 and a sum was given by Louise Hammond in memory of her father, 
185 Zhenliyu shengming 8, no.l (March/ 1934): 31-40; (May/ 1934): 140-43; (October/ 1934): 249-64; 
(December/ 1934): 354-73; vol.9, no.l (March/ 1935): 35-49; vol.9, no.3 (May/ 1935): 149-67; vol.9 
no.5-6 (October/ 1935): 305-15; vol.10, no.l (March/ 1936): 56-61; vol.10, no.3 (May/ 1936): 182-97; 
vol.10 no.5 (October/ 1936): 300-15; vol.10, no.7 (December/ 1936): 447-56. 
186 "Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committees of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 11. 
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William Hammond. Assistance from overseas had been sought for. The Society 
for Promoting Christian Knowledge, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 
Foreign Parts of the British, and the American churches had paid a portion of the 
1 QQ 
expenditure. So did the China Council of the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. 
which contributed $1 500 and the same amount of loan to the project ^ ^^  For 
publication financial aid was secured from the Presbyterian Press. The 
participating denominations donated an additional $8 000，wishing that the price of 
the hymnal be kept as low as possible, only to cover the cost of printing and 
distribution. 191 
The official use of the union hymnal was finally granted by the respective 
denominations. In 1934 the General Synod of SKH officially commended its 
adoption to the various dioceses, implying that the Collection of Songs be 
replaced. 192 Almost at the same time, the Methodist Episcopal Church, North, at the 
Eastern Asia Central Conference held in Nanjing, pronounced the future common 
hymnal as the "official hymn book of the Church" and voted to share its plate 
187 Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the C.H.S.K.H.’ 103-04. 
188 "Notes," C.H.S.K.H. (July/ 1935): 81. 
189 "Report of the General Secretary: The CCC since the Third General Assembly," in Digest of 
Important Minutes and Reports of the Seventh Meeting of the General Council of the CCC, held in 
Soochow, April 17-23, 1935, 13; "Zonghui ershisi niandu jinji quesuanbiao 總會二十四年度經濟決 
算表，October 1, 1934- September 30, 1935,” in Zonghui di si jie zowgy/Zw/少/7w總會第四屆總議會議 
錄. 
190 Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the CKS.K.H., 104. 
191 Robert Fitch, "Xin shengge ji liushengpian 新聖歌集留聲片，” Jiaoxun, Xing hua zhoukcm, 
November 27, 1935, 28. 
Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod ofCH.S.K.H., 17. 
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production cost.^ ^^ The same year saw the decision of KLH to discontinue its 
publishing the long-popular Blodget and Goodrich Hymnal after the publication of 
the union book— an act paving way for the triumph of Universal Praise. The 
approval by CCC was rather late, for it was not announced until its fourth General 
Assembly held in July 1937. In the meeting, besides the hymnal the official status of 
a related liturgical book，also a union product, was r e c o g n i z e d . ^ 9 4 
Before the coming of Universal Praise’ the union committee set up a perpetual 
Publication Committee to take care of the hymnal in future. Composed of eight 
members appointed by the respective church groups/^^ it was headed by Robert 
Fitch who was the acting secretary. It was agreed that the publishing work be passed 
to the hands of the Christian Literature Society. In March 1936, the first edition of 
the ecumenical hymnbook was published. ^ ^^  The realization of the union plan which 
had overcome denominationaliam had been a pride to many. Fitch wrote: 
At times we were becalmed, we were assailed with many difficulties, but we 
always had our final objective in view and we have, in due course at last “rounded 
the Cape, “ the cape of Good Hope. Our sails are unfurled and we are proceeding 
under fair weather to that haven, where the Christian Church, as never before, shall 
193 "Methodist Episcopal Central Conference: The Eastern Asia Central Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church held its quadrennial session in Nanking April 24 to May 1," The Bulletin of the 
National Christian Council, May 25, 1934，1-2; Tianhe Lin 紅天和，"Mei Yi Mei Hui di wu jie 
Dongya hui yihui dahui luekuang美以美會第五屆東亞會議會大會略況,’’ Xing hua zhoukan. May 
13，1934, 7; "Correspondence," May 1934，in Wiant, A New Song for China, 65. 
194 Merwin, Adventure in Unity, 116. 
They were Rev. Earle H. Ballou, Rev. Zheqing Bao, Mr. J. W. Dyson, Rev. Robert Fitch, Rev. F. P. 
Jones, Rev. A. R. Kepler, Mr. Archie Zhongliang Chen 陳宗良,Mr. Ernest Yang, The Hymnal 
Committee, ed., preface to Universal Praise, 3，10. 
196 Ibid., 4，9-10，and cover page. 
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Chapter Four 
Hymns, Chinese, and Indigenization 
In the previous chapters we have already come across the background and the 
process of the formation of Universal Praise, particularly at explaining how a 
national union project was made. In this chapter and the next，the implications of the 
hymnal which is viewed as a cultural construct will be examined; we specifically 
survey how the hymnal committee understood, framed, and represented the identity 
of the Chinese Church. The tension between China and the West, or that between 
local and global becomes an important theme of this part. Now from this perspective 
we re-investigate the development of hymns in China since the 19^ century; the 
study will be a platform for further analysis of Universal Praise in the coming 
chapter. 
Introducing Western Hymnody to Chinese People 
Since the moment when the Chinese were first introduced to Christian hymnody, 
cultural transmission had already begun. To famarilize the people in China with the 
Occidental sacred songs, nonetheless，was never easy. The translation of hymns，for 
instance, not only necessitates retelling message precisely in another language. For 
the purpose of singing the number of syllables of every translated verse must also 
5 8 
correspond to the associated meter of the tune, not to mention the importance of 
rhetorics for quality writings. It was even more difficult for the Chinese to sing the 
Occidental melodies in tune according to the Western standard. Not used to the 
equal-tempered scale of the West, to the missionaries' ears the Chinese voices were 
far from pleasant. "It is only with the greatest difficulty that the average Chinaman 
can learn even one of our tunes，” one observed. ^ ^^  "Congregational singing was 
indeed congregational torture，，，remarked another, recalling the early days of a 
• 199 
Station. 
The problems encountered during the transmission reveal to us the two different 
cultural systems. And to praise the Lord the missionaries were eager to supply the 
Chinese theirs. It was but natural for them, who sailed for China to preach, to bestow 
on converts hymns they had been nurtured with and tunes they were accustomed to. 
Translated hymns came to be the staple for the Chinese Christians,• and, despite 
the rise of native hymn-writers like pastor Xi Shanmo 席勝魔，by the close of the 
on 1 
nineteenth century Chinese contribution to hymns remained insignificant. As time 
progressed, hymns from the Western countries, now in their improved translations, 
became well-rooted in the Christian circle in China. 202 Until the second decade of 
例 z . "Our Book Table" C. R. (October/ 1887): 402. 
199 J. John, "Chinese Music," C. R (July/1891): 311. 
200 Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 419. 
Sheng, "Zhongguo jidujiao shengshishi lunshu ba," 1; Latourette, A History of Christian Missions 
in China, 433-34. 
The Bloget and Goodrich Hymnal of 1875，for instance, in its translation attempted to observe 
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the twentieth century we still hear opinion that the Chinese church was too young to 
produce its own hymnody. "It is manifest that a long period must elapse before a 
church newly-bom can arrive at the mature state that such a hymnology implies.，，2°3 
As a matter of taste. Westerners seemed to have little appreciation for the music 
of China. The 1842 edition of the Britannica, for example, described the Chinese 
music as still being remained in the uncivilized stage which was far from 
beautiftil,2�4 ^he contempt for Chinese music reinforced the will of the missionaries 
to bring to the congregations Occidental music. Nevetheless, to introduce to the 
Chinese Western melodies for worship was no simple task. The typical failure of the 
Chinese to sing “fa，’ and "te” (the fourth and seventh notes of a major scale，which 
are generally absent in the pentatonic scale used by the Chinese) and the intervals of 
semi-tones were repeatedly noted in missionary records.^ ^^ To accommodate the 
tonal rules of Chinese poetry, i.e. "yinyun pingze 音韻平厌.Preface to Song zhu shige 
(Jingdu[Beijing]: Mei Hua Shuyuan Shuayin 美華書院刷印，1875)，1. 
203 W. Munn, "Hymnology in the Chinese Church," 244. In his article. Rev. G. T. Candlin expressed: 
"The day seems yet far distant when the sanctified genius of native Christians will create a repertory 
of spiritual song worthy to carry the glad message of the Kingdom of Jesus... for many years to come 
this want must be supplied by drawing copiously upon the practically exhaustless treasures of English 
hymnology." See G. Candlin, "Chinese Hymnology: (Rev. J. Lees.)," C. R. (April/ 1893): 167. When 
asked of opinion concerning Chinese contribution to hymns, one expressed that "the Chinese 
Christians are not yet far enough advanced," and another reported of even Chinese Christians 
expressing themselves that "the Chinese mind is not yet sufficiently saturated with Christian thought 
to produce poetry worthy of the worship of God." See Bitton, "A Symposium of Opinion Upon 
Church Music in China," 196, 202. 
204 Tao, Ming Qingjian de Zhongxi yinyue jiaoliu, 81-82. For other Westerners' accounts of Chinese 
music, see 22-23, 79-80. 
The recognition of Chinese "failure" to sing Western scale induced many to call for the use of 
pentatonic melodies (in which "fa" and "te" are absent) for hymns. See W. Soothill, "Chinese Music 
and its Relation to our Native Services," C R. (May/ 1890): 224; Mrs. Timothy Richard, “Chinese 
Music," C. R. (July/ 1890): 310; C. C.，"Pentatonic Tunes: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,，” 
Correspondence, C R (June/ 1905): 297; C. Champness, "Pentatonic Music and Kindred Matters," C. 
R. (November/ 1905): 560-61; C. Champness, "What the Missionary Can Do for Church Music in 
China," C. R. (April/ 1909): 189-194. C. Champness, "Problems of Chinese Psalmody," C. R. (April/ 
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capacities of the Chinese, there had been attempts to revise Western tunes. Some 
urged the use of those Occidental melodies which were more assembled to the 
Chinese scale. Nevertheless, to strengthen the ability of the Chinese to sing 
Western music was the ultimate goal that many fought for. For this one argued: “the 
popular idea of Westerners is to elevate the Chinese in religion and civilization, 
which would certainly include music.”之。？ Another remarked: "We always aim at 
building up a church of those who can sing Western tunes as truly and as sweetly as 
Christians do in the West 
For teaching purpose some hymnals were attached with singing instructions. 
On a hymnal published in Ningbo in 1858，we find not only 72 hymns with notations 
in four parts，but also basic introduction of music elements such as major and minor 
scales, time values, treble and bass clefs, articulations, key and time signatures, 
strong and weak beats, etc. The concluding paragraph reads: 
Whoever learn and practice with these rules will certainly make improvement 
1920): 270. 
206 Hymn of Praise {Song zhu shiji) prepared by C. E. Smith, published in Shandong in 1910, for 
example, pentatonized tunes of the West. See Sheng, "Zhongguo jidujiao shengshishi lunshu ba," 1. 
On the other hand, those Western tunes in pentatonic scales were suggested in W. Soothill, "Chinese 
Music and its Relation to our Native Services," 228; Champness, "Pentatonic Music and Kindred 
Matters," 560. A missionary noted that he lowered the pitch of hymns for Chinese congregations to 
suit their register. See J. Walker, "Some Little Foxes," C. R (September/ 1902): 439-440; also L. 
White, "The Training of Chinese Voices," C. K (December/ 1901): 591-92. 
Mary Famham, "Church Praise: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder.”’ Correspondence, C. R 
(April/ 1906): 216. 
挪 w. Bitton，"A Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China," 207. 
209 “Fuyjfj mei zcm shi 福音美讚詩，” Notices of Recent Publications, C. R. (September-October/ 
1877): 446; "Kai ge 凱歌'Songs of Triumph,’” Notices of Recent Publications, C. R (March-April/ 
1879): 161; Julia Mateer, preface to "Vuefa qimeng 樂法啓蒙，1872," in Shengshi pu fuyuefa qimeng 
聖詩譜附樂法啓蒙，ed. A. Mateer (Shanghai: Mei Hua Press, 1913), 1-7. Qi Liu 劉奇，"Li ti mo tai 
flifu yu xiaoshipu 李提摩太夫婦與小詩譜，” Yinyueyianjiu 音樂硏究，no.l (1988): 22-27. 
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step by step. His voice can long be beautiful So people on earth today can prepare 
for the future in heaven where joyful praises are sung to God}^^ 
Here and there, methods were devised to facilitate the Chinese learning Western 
tunes and even to appreciate harmony.^" To promote understanding, melodies were 
sometimes transcribed into traditional Chinese notation known as "Gongchipu," 
instead of, but would perhaps ultimately be replaced by, the Western stave.^ ^^ The 
sol-fa and other simple note-naming systems had also been encouraged. ^^ ^ 
Meanwhile a "graphic" method, a means to visualize the pitches of the words by 
writing hymn text right on the stave, was reported to be employed for years with 
satisfactory results.^ "^^  
Missionaries were especially concerned with the training of young people as 
21。“凡此皆唱之大槪律法，人肯從是學練，則步步入勝》其唱之聲，必有最耐人聽者’且今日 
在世爲人’可預備他日到天上’讚美神明不亦樂乎！ ” E. Inslee, preface to Sing-Saen-jiae-ko/Sheng 
Shan xie ge 聖山諧歌（Ningbo: Hua Hua Shufang Kan 華花書房刊，1858), 3. 
211 J. Walker, "Pentatonic Music: Some Suggestions and Experiences," Church Praise Department, C. 
R. (September/ 1906): 497. 
212 Timothy Richard, for instance, in 1881 reported of his preparation of a music book in Chinese 
notation which came out to be entitled Mz/s/c Book in Chinese Notation (Xiaoshipu /J�詩譜)，sold at 
the Shanghai Mission Press, containing exercises and tunes with explanations. See Timothy Richard, 
"Correspondence," C. R. (May-June/ 1881): 237; Timothy Richard, "Correspondence," C. R 
(December/ 1886): 474; also refer to Qi Liu, "Li ti mo tai fufu yu xiaoshipu," 22-27; Timothy Richard, 
"Xiaoshipu xu 小詩譜序，” (1883), Zhongguo jindaiyinyue shiliao huibian 中國近代音樂史料滙編， 
ed. Jingwei Zhang (Beijing: Renmin Yinyue Chubanshe, 1998), 97-8; Tao, Ming Qingjian Zhongxi 
yinyue jiaoliu, 142-46; Chen, Jidu zhongjiaoyinyue shi, 519. Mrs. Richard in her article strongly 
advised teaching the Chinese singing with either sol-fa or the "Chinese Gongche," with the latter's 
advantage of "being already universally known over the empire." "The stave could be used 
afterwards." Mrs. Timothy Richard, "Chinese Music," C R. (July/ 1890): 311. The article was 
originally read before the Literary Society, Tianjin, April 22, 1890. See also "Notes to Accompany the 
Three Tables, as Appendix to Mrs. Richard's Paper on Music," Correspondence, C. R. (September/ 
1890): 416-419; J. John, "Chinese Music," 311-313; "Tune Book in Chinese Notation, by Mrs. 
Timothy Richard, Second Edition, S. D. K.，Shanghai," Our Book Table, C. R (April/ 1901): 204. 
Mrs. Richard, "Chinese Music," 311; L. White, "The Training of Chinese Voices," 591 ； 
Champness, "Pentatonic Music and Kindred Matters," 560; Venetia Cox, "A Graded Course in Vocal 
Music’，’ C. R. (December/ 1922): 776. 
Fred. Judd, "The Graphic Method: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R 
(December/ 1907): 675-66; Fred. Judd, "A Graphic Method of Teaching Singing: To the Editor of ‘the 
Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. K (March/ 1922): 212. 
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they believed children were better learners than adults. Mission schools thus became 
important centers for Western music education. We know as early as 1842 one in 
Hong Kong had already offered students musical trainings, and piano lessons were 
provided in the eight-year curriculum at the Anglo-Chinese College of the Southern 
Methodist in Shanghai. ^ ^^  With the musicianship of their students increasing. 
Christian schools gradually witnessed more developed vocal and instrumental 
activities. In the Recorder a report in 1896 stated the voices of the students in a girls' 
school in Zhejiang were so well-trained, that they could sing difficult excerpts from 
Western classics like the "Messiah" and "Creation" with accuracy and good 
expression. "The result of this work disproves the idea which has been often 
advanced that the Chinese voice is incapable of good m u s i c . A n o t h e r admired 
the excellent musical performance of the young men of North China College— "a 
revelation of esthetic capacities on the part of these so-called dull natures wholly 
unbelieved，and, but for some such thing as this, unbelievable." ^ ^^  Yenching 
University, then one of the few colleges possessing the music faculty, had in the 
1920s an orchestra, a team for sacred songs, a men quartet, and it was particularly 
• 2 1 8 
famous for its choir. In 1928 the Yenching choir first performed the entire work of 
2” Yongyi Wu, ed., Zhongguo jinxiandai xuexiaoyinyue jiaoyu 中國近現代學校音樂教育 
(Shanghai: Shanghai Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 1999)，327-28. 
全 16 J. F.’ "Notes and Items," C. R. (April/ 1 8 9 6 ) : 1 8 7 - 8 8 . 
217 "Missionary News," C. R (October/ 1898): 513. See also Chung-yu Wang, "Church Music and its 
Condition in the Chinese Church," C. R (July/ 1901): 339. 
Li, Shan mu zhai hua dannian, 31. 
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"Messiah"一 probably the premier in East Asia，and since then the programme had 
become their annual performance.^ ^ ^ In the city of Fuzhou a Choral Festival had 
been organized every year on Easter Monday since 1902. A magnificent event, in the 
occasion the grand choir was chiefly made up of students from different mission 
schools. Over the years considerable progress had been made, and the advent of part 
singing was seen. In 1919 added to the general choir of one hundred and fifty singers 
from 16 schools were a special University choir composed of 132 voices and a blind 
boy's band. The Festival had been received with overwhelming welcome 22� 
Doubtless, Western hymnody was getting its hold in China. After decades of 
persistent effort, the Chinese converts had been trained, at least with some capacities, 
to sing the songs from the Occident with their original tunes. No sooner they became 
familiar with them，were accustomed to them, and, thanks to the ever-growing 
appetites for Western culture, enjoyed singing them. There were even reports that 
Yanjin Daxue xiaoyou xiaoshi bianxie weiyuanhui, ed., Yenching University Historical Script 
1919-1952, 176-77. 
22° The purpose of the Festival was reported as "1. To emphasize the Easter season among the 
Chinese as one of praise. 2. To inspire the Chinese with a love of, and a desire for, good sacred music. 
3. To deepen among all Christians the spirit and blessedness of unity." M. E. Mission Press, "Foochow 
Choral Festival (1902 A.D.)，” Missionary News, C. R. (July/ 1902): 375. For reports of other years, 
see W. Pakenham-Walsh, "Foochow Choral Festival (1903 A. D.)，” Missionary News, C. R (July/ 
1903): 365-67; "Foochow Choral Union," Missionary News, C. R. (May/ 1904): 268-69; LI. Lloyd, 
"Foochow Choral Union (Chinese)," Missionary News, C. R. (June/ 1905): 314-15; LI. Lloyd, 
"Foochow Choral Union- Annual Festival," Missionary News, C. R. (June/ 1906): 343; W. Pakenham-
Walsh, "The Foochow Choral Festival," Missionary News, C. R. (July/ 1907): 402-03; W. 
Pakenham-Walsh, "Foochow Easter Monday Choral Festival," Missionary News, C. R. (June/ 1908): 
346; Pakenham-Walsh, "Foochow Easter Monday Choral Festival, 1909 A. D.," Missionary News, C. 
R. (August/ 1909): 477-78; Pakenham-Walsh, "The Foochow Choral Union," Missionary News, C. R. 
(July/ 1916): 503-04; Pakenham-Walsh, "The Foochow Choral Union," Missionary News, C. K 
(June/ 1919): 423-25. 
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singing activities in Chinese churches were sometimes conducted in English. 221 
Meanwhile, to many，Chinese music was never appropriate for service. The preface 
of the Blodget and Goodrich Hymnal spoke of Western music as “the only music 
found largely available in China for purposes of Christian song,"^^^ Julia Mateer, in 
her Hymns and Tunes published in 1872, explains more plainly: 
There are of course Chinese music theories, yet they are not comparable to 
those of the West both in scope and in depth. Not to mention that the tunes popular in 
China are those sung during plays and theatres一 it is never suitable to use them to 
worship God... In this way, as, in Christianity, the Westerners are held responsible 
for the hymn matter, they should naturally teach others what they understand. Indeed, 
as long as the Chinese learn the Christian doctrines and accept Christianity, it is 
reasonable for them to follow the customs of the religion and to sing hymns to praise 
God•边 
Chinese Hvmns and Chinese Tunes as an Issue 
The transplantation of Western hymnody in China had, on the other hand, 
stimulated reflections. As Christianity was getting hold in the Chinese land，there 
were parallel calls for its indigenization— an idea, in the Chinese context, generally 
understood as tearing down the Western influences on the Chinese Church and to 
have the Christian enterprise adapted to the local environment. Initially aimed at the 
221 Interested, "Christmas Songs: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R. 
(January/ 1914): 58-59; Elleroy Smith, "Mixed Choirs: To the Editor of the Chinese Recorder,’’， 
Correspondence, C. R (March/ 1922): 211-12. 
222 Henry Bloget and Chauncey Goodrich, "Preface to Songzhu shege (1895)," in Songzhu shege 





進耶穌教，如是照着教中的法子，唱聖詩敬拜神’也很便當�”Mateer, preface to "Yuefa qimeng, 
1872," 3-4. 
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transfer of church leadership to the Chinese , the principle had been elaborated by 
some who sought for a more native expression of Christianity. Such a consciousness 
was accentuated by the rising nationalistic sentiments, and by 1920s the cry had been 
exerting influences in nearly every area of Christian lives. Theology, literature, ritual, 
architecture, and other art forms were under at least minimal pressure to become 
"indigenized ” Hymnology was no exception.^ ^^ 
In the article "Making the Christian Church in China Indigenous," published in 
1922, Timothy Liu uttered his desire for the indigenization of Christian literature 
including hymns. "Translation at its best is still only translation." So he called for the 
production of Chinese religious poetry which was "things that touch people's 
emotion or crystallize their experience. In the "Sinicization Manifesto" framed 
by Shen Sizhuang, two out of four suggestions were related to hymnology : 
Sinicized Hymns: To cancel all difficult tunes; to incorporate hymns with those 
tunes suited to the Chinese mindset and familiar with the Chinese people, like "Tune 
of Offering Incense “ or “Tune of Welcoming Spring. ” One must think about the local 
envionment if it is to adopt Western tunes: If many are familiar with them it is okay to 
use them, yet in the countryside it is better to abandon them... 
Sinicized Music: For instance, to use pipa and dizi instead of Western 
instruments like piano and organ. The former are cheaper and can be repaired 
easily?^， 
Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 672-73, 79. 
225 Bates, Gleanings, 68. 
226 Timothy Liu, "Making the Christian Church in China Indigenous," C. R (May/ 1922): 305-06. 
The cry for hymn indigenization as part of a larger indigenization programme was also noted by 
ZhangVijian 張亦鏡.Yijian Zhang, "Jinre jiaohui sichao de qushi 今日教會思潮的趨勢，，，in Zhonguo 
jidu jiaohui nianjian, no.9 (1927), collected in Jindai huaren shenxue wenxian 近代華人神學文獻，ed. 





The urge to use Chinese original hymns and tunes did not come out of a sudden; 
to survey the issue and its controversies we must look back a few decades. For 
certain, in the latter half of the nineteenth century the importance for the Chinese to 
produce their own hymns was already pointed out. Goodrich, at the close of his 
article “Chinese Hymnology" in 1877，expressed his wish that Chinese Christians 
had their hymnal compositions: "We shall have our Watts, and Wesley, and Cowper 
in the land of Sinim."^^^ Himself a hymn translator, Goodrich however saw the value 
of original writing in the long run, and his view was echoed by others in future. In 
1909 a prayer item on the Recorder presented the peition that “Christian poet and 
musician for China may soon be bom"^^ .^ Another, recognizing the difficulties in 
hymn translation, supported the writing of native hymns, for it would be easier to 
"make a hymn in Chinese. 
In 1901 a correspondent to the Recorder employed the term "Native 
Hymnology." What he meant was a corpus of hymns written by Chinese and to be 
還是不用爲好...中國化的音樂，如琴、笛子等代替鋼琴、風琴等洋樂器，既便宜又好修。” 
Sizhuang Shen, "Xuanyan san zong 宣言三種,，’ Shenxue zhi 神學志 8, no.l (Spring/ 1922), quoted 
in Qi Duan 段绮，Fenjin de lichen 奮進的歷程(Beijing: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 2004), 220. For 
other similar opinions, see Shanzhi Wang 王善治，"Guanyu libai yishi de taolun 關於禮拜儀式的討 
論，，，Shenxue zhi 9，no.2 (Summer/ 1923), quoted in Duan, Fenjin de Lichen, 249; Ligen Lin 林利根， 
“Bensi jiaohui de taolun 本色教會的討f^’” Shenxue zhi 12, no.4 (Winter/ 1926), quoted in Duan, 
Fenjin de lichen, 414-15. 
228 Goodrich, "Chinese Hymnology," 226. 
229 “The Santuary: Pray," C. R. (April/ 1909). 
230 A. P., "Song zhu shengshi 頌主聖詩.Hymn Book of the American Episcopal Mission. St. John's 
College, Shanghai," Our Book Table, C. R. (September/ 1895): 445. 
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used by the native church."^ Eight years later, a symposium at where people 
discussed how to improve hymnody was organized, and there the promotion of 
original hymns became a key issue.^ ^^ At the China National Conference of 1913， 
"for the enrichment of Chinese hymnology" the China Continuation Committee was 
suggested to take action to encourage the Chinese to produce hymns.^ ^^ Below is a 
definition one gave to the ideal hymnody for China: 
A nation J? hymnology must be produced by the nation itself, for outside sources 
can never thus adequately express the nation's religious genius. A nation's 
hymnology must have its own style, its own thoughts and aspirations, its own 
devotion and religious fervour expressed in its own mannerP^ 
This was a protest to the mainstream Occidental hymnody. The action was 
especially supported by those resented Western control over the East.^ ^^ Still more 
were indifferent. Many missionaries considered the Chinese Church too infant and 
were therefore prepared to share with their little brothers hymns of the Western 
countries. To them, that Chinese Christians composed their hymns was something to 
231 J. Garritt, "Native Hymnology: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R. 
(February/ 1901): 95-96. 
232 Bitton, "A Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China," 195-213. 
233 "China National Conference," in The Continuation Committee Conferences in Asia- 1912-1913, 
347. 
234 w. Munn, "Chinese Hymnology," C. R. (December/ 1911): 701. The article also appeared in C R., 
December 1911, and Church Missionary Review, August 1911. The following desire was expressed in 
1922 in a general report of Christian enterprises in China: "Some day there will arise a Chinese poet 
who will voice the aspirations the sorrows, the confessions, the triumphs, of the Chinese Church, and 
then the greater part of the hymns now in use will cease to be used." Milton Stauffer, ed., The 
Christian Occupation of China, 709. 
235 Percy J. Smith in his article expressed in-depth reflections on the Western designs imposed on the 
Church in China. "A great opportunity has been neglected in that we have not encouraged them (the 
Chinese) more to compose their own hymns." Percy Smith, "Does the Church Need to Reform its 
Methods," C. R. (July/ 1924): 439. 
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be congratulated, yet it was never their agenda. A. Bosney, a hymnal editor, made his 
opinion: “To approach it (the subject of hymnology) solely from a Chinese 
standpoint would tend to limit, if not to destroy, the high ideal we should have." "It 
does not seem to me to be necessary at present to press for original Chinese hymns," 
he wrote, "but rather to encourage competent scholars to improve those hymns which 
exist." “I can conceive no higher ideal than to seek to lead the Chinese church to 
inherit the wealth of hymns, psalms, and chants which already exist with all the 
treasures of music which the West possesses.”236 
Ironically, the early advocates of using melodies of Chinese color as hymn tunes 
often had their argument that Chinese were weak in singing Western music. While 
many missionaries were keen on introducing Occidental tunes to Chinese, some, 
after observing the Chinese performance, were willing to compromise. William 
Soothill of the United Methodist Free Church, in a paper read before the Ningbo 
Missionary Association in 1888, reported of employing tunes in Chinese pentatonic 
scale in his congregation which, in his words, were more suited to the Chinese voices 
and ears.237 There were also accounts that Chinese music was used for hymn singing 
in Fujian and Xinghua. Pentatonic melodies which were suggested as hymn tunes 
A. Bonsey, "Chinese Hymnology and Church Music: To the Editor o f the Chinese Recorder,'" 
Correspondence, C R (May/ 1909): 283-84. 
w. Soothill, "Chinese Music and its Relation to our Native Services," 226. 
Qing Tang 湯清’ Zhongguo Jidujiao bai nian shi 中國•教百年走(Hong Kong: Dao Sheng 
Chubanshe, 1987), 658; Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism, 198. 
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were occasionally posted on the Recorder, and we know at least a few 
missionaries had spent time on writing or collecting Chinese melodies for Christian 
worship.24° Tunebooks in native scale were seen. Of them the most famous one was 
that prepared by Mrs. Samuel Couling of the English Baptist Mission in Shandong. 
Published in London, the seventy melodies included were from Chinese, African, and 
Indian sources.241 
239 A Chinese tune, "which will be found to go smoothly to four sevens metre," with harmony, was 
posted with notation on an issue on March 1889. Geo. King, "Hymns and Music in Chinese," 
Correspondence, C. R (March/ 1889): 133-34. Other examples were found in "Editorial Notes and 
Missionary News: Chants and Airs Adapted for Christian Worship," (prepared by Mrs. Richard), C R 
(December/ 1889): 581; "Air From Mr. Van Aalst's Book, p.29," C. R (July/ 1890): 336-338; Mary 
Richard, "Airs founded on Pentatonic Scale: ‘Rock of Ages,'" Correspondence, C. R, (August/ 1891): 
284-87; C. Champness, "Correspondence: A Pentatonic Melody," C. R (January/1911): 45-46. 
2恥 They include Geo. King; Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Richard, who promoted and put into practice the 
adaptation of Chinese airs including Buddhist and Confucian chants for Christian use; Mr. Van Aalst; 
Mrs. Couling of the English Baptist Mission of Shandong, the compiler of the "Pentatonic Tune 
Book"; Rev. T. J. Shipway, the secretary working for a book of "Pentatonic Tunes" proposed, again, 
by the English Baptist Mission of Shandong; Rev. C. S. Champness of Wesley an Mission in Hunan, 
who，after being inspired by Soothill, became a writer of pentatonic tunes and was described as the 
most experienced person in tune writing in his time by the Recorder's editor; Rev. J. E. Walker of 
Shaowu, Fujian, who had been writing and paying attention to pentatonic tunes for at least thirty years, 
and his "excellent melodies" were reported of being widely used in churches in Fujian provience; 
Eleanor Macneil Anderson, who had been for years collecting Chinese tunes from temples, the country, 
and the streets, for services; Louise S. Hammond, and Bliss Wiant, two important figures for 
Universal Praise. See Geo. King, "Hymns and Music in Chinese," 133-34; "Editorial Notes and 
Missionary News," C R. (December/ 1889): 580-81; Mrs. Timothy Richard, "Chinese Music," C. R. 
(July/ 1890): 305; Mrs. Timothy Richard, "Chinese Music," C. R (August/ 1890): 346; J. John, 
"Chinese Music," 311; G Fitch, "Hymns and Hymn-Books for the Chinese," 468-69; "Tune Book in 
Chinese Notation, by Mrs. Timothy Richard, Second Edition, S. D. K., Shanghai," 204; C. C. 
"Pentatonic Tunes: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C R. (June/ 1905): 
297-98; "Church Praise Department," C. K (October/ 1905): 505; C. Champness, "Pentatonic Music 
and Kindred Matters," 559; (Hymn with tunes) C. R. (December/ 1905): 634; "Church Praise 
Department," C. R. (February/ 1906): 92-94; "Church Praise Department," C R. (September/ 1906): 
496； J. Walker, "Pentatonic Music: Some Suggestions and Experiences," 497-99; C. Champness, 
"What the Missionary Can Do for Church Music in China," 190; C. S. Champness, "A Pentatonic 
Melody: to the Editor o f the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R (January/ 1911): 45-46; 
"Editorial: Chinese Hymns," C. R. (December/ 1917): 758; C. Champness, "Scripture Choruses," C. R. 
(December/ 1919): 834-36; Eleanor Anderson, "Chinese Melodies and Christian Worship," C. R 
(February/1934): 107-110; Louise Hammond, "A New PlainsongC. R. (March/1920): 179-84; 
Richard, Forty-five Years in China, 149; Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese 
Christian Hymnody, 413; Bliss Wiant, preface two XoMimhong shengge ji 民眾聖 1?：^，ed. Zhao 
Ziehen and Bliss Wiant (1931), 7. 
241 "The Pentatonic Tunebook," C, R. (February/ 1893): 90; G Fitch, "Hymns and Hymn-Books for 
the Chinese," 468-69; C. Champness, "What the Missionary Can Do for Church Music in China," 
190. 
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Apart from those who regarded the pentatonic system only temporary solution 
for the Chinese to praise,^ "^ ^ there were missionaries truly looking for the adoption of 
indigenous music. With growing understanding and appreciation for Chinese culture, 
some started to question the rationale behind imposing Western aesthetic values on 
the Chinese constituency. Timothy Richard, for instance, after discussing the errors 
of mission work, stressed the need to produce a liturgy particularly for China. For the 
service he preferred the use of Chinese music to foreign tunes.243 An editorial 
comment in 1917 expressed the hope that Chinese musicians be raised up "to give an 
Oriental strain to the music which shall make it more attractive to the Chinese 
ear.”244 soothill defended the use of native musical instruments by arguing music 
was fundamentally cultural, and therefore the Chinese had their right to sing in 
accordance to their manner. He wrote: 
If trumpets, harps and cymbals were used with such effect in the Jewish temple 
service; if in our churches in England and America fifty years ago violins, flutes, 
clarionets (clarinets) and basses lent such an effect to the singing... if in our own day 
we think so much of our choirs and spend so much our organs, then why should not 
in our Chinese services use the instruments THEY TAKE DELIGHT IN to make our 
unattractive services more enjoyable?!的 
242 A missionary expressed his/her support of using pentatonic tunes "until the whole of Christian 
church can receive systematic musical instruction from an early age," admitting "doubtless Western 
tunes in all their variety and beauty are what we should aim at..." Bitton, "A Symposium of Opinion 
Upon Church Music in China," 198, 207. Another was reported to have noted that while pentatonic 
tunese "are to be preferred in newly opened work," "in the older congregations (especially where 
boarding-schools attend the services) other tunes might be used as freely as in Western 
congregations ” F. Ohlinger, "Adapting Hymns: To the Editor of ‘the Chinese Recorder,'" 
Correspondence, C R (July/ 1905): 363. 
243 Timothy Richard, "Thoughts on Chinese Missions: Difficulties and Tactics," C R. (November-
December/ 1880): 435-436. 
2似"Editorial: Chinese Hymns," C. R. (December/ 1917): 758. 
W. Soothill, "Chinese Music and its Relation to our Native Services," 227. 
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The issue had been controversial. In his Dictionary of Hymnology, Julian stated 
his opinion that Chinese music was unsuitable for sacred use.246 in a symposium, 
when asked of their views to the incorporation of native musical elements in worship, 
seven out of nine Chinese showed doubts. They were in particular concerned with the 
perceived associations of Chinese music with un-Christian cultures一 we may 
conjecture they were referring to like heathen festivals or even brothels. "Chinese 
tunes... have been composed by low class people... (It) is not played in respectable 
places，” one expressed. "Chinese music is not only inconsistent with a sense of 
reverence but would really do more harm than good... the playing of such 
instruments... drives people's mind to think of evil things.”之斗？ Wang Chung-yu, the 
first Chinese who wrote for the issue of hymnody on Recorder, reminded the 
missionaries: “It is really demoralizing and is unfit for religious purposes when the 
song sung conjures up by association the many bad and sometimes immoral ideas... 
Chinese music... are never sung by gentlemen..."248 Indeed at the time there was a 
belief shared by intellectuals that Chinese music used to be good in ancient times, yet 
2恥"Chinese native music is quite unsuited to sacred song. English, American and German tunes are 
therefore used (in China) and are commonly liked by the (Chinese) people." Julian, ed., A Dictionary 
of Hymnology, 744. 
247 Bitton, "A Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China," 195-213. 
248 Chung-yu Wang, "Church Music and its Condition in the Chinese Church，” C R. (July/ 1901): 339. 
Rev. F. L. Norris, a missionary of the Church of England Mission in Beijing, noted his preference for 
Gregorian chants over Chinese music as the latter was not devotional enough. F. Norris, "Music in the 
Chinese Church," C R (April/ 1909): 179-184. 
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now it had been corrupted and was no longer healthy to people. The idea was 
illustrated by the preface to Hymns of the Religion for Salvation {Jiushijiao Shige) of 
1892: 
People may ask: "We China have our own music. Why should we adopt that of 
the West? Why don，t we imitate the ancient folk songs, the ancient court music, or the 
ancient religious pieces to make our own (hymn tunes)?" Here is the answer: "The 
music had long been lost! Today the strings and the winds are flamboyant... ” May 
one day, when Christianity is popular, the literary and the scholars restore the 
ancient music and renew the old for new (tunes), which come out to be as 
spectacular as the ancient folk songs, the ancient court music, or the ancient 
religious pieces... This is what I have prayed for long?-， 
To the use of Chinese tunes some Christians, while not entirely in its opposition, 
were cautious. A missionary advised fellow workers that should a Chinese air be 
utilized, it must be free of idolatrous or other evil connections.^ ^^ Christians were 
moreover encouraged to write original Chinese tunes especially for hymns. ^ ^^  Still 




以媲美於風雅頌之所爲...是固僕等所日夕禱祝而求之者也�” Preface to Jiushijiao shige (Fuzhou: 
Mei Hua Shuju Huoban, 1892), 2-3. 
250 On the issue of December 1889，the editor of the Recorder showed pleasure that experiments were 
made in appropriating native tunes for Christian use. But he pointed out that "the matter has not been 
sufficiently tried to warrant a decided judgment." "Editorial Notes and Missionary New," C. R. 
(December/ 1889): 580. During the annual meeting of the Zhejiang Baptist Association held in 1890, 
"the question of the adaptation of sacred music to Chinese instruments and tunes" was raised and was 
referred to a committee for consideration. "Editorial Notes and Missionary News: Chehkiang Baptist 
Association," C. R. (June/ 1890): 288. 
2” A Bonsey, "Chinese Hymnology and Church Music: To the Editor of 'the Chinese Recorder,'" 
285. 
2" F. Ohlinger, "Adapting Hymns: To the Editor of'the Chinese Recorder,'" Correspondence, C. R. 
(July/ 1905): 364; Bitton, "A Symposium of Opinion Upon Church Music in China," 195-213; 
“Editorial: Chinese Hymns," C R. (December/ 1917): 758; Percy Smith, "Does the Church Need to 
Reform its Methods?," 439. 
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sacred purpose. Soothill supported the transformation by arguing that many Western 
hymn melodies had secular roots. India, he pointed out, had been ahead of China in 
such an attempt 253 On Recorder Mrs. Richard shared her collection of Chinese tunes, 
with notation, adapted for Christian use. Among them two were Buddhist chants and 
one, Confijcian.254 Missionaries of similar attitudes included Timothy Richard, Mrs. 
Couling, Louise Hammond, Eleanor Anderson, Bliss Wiant, and so on.^ ^^  
To discuss indigenization in hymnody there has been a tendency for scholars to 
polarize the positions of missionaries and Chinese. Sheng in his paper depicts a 
general "conflict" between the missionaries, who are portrayed as Westerners 
despising Chinese culture, and the converts, who appears to be fighters for a native 
expression in hymnology. It is not true, as I have demonstrated. The sophistication of 
the issue is further illustrated in the following: While we hear a Westerner's 
complaint, under a fake Chinese name, attacking Christian hymns in China as 
"appearing in a foreign garb,"^^^ a native plainly acknowledged his indifference to 
the music of his mother country. “From my youth I have never felt, or been trained, 
Soothill, "Chinese Music and its Relation to our Native Services," 226-27. 
254 "Editorial Notes and Missionary News: Chants and Airs adapted for Christian Worship," C. R. 
(December/ 1889): 581. 
Please refer to their articles in the Recorder and their publications. See also G Fitch, "Hymns and 
Hymn- Books for the Chinese," 468-69. 
25�The passage wrote: "The hymns are sung to Western tunes... so long as Christian hymns - or 
Christian doctrines for that matter- insist upon appearing in a foreign garb, they stand little chance of 
attaining general popularity in China. We find, moreover, that a very large proportion of the hymns 
taught to Chinese converts are taken out of European collections and translated with the most painful 
literalness into bald Chinese. A great many of the metaphors and devotional phrases employed in these 
hymns are not only foreign to the Chinese literary spirit, but are absolutely repulsive to Chinese ears 
and minds." Regineld Fleming Johnston (Shao-yang Liu), A Chinese Appeal to Christendom 
Concerning Christian Missions (New York: Knickerbocker, 1911), 258-59. 
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to take interest in Chinese music as I do in Western music...,” he noted. "Chinese 
schools nowadays are adopting foreign music. How could we ... abandon the 
existing foreign music and take up the cast-off Chinese music?"^^^ Indeed, even to 
the advocates of indigenization the question of hymns and tunes was seldom an 
important issue. Many believed the matter was too trivial, not comparable to agendas 
like the self-government and self-support of the Church, or the making of a Chinese 
theology. The article “A Discussion of an Indigenous Chinese Church" written by 
Wang Zhixin is an evidence. In the passage Wang once mentioned the indigenization 
effort put on hymns at the time, yet he commented: "But according to my 
observation, this change in forms is merely means by which Christianity comes 
closer to the Chinese society. It is never a fundamental solution (for building an 
indigenous church)." Similar tone was found in his book An Outline of 
Christianity in China•浏 
Tsih- lam Yau, "Church Music from the Chinese Viewpoint: To the Editor of 'the Chinese 
Recorder,'" Coirespondene, C R. (June/ 1909): 343-44. 
“但據我的觀察，這種形式上的改變’還不過是基督教與中國社會接近的一種手段，絕對不 
是根本上的下種方法�” Zhixin Wang, "Zhongguo bensi jiaohui de taolun中國本色教會的討論,” 
Qingnianjinbu 青年進步，no.79 (January/ 1925), collected in Jindai huaren shenxue wenxian, 643. 
259 Zhixin Wang, Zhongguo Jidujiao shigan 中國•教史綱（Hong Kong: Jidujiao Fu Qiao 
Chubanshe, 1959), 274-75. 
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Hymnody under Chinese Influence 
The Chinese environment was exerting growing influence on hymnody in the 
middle kingdom anyhow. By the end of the nineteenth century more and more 
Chinese had labored in hymnals' production:^ ^® Seven native preachers and teachers 
were reported to have taken part in compiling the 1895 edition of the Blodget and 
Goodrich Hymnal, which was published by the North China Mission of the American 
Board. 261 The Association Hymnal (Qingnian shige), which received publication in 
1908, was solely edited by Zia Honglai of YMCA,262 then an outstanding worker for 
Chinese Christian literature. The next year saw the appearance of Hymns of Reviving 
{Fitxing shige), edited and translated by Dora Yu;^ ^^  and for the revised edition of 
Nevius- Mateer Hymnal an appointed committee was established with a Chinese 
chairman named Yu Zhisheng. ^ ^^  We are also informed of the preparation of 
Evangelistic Hymns (Fuxing baodao shi) by Leland Wang in Fuzhou; ^ ^^  of 
260 See also Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 649. 
261 H. P., “Chinese Hymnal, Song zhu shige," Our Book Table, C. R. (November/ 1896): 564. 
262 Sheng, A Study of Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 148-49. "Qingnian shige. 
The Association Hymn Book," Our Book Table, C. R. (July/ 1910): 492. 
263 F.’ "Hymns of Reviving," C. R. (May/ 1909): 292; Sheng, A Study of Indigenous Elements in 
Chinese Christian Hymnody, 149. 
264 The committee for the words edition was appointed by the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of 
North China in 1911 with seven members, composed of one Westerner and six Chinese, chaired by Yu 
Zhisheng. Zhisheng Yu et al., preface to Nevius- Mateer Hymnal, published by Authority of the Synod 
of the Presbyterian Church of North China (Shanghai: Presbyterian Mission Press, 1917). 
265 Originally produced for small group meetings in Fuzhou, it was later published by the Christian 
Alliance Press in 1923. Out of 120 hymns, nearly half of it was translated from Sankey's Sacred Songs 
and Solos. Sheng, A Study of Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 149-50. Wang, 
"Zhongguo zhanmeishi fazhan gaishu shang," 52. Wang and Shao, "Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he 
huihua," 95. 
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Fellowship Hymns {Lingjiao shige) by Jia Yuming 賈玉銘 in Nanjing;^^^ of 
Christian Fellowship Hymns (Tuanqi shenggeji) and Hymns for the People 
{Minzhong shenggeji) by Zhao Ziehen 趙紫宸 in Beiping;^ ^^ the publication of a 
series of sacred songs by Su Zuoyang 蘇佐揚;268and other examples.^ ^^ Among 
these figures we must pay attention to the last three: Jia, who had not composed a 
single hymn until he was about fifty, in his later years became a prolific hymn writer 
with compositions totaled at least six hundred.^ ^® Zhao, who earns the title “the 
Father of Chinese Hymnody,"^^^ was famous for his poetic translation of hymns and 
266 First published in 1930, the hymnal contained 234 hymns in which nearly three quarters were 
original hymns written by Jia, which, in his words, were "to express the voice of the Chinese 
Christians." Wang, Shengshi dian kao, 24. Yuming Jia, preface to Fellowship Hymns (Nanjing: 
Spiritual Light Publishing Society, 1930) 1. 
2办 Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in the Chinese Christian Hymnody, 150-51 ； Wang, 
"Zhongguo Jidujiao shengshi lunshu ba," 2. 
Su named his compositions "heavenly people hymns (Tianren shengge)," and every new piece had 
initially been posted on Heavenly People Newspaper {Tianren bao) since 1935 "for the need of 
Chinese Christians." 81 pieces were compiled into a hymnal which was published at Shanghai in 1937. 
Subsequent editions followed. Zuoyang Su, preface to Heavenly People Hymnal, vol. (Hong Kong: 
Tianren She, 1969); Zuoyang Su, Haiwai baodao mengen lu 海外佈道蒙急錄(Hong Kong: Jidujiao 
Tianren She, 1980)，96. 
269 By the year 1936 other hymnals prepared by Chinese, as far as we hear, include Hymn Book New 
and Old, published in Shanghai in 1925, edited by Mrs. Y. Y. Wan; The Christian Hymnal {Jidutu 
shige 基去徒詩歌)，published in Beiping in 1936, solely translated and compiled by Wang Mingdao 
王明道;GedKwg^^Mzowme/歌唱與讚美 byMaZhongrong 馬宗榮（Shanghai, \919y,Fenxmg 
办 奮 興 佈 道 詩 歌 by Sun Xisheng 孫喜聖（1934, Nanjing); Gcwg/m>? s/j/ge 公民詩歌 by 
Liu Zhanen 劉湛恩(1926, Shanghai YMCA); Xingongmin •s/；/炉新公民詩歌 by Liu Zhanen and Gu 
Ziren 顧子仁（1928，Shanghai YMCA); Youpu qingnian shige 有譜青年詩歌 by Gu Ziren and Xie 
Nairen 謝乃壬（1928，Shanghai YMCA); Qingnian geji 青年歌集 and Xueshen geji 學生歌集 by 
Liu Liangmu 劉良模(1935, YMCA), and so on. See Jianhua Chen 陳建華，ed., Minguo}>inyueshi 
nianpu: 1912-1949 民國音樂史年譜（Shanghai: Shanghai Yinyue Chubanshe, 2005); Zhongyang 
Yinyue Xueyuan Zhongguo yinyue yanjiusuo 中央音樂學院中國音樂硏究所，ed., "Zhongguo 
jinxiandai yinyue shumu 中國近現代音樂書目，” (reference material for internal use, no. 157); Wang 
and Shao, "Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he huihua," 96; Sheng, A Study of Indigenous Elements in 
Chinese Christian Hymnody, 150. 
Shenyin Wang, "Jia Yuming yu chuangzuo shengshi 賈玉銘與創作聖詩,，，Shengyue jikan 10，no. 
4 (October/ 1988): 5-6; Wang, "Zhongguo zanmeishi fazhan gaishu xia," 64; Wang and Shao, 
"Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he huihua," 95; Another account suggests that Jia had composed a 
thousand hymns. See Gu, "Gujin shengshi mantan," 43. 
271 Law, "Zhongguo shengshi jianshi," 142-43. 
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also original writings. The simple songs of Su with folk-like tunes, on the other hand, 
had been popular among the masses，both in China and o v e r s e a s T h e growing 
significance of hymns written by Chinese was evidenced by their entry to the 
foreigners' circle. There was an advertisement in 1921 of an English hymnal made up 
entirely of translations from hymns authored by Xi Shanmo. 
Actions were taken in response to the cry for indigenous hymnody. In 1922 
Timothy Liu was appointed to compile a book of approximately a hundred original 
hymns. For the task Liu requested hymns through the Life {Shengming) 
magazine.275 Similar recruitment was seen in 1926 on Wen shi (the Literary Society), 
a new journal aimed at the promotion of indigenized Christian literature. Reads the 
advertisement: 
Our magazine is recruiting original hymns with Chinese tunes. Nearly all hymns 
\i>e have been using are translations; now, those who promote the indigenous church 
have a desperate want for indigenous hymns, i.e. Chinese composition written 
according to Chinese tunes. Satisfying rewards will be given to those who have their 
276 
submitted work posted. 
272 The hymns were later translated into various languages including Thai, Vietnamese, Korean, 
Indonesian, Burmaese, Dutch, Dannish, Swedish, English, and so on. Su, Haiwai budao mengen lu, 
96. 
2” c . C., "The Songs of Pastor His. Translated by Francrsca French. Published by Morgan & Scott 
and China Inland Mission," Our Book Table, C. R. (January/ 1921): 63. 
274 Zhao, preface one to Christian Fellowship Hymns, ed, ed. Ziehen Zhao and Bliss Wiant 
(Beijing: Yenching University Christian Fellowship, 1933), 1; Bates, Gleanings, 50. 




作品惠賜者，一經披露，從優酬勞Wen Shi 2，no. 1 (November/ 1926); Chengmian Wang 王成 
勉，Wen she de shengshuai 文的盛衰(Taibei: Yuzhouguang Chuanbo zhongxin Chubanshe, 1993), 
90. 
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The promotion of Chinese hymns was echoed by the National Christian Council. 
On its bulletin on January 1927 the following questions were raised: "Is our western 
music as commonly used in Protestant Churches really the most suitable? Can we 
experiment in the use of Chinese tunes... Is it possible to get any members of the 
congregation to compose simple hymns out of their own experience?”�?？ Not long 
these dreams were worked out: The Shanghai Christian New Fellowship (Shanghai 
Jidu jiaotu xin tuanqi), which was set up the following month, had its mission of 
becoming an indigenous model, and the first step they took was to reform hymnody. 
For the task, within a year fifty new hymns had been written, and they were sung 
with Chinese tunes. "Every time we sing, the people, male and female, old and 
young, are so happy like dancing," a member reported with excitement. "Even when 
strangers come to our church, once they hear our hymns they will recognize that this 
is the church for the Chinese."^^^ In this Fellowship a music club had been formed. 
Known as the "Music Society of Sounding Together (Gongming yinyue shi)," during 
performance their members were playing various Chinese and Western instruments 
like organ, violin, sheng, dizi，pipa, and drum in ensemble?^^ 
Individuals were making effort in the movement. In the early 1930s, a Chinese 
277 Green, "Worship in the Church," The Bulletin of the National Christian Council, no. 22 (January/ 
1927): 12-13. 
278
 “每逢歌唱’男女老幼’莫不手舞足蹈’就是陌生的人’來到禮拜堂裡’ 一聽詩歌，就知道 
這是中國人的教會…” Fengqian Li李逢謙，“Shanghai Jidutu xin tuanqi shuolue上海基督徒新團契 
說略，” in Zhonghua Jidu jiaohui nianjian 1928, 38-39. 
279 Ibid. 
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named Wu Boxiang started to gather ancient melodies in North China; a tunebook for 
the Psalms known as The Collection for A Hundred Psalms {Shipian bai pian ji) was 
eventually compiled?^® Gu Ziren (T. Z. Koo), a St. John graduate and a prominent 
figure in YMCA, labored in similar direction. Himself a skilful player of the vertical 
bamboo flute (xiao), he compiled a music book in which a range of folk tunes from 
all over China were collected for worship. Entitled Songs of the People {Minzhong 
Shigeji or Minjian yinyue), it was first published in 1928 by the Associational Press 
9R1 
and had been quite popular. The purpose of the collection was stated in its 
introduction: 
The culture of our nation rests on our national music. There is an urgent need to 
bring glory to it." (yet) what the Church sings are the products of the foreigners ‘ 
minds. They can not satisfy the spiritual needs of our countrymen. What a pity! As 
long as the Church of our country does not desire independence, there is no 
problem一 I believe; otherwise, we must begin to produce our own indigenous hymns. 
Therefore this book is compiled... as the initial starting point. So, in future people 
know how to continue the effort to complete the grand work of creating an 
indigenous hymnody for the Chinese Church.^^^ 
In the 1920s Yenching University was progressively a place where hymnal 
加 Zhouhuai Yang 楊周懷,Jidujiao yinyue 基督教音樂（Beijing: Zhongjiao Wenhua Chubanshe, 
2001), 81. “Guanyu Wu Baixiangjun zhi guoyue shige 關於武百祥君之國樂詩歌，” 公報 6’ 
no.3 (November/ 1934): 15. 
281 Ziren Gu, preface to Songs of the People, ed. Ziren Gu (Shanghai: Association Press, 1928); "Gu 
Ziren bian, Minjiangyinyue,” advertisement, Association Progress 15 (September/ 1928): 108; Cha, 





略示端惋°使後起者知所用力’而完成中國教會本色詩歌的大業° ” Gu，preface to Songs of the 
People. 
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activities took place. Led by Liu, then head of the School of Religion, a group of 
students including Xie Jingsheng, Wang Youde, Lu Mingzhong, Dong Shaoming, 
and Liu Tingwei had been working and perfecting skills on hymn translation in their 
pastime.283 Original writings also appeared, and since 1930 the Amethyst had played 
a role in its promotion. To account the Yenching story we must mention Zhao Ziehen. 
Bom in Deqing prefecture in the province of Zhejiang in 1888，the theologian had his 
early encounter with Christianity when every Sunday the singing voices from a 
church nearby reached his ears.284 He became Southern Methodist at the age of 19. 
Seven years later he went to America for education, and there he was exposed to 
countless Western hymns. He began to translate hymns in the early 1920s when 
teaching at the Soochow University. At the time he got to know Liu, and the two 
started co-operation in the task. In 1926 Zhao came to the School of Religion in 
2© c 
Yenching. In the Yenching Fellowship his translations came into practical use. 
The professorship at Yenching facilitated Zhao's collaboration with Bliss Wiant, 
a teaching staff of the Music Department who offered him advice from the musical 
perspective. Bom to a pastor's family in 1895 at Dialton, Ohio, Wiant had dreamed 
283 Liu, "Zhongguo xintu yu shengge," 21. 
284 Ziehen Zhao, "Wo de zhongjiao jinyan 我的宗教經驗,” ShengmingA, no.3 (November/ 1923)， 
quoted in Chen, "Jidujiao shengshi zai Zhongguo de fazhan," 4. 
Ziehen Zhao, "Wo fanyi zanmeishi de jinyan 我翻譯讚美詩的經驗，” Zhenliyu shengming 2, no.5 
(March/ 1927): 121-27; Zhao, preface one to Christian Fellowship Hymns, 1-4; Liu, "Zhongguo xintu 
yu shengge," 21-22. 
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of going to China since he was seven.^ ^^ In particular he wished to contribute to this 
old country an indigenous hymnal which was, in his words, "Chinese from cover to 
cover.，，287 Zhao and Wiant therefore became good partners. The year 1931 saw the 
fruits of the two with the publication of the Christian Fellowship Hymns and Hymns 
for the People. 
As the name suggests, the Christian Fellowship Hymns was a hymnbook 
intended for use in Yenching University Fellowship. All Western hymns, the 
translations in the hymnal however unfolded Zhao's incredible literary talents. Zhao 
considered hymns true poems, and his writings ranged from strictly-ruled classical 
format in Wenli to freer style in plain language.^ ^^ Accompanied with Western tunes, 
for which Wiant was responsible for, the book was received with enthusiasm.^ ^^ 
Hymns for the People which was published two months after, on the other hand, was 
made up of hymns entirely of Zhao's authorship. Targeted at the masses, the 54 
286 Allen Wiant, A New Song for China, 1-2. 
287 Wiant recalled in a letter in 1971 of how his interest in Chinese hymnody was first initiated: "I met 
William Hung at OWU (Ohio Wesleyan University). I told him of my childhood hope of going to 
China. By that time I was interested to know that the Chinese Christian movement had not produced 
any hymns of an indigenous nature. I told William of my hope to become a part of such a movement. 
I'll never forget his enthusiastic response..." Allen Wiant, A New Songfor China, 2-3. On a letter in 
1922 Bliss Wiant wrote: "We wanted to give the Church in China a hymnal, which was Chinese from 
cover to cover. This is the ambition of my life as I now see it." In another occasion in the same year, 
he said: "The greatest thing to me is the editing of a Chinese hymnal." See Yongxi Huang, "Yanjin 
Daxue yu Putian songzan si 燕京大學與普天頌讚(四)，” CCLC Newsletter 19, no.3 (May/ 1998). 
288 Zhao had identified four styles in his translation, namely the ancient poem format (Gushi ti), the 
classical format (Jueju ti), mixture of Wenli and Baihua, and pure Baihua. Zhao, preface to 
Christian Fellowship Hymns, 2. 
289 The hymnal was reported of gaining wide circulation among college fellowship groups and 
educated Christian communities. Z. S. Z.，"Christian Fellowship Hymns," Our Book Table, C R. 
(September/ 1931): 589; Zhao, preface one for second edition oiFellowship Hymns, 4; Liu, 
"Zhongguo xintu yu shengge," 21-22; R. H. Ritter, "The Yenta Christian Fellowship," Truth and Life 6， 
no.7 (May/ 1932): 8. 
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hymns were in simple and easy language. Having spent many nights in deep 
meditation so he could think like the humble, Zhao had in his mind some principles 
for his writing, like the endeavor to express harmonious relationship between people 
and nature, to outline the daily lives of the masses, and to emphasize the importance 
of family, etc.2卯 All the hymns were sung in Chinese tunes, selected from Gu's 
Songs of the People and other sources including Buddhist chants, and to the melodies 
were added harmony. In defense of the adoption of secular tunes, Wiant, the music 
editor, argued: “For a long time the Church has had the practice of transforming 
secular music for sacred purpose; only then can the people be introduced to the depth 
of the Holy Religion.，，29i The book was also popular, and less than a year several 
thousands had been so ld， 
The impact of the two hymnals upon Universal Praise was certain: They were 
books that the union committee made important reference to;^ ^^  a number of original 
hymns from the Hymns for the People were incorporated to the union book; and, to 
be sure, the experience earned by Wiant would be invaluable to his work for the 
2卯 Ziehen Zhao, preface one to Minzhong shigeji, 1-6. 
291 Bliss Wiant, preface two to Minzhong shigeji, 7. 
292 Allen Wiant, A New Song for China, 41. 
293 Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ci 
zongbaogao, 8; Tingfang Liu, "Cou shui zhai yishu shengge shihua 秋水齋譯述聖歌詩話,” Zhenliyu 
shengming (October/ 1934): 262; Tingfang Liu, "Cou shui zhai yishu shengge shihua san 秋水齋譯述 
聖歌詩話(三)’，，Zhenliyu shengming 9, no.3 (May/ 1935): 165-66; Tingfang Liu, "Cou shui zhai 
yishu shengge shihua si 秋水齋譯述聖歌詩話(四)，，’ Zhenliyu shengming 9，no.5-6 (October/ 1935): 
314 
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ecumenical project. Considered by the contemporary significant achievements, 
the Christian Fellowship Hymns and the Hymns for the People evidenced the 
advancing hymnological development in China. In this setting the union hymnal was 
produced. 
294 Timothy Liu described the hymnals as works "of the boldest attempt and invaluable experiment 
for the Chinese Church in recent days." Liu, "Zhongguo xintu yu shengge," 22. To the Christian 
Fellowship Hymns, one spoke of it as coming "out of a good many such efforts that the Hymnology of 
the Christian Church in China will gradually be built up," and another admired Zhao of having 
"blazoned a new path leading to the development and perfection of Christian religious poetry in China 
in the next decade or two." E. W. A., "Christian Fellowship Hymns," Our Book Table, C. R. 




An Expression of the Chinese Church 
To secure an adequate expression of the Chinese Church was challenging. But it 
was the stated purpose of the committee of the six church groups. The idea of the 
indigenization of hymnody was vague and controversial. Yet at the time it was 
becoming a force. As a national project, from the beginning Universal Praise had 
been entrusted the duty to represent the Chinese Church. In this chapter, we examine 
how the consciousness in search of an identity of the Chinese Church worked and 
had shaped the hymnal. 
Incorporating Chinese Original Hymns 
As noted before, into Universal Praise the union committee decided to 
incorporate hymns of Chinese authorship. The resolution was in fact a continuation 
of the trend: Since the opening of the twentieth century Chinese original hymns had 
begun to find their entry into several prominent hymnals. The Blodget and Goodrich 
Hymnal published in 1907 contained at least six hymns from six native writers, out 
of a total of 408.295 Union Lutheran Conference of 1917 resolved that the 
295 Mary H. Porter, “Song zhu shige. Chinese Hymnal. Prepared by Rev. H. Blodget, D. D.’ and Rev. 
Chauncey Goodrich, D. D.; C.Goodrich and E. G. Tewksbury, Musical Editors. A. B. C. F. M. Mission, 
1907," Our Book Table, C. R. (March/ 1908): 1908. Wang and Shao, "Zhongguo jiaohui de shige he 
huihua," 91. The identified Chinese original hymns and their respective writers were: “I Belong to the 
Lord" (Wo quan shu zhu 我全屬主）by Zhang Xixin 張洗心；“I Receive the Grace of the Lord" (Wo 
meng zhuen 我蒙主恩）by He Hongzhun 禾口鴻鈞;"Embark on the Way to Heaven in Joy" (Huan den 
85 
proposed Lutheran hymnal was to include Chinese hymns and melodies, and in 
Hymns of Praise of 1920, of the 542 hymns 21 were o r i g i n a l I n the following 
year the China Inland Mission Hymnary was published; out of nearly four hundred 
19 were marked as Chinese compositions?^^ 
The SKH committee for Collection of Songs also labored in this direction. At 
the outset it had decided to include in the hymnbook, in addition to those suggested 
by the ten dioceses, hymns from Chinese sources.^ ^^ With prizes subsidized by 
private donation a competition for original hymns was held.^ ^^ The response had 
been very positive.^ ®® A few years later Ernest Yang recalled: “It was the first time I 
tianlu 歡登天路）by Gao Wenlin 高文林;"Return to the Lord and Receive Grace" (Gui zhu mengen 歸 
主蒙恩）by Zhang Fengyuan 張逢源;“Come in Touch with the Lord" (Yu zhu xinjiao 與主心交）by 
Pastor Zhang 張 師;"The Rapid Spread of Gospel in China and her Convertion" (Dao xin Zhonghua, 
Zhonghua gui zhu Jl興中華•中華H帚主）by En Pu ,圉、普.See Song zhu shige (Yokohama: Hengbin 
Fenshi, 1912). 
296 strandenaes, "The Making of A Chinese Hymnal," 88-89，93. 
297 In the hymnal "nineteen of the hymns are starred as 'Chinese compositions,'" out of a total of 394. 
Yet the reporter remarked that "probably more than that number might be similarly marked." See W. 
H. G, "The C. I M. Hymnary," Our Book Table, C R. (May/ 1922): 348. See also "The C. I. M. 
Hymnary, Revised to 1926," advertisement, C. R. (February/ 1928): 132; Wang, “Zhongguo zanmeishi 
fazhan gaishu shang," 54. 
298 Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod ofC. H. S. K. H., 83. 
2" Ibid. Also refer to footnote 98. 
30° Public opinions were affirming the importance of the request: "Most of (our) hymns in praise of 
God are imported goods; few Chinese have ever composed themselves... Nowadays the Church is 
promoting indigenization... Having taken that into consideration, SKH is holding a recruitment of 
original hymns with prizes. May our Church members contribute with their talents...頌揚上帝的詩 
歌，除掉舶來品’中國人殊少創作…現在盛倡教會的本色制…聖公會興懷及此’爰懸獎徵求創 
作的聖詩’望我宗方家’各择才藻"."“Shengshi jixucanzuo聖詩急需創作，” editorial,Xmg/zwa 
zhoukan, January 30’ 1929. The editorial comment was reprinted in Sheng Gong Hui bao 22, no.4-5, 
23-24. A correspondent expressed: "I am so happy for my fellow Chinese brethrens when at the 
moment I see in the church newspaper... the recruitment of (original hymns) for Collection of 
Songs... I believe an indigenous church should have not only material creations, but also spiritual 
compositions...看見教會報紙上…徵頌主詩歌的廣告，我頓時爲我華同志歡喜…我看本色的教 
會，不是拘在物質上的創作，實在是要有精神上的創作..."JinyiHu胡金彝，“Duiyuzhengqiu 
Song zhu shige de ji ge ganxiang 對於徵求頌主詩歌的幾個感想，” miscellaneous, Sheng Gong Hui 
bao 22, no.2, 22-25. • 
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see the great passion for hymns of our Christian brethrens in the c o u n t r y . D u r i n g 
the competition nearly a thousand hymns from several hundred writers were 
received,302 which, in the words of a report, showed "the result of the authors' 
interest in hymn-writing during the past twenty or thirty years."^ ®^ Meanwhile, 
Chinese hymns from other existing hymnals and from ancient Christian poems were 
considered. Careful selections followed: Out of more than one thousand choices the 
number was first reduced to 144，then 68，and in the list submitted to the Synod in 
1931，only 40 remained; the total number of hymns in the book was 466.304 
For Universal Praise, in addition to the three hundred hymns equally divided 
into the categories of "essential," "important," and "desirable," each denomination 
was to nominate Western hymns to be translated as well as Chinese original 
hymns.305 During the second General Meeting in 1932，it was resolved that the 
union book included one-tenths hymns of Chinese origin, a higher percentage than 
“這是第一回我看見本國基督教同志們’對於聖歌有熱烈的興趣…” Yang, "Shengge tantao zhi 
chubu," 34. 
302 Ibid.; Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod ofC. H. S. K. H., 83 
3�3 The report continued: "This form of expression is certainly natural to the mind of the Chinese 
Christian and we believe it is valuable for the Church to recognize and encourage the best of such 
work which is being done." Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod of the C. H. S. K. H., 
83. 
3�4 Ibid., 86. Another account reported that it was the Chinese members of the committee who insisted 
on accepting, out of the large number of hymns received and suggested, only forty- "far less than they 
(the hymnal committee) had planned to incorporate in their collection," And although a number of 
hymns by Xi Shanmo had been submitted to the committee, none of them was adopted due to its 
relatively "vulgar" character. P. M. Scott, "The Arts in the Mission Field: China," China Journal: The 
Church Overseas (1931): 295. 
305 Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ci 
zhongbaogao, 4. 
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that of the major hymnals we have noted.^ ®^ The decision confronted with protests. 
They came from those, according to the committee, who believed Christianity and 
sacred music was less mature in China than that in the Western countries; so they 
preferred to cling to the "productions of the past" already "accepted by the 
majority.，，307 To these people the committee indirectly explained that new hymns 
help represent new religious experiences. "It is only by introducing such hymns to 
the public that people have the chance to see how their formerly indescribable 
experiences are now described, how their unexpressed demands are now 
satisfied.，’ 308 Referring to the incorporation of original hymns, the preface to 
Universal Praise emphasized: "There is a forward look in the use of Chinese 
production, with the hope that this may be the beginning of a great advance in 
Chinese hymnology. 
The Chinese hymns had been obtained from a few sources. The Collection of 
Songs, first of all, provided a pool of original hymns. From the forty hymns, the 
committee first selected and finally the number was reduced to 
Moreover, hymns were chosen from other hymnals like Hymns for the People, 
Associational Hymnal, and Nevius and Mateer Hymn Book, etc. Hymns of the early 
3�6 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 71. 
307 Yang and Fitch, "Divergent Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," 293. 
3G8 Ibid, 294. 
3�9 The Hymnal Committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 5，12. 
310 Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the C H, S. K. H., 100. 
311 The Hymnal Committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 4. 
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days were also considered. We are informed that in the Collection of Songs a 
seventeenth- century poem entitled "Adoration (Yang zhi ge)," written by the 
Chinese Catholic priest Wu Yushan, was incorporated as hymn. '^^  Now the union 
committee looked to even earlier Christian resources. At the second meeting of the 
standing committee in 1933，the following proposal was approved: "it was decided to 
authorize the Literary Sub-Committee... to see if there is anything in the ancient 
Nostorian (Nestorian) hymns that we can use."^'^ 
One was adopted ultimately. Entitled "Nestorian Hymn to the Holy Trinity 
(Daqin Jingjiao san wei meng du zan 大秦景教三威蒙度讚)，，'it is the second hymn 
in Universal Praise, coming only after "Holy, Holy, Holy! Lord God Almighy" by 
Reginald Heber. A statement of praise dated back to around 800 A. D., the text was 
originally written on a manuscript recently discovered from a cave in Dunhuang by a 
Frenchman named Pelliot. '^'^  Generally translation in Chinese of the famous "Gloria 
in Excelsis Deo" by a Syrian monk, the poem of 44 lines with seven characters each 
except one, now matched with a tune newly c o m p o s e d ? 15 was turned into a hymn of 
11 stanzas. Strictly speaking, it is not an original Chinese composition as that labeled 
312 Scott, "The Arts in the Mission Field," 295. 
313 "Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 7-8. 
314 John Foster, "A Nestorian Hymn," C. R. (April/ 1930): 239. 
The pentatonic tune, named "CHENG JING ZAN 誠敬讚’’’ was composed in 1934 by Liang 
Jifang, then a female Yenching student taking music as minor under Bliss Wiant. The tune was 
accorded the first place in the competition held by the hymnal committee for original melodies. Sheng, 
A Study of Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 418-19; Yongxing Huang, "Yanjin 
Daxue yu Putian songzan er." 
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in Universal Pmise，Yet with its abundant Buddhist phraseologies, the piece was 
to many an indigenous expression of Christianity. Its first line "Reverent to the 
highest the heavens adore"^^^ had inspired the Literary sub-committee for the 
hymnal's name "Putian songzan," literally "all the heaven praises."^ 
By January 1933，37 original hymns had been chosen^^^一 still a distance to the 
proposed one-tenths. To recruit more hymns the Literary sub-committee was asked to 
"approach individuals to write original hymns on topics specially appropriate for 
Chinese Christians." By the way, some committee members were original hymn 
writers whose hymns were finally collected in the hymnal. In Universal Praise we 
see the contributions of Ernest Yang of seven hymns; Timothy Liu of five; Jiang 
Minzhi, two; and Shen Zigao, one. 
191 
62 original hymns were eventually incorporated into the hymnal, accounting 
for about 12 percent of the total number of 512 hymns.^ They are the products of 
316 The hymnal committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 4. 
"Wushang zhutian shenjingtan 無上諸天深敬歎" 
318 Bliss Wiant, “Chinese Indigenous Hymnody," ChingFeng 8’ no.2 (Spring/ 1964): 4-5. 
319 Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui, ed., Liu gong hui lianhe shengge weiyuanhui diyi ci 
zongbaogao, 6; "Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General 
Committee for the Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 7. 
32° "Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing Committee of the General Committee for the 
Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 7. 
321 62 was the officially-provided number of original hymns by Chinese writers, yet the figure can be 
corrected to 59. "Daqin Jingjiao san wei meng du zan" (no.2) and "Tuanqi ge 團麵歌”（no.317), both 
mistakably counted as original hymns, were in fact translations respectively from "Gloria in Excelsis 
Deo," and "Blest Be the Tie" by I. Fawcett; "Zhonghua meidi ge 中華美地歌” (no.230), falsely 
identified as of anonymous Chinese authorship, was in fact a composition by the missionary Rev. A. 
M. Cunningham. Originally named "Ai wo Zhonghua 愛我中華(Love my China)," it expresses pride 
of the glorious past of the country and had been appearing in the Blodget and Goodrich Hymnal. See 
Song zhu shige (Yokohama: Hengban Fenshi, 1912), 7, 299. 
322 Bliss Wiant believes Universal Praise had "a higher percentage of indigenous material than is 
found in almost any hymnal published in the United States." Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in 
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thirty identified authors. Zhao Ziehen, with his nine hymns, all selected from Hymns 
for the People, is the most important contributor; and he emerges as the third largest 
writer in terms of hymn quantity collected in Universal Praise, after only Charles 
Wesley and Isaac Watts. With writing styles ranged from literary Wenli to easy 
plain language, the original hymns in the union hymnal cover a variety of topics, 
spanning the ten categories of the book, namely "Adoration," "Church year," 
"Church," "Church life," "Times and seasons," "Special occasions," "Home," 
"Youth," "Children's hymn," and "Gospel songs." Especially high proportion of 
original writing is found under the theme "Home."^ '^^  Of this group "Song of 
Honoring Parents"^^^ and "Song of the Kind Mother"^^^ emphasize the importance 
of filial piety. On the other hand, in "Song of Memorial to the Ancestors”�?？ and 
"Song of Sweeping the Grave," both written by Jiang Minzhi, tributes are paid to 
the forefathers. 
We hear the call for a National Church in some hymns: Timothy Liu, for 
example, in "Song of the Chinese Church,pronounces its three foundations as 
China," 430. Nevertheless, Wiant took the percentage of original hymns in the book inaccurately as 14 
percent. 
戈23 Zhao was officially identified as having contributed ten original hymns. Of them "Tuanqi ge" was 
in fact his translation first appeared in Fellowship Hymns. On the other hand, Zhao had contributed 
seven translations to Universal Praise, with "Tuanqi ge" counted. See also footnote 321. Hymns from 
Wesley and Watts, meanwhile, 
amount 18 and 13 respectively. 
324 Of the ten hymns in this category, nine were original Chinese hymns. 
"Xiaoqin ge 孝親歌’，，no. 426. 
"Cimu ge 慈母歌，” no. 428. 
327 "Jinian zuxian ge 紀念祖先歌,” no. 432. 
328 "Saomu ge 掃墓歌，” no. 433 
329 “Zhonghua jiaohui ge 中華教會歌，” no. 218 
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"self- support," "self- propagation," and "self- establishment." Zhu Baoyuan, on the 
other hand, pictures its ideal image in the "Independence Song of the Chinese 
Church’，330: 
Magnificent China! Our heritage preserved 
Obeying the Law, adoring the Heaven, it follows the early sages 
Rivers and mountains established, the fellow countrymen are blessed 
What a new look the Nationalized Church! 
Emerge the Churches in East Asia 
Alleluia we sing together 
Self-establishment, Self-support, Self-government, and Self-pwpogation 
The constituencies all belong to the Lord's Holy Body.^^^ 
There are hymns expressing patriotic sentiments. "God saves China" by Xu 
Dishan，332 for example, prays for blessings for the country: 
We petition protection 
Be away from natural and human hazards 
Beautiful China! 
May the people have good jobs and dwellings 
And productions rich everywhere 
Elevated the Faith, Virtue, and JVisdom.孤 
In "Song of Spreading the Gospel，,，��^ Gu Ziren relates the message to the 
"0 "Zhonghua jiaohui zili Ge 中華教會自立歌’” no. 232. For reference, see also "Shengtang jinianre 
ge聖堂紀念日歌，” no.413, by Yao Xianyang姚賢揚. 
“堂堂中華國粹保存’樂道敬天承先聖，河山奠定同胞幸福’國化教會氣象新...亞東教會騎 
然成立’阿勒盧亞聲相應’自立自養自治自傳，萬眾共屬主聖身。” 
“2 "Shen you Zhonghua Ge 神佑中華歌，” no. 230. 
“懇求加意護庇’天災人患永離’中華美地；民眾樂業安居，到處生產豐裕，信仰、道德、 
智慧‘向上不息° “ 
» "Xuanchuan fuyin ge 宣傳福音歌，“no. 222. 
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details of China: 
To East where the Yellow River flows to 
To West where peaks and mountains in Yunnan and Sichuan are crossed 
To North where deserts are seen and the Gate ofYu is passed 
To South where Hainan and the sea-bays locate 
Four hundred millions people are in the sufferings 
Earnestly hoping the soon arrival of heavenly blessings 
How can the Christians be idle and lazy? 
Rise! Offer hands in the difficult times严 
We see, too, hymns by Zhao Ziehen who had drew inspirations from the 
peasants' lives and had re- arranged traditional songs for Christian use. His "Song of 
the Moming’，，336 肌 eight-line and five-character poem written in country-like style, 
is especially popular. Here is the first stanza: 
See, in the early morning 
From the East the red sun rises 
Strong like a warrior; 
Marvelous as a groom 
Sky is high, and singing birds fly; 
Filled with fragrant flowers, the earth is wide 
l working hard, am shined upon 
By the gracious light of my Heavenly Fathe 严 
According to Bliss Wiant, in the selection of hymns the union committee had 
given "careful consideration to the principle of christianizing the ideals, festivals, 
335
 “東起黃海浪源德，西渡雲嶺逾蜀山’北望廣漠過榆關，南顧填州到海灣，四萬萬人在水火， 
切望天惠早來頒’信徒豈可偷安閑’奮起救濟時世艱�” Similar sentiment was expressed in 
"Zhonghua guizhu ge 中華歸主歌，” no.231, by En Pu. 
"Qingchen ge 清晨歌，” no. 425. 
337
 "清早起來看，紅日出東方’雄壯像勇士 ’美好像新郎；天高飛鳥歌，地闊野地香；照我勤 
工作 ’天父有 /恩光 ° “ The hymn was first seen in Hymns for the People. Other examples include 
"Xieen ge 謝恩歌，” no. 407, and "Tianen ge 天恩歌,，’ no. 510; the texts of the two were 
re-arrangements from the folk song "Song of the Hoe" and a Confucian chant respectively. See Wiant, 
"Oecumenical Hymnology in China," 432-33. 
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ceremonies and functions which have dominated Chinese l i f e . ” 338 Taylor, the 
English secretary, was proud of their vision at its outset of securing a proportion of 
original hymns in the hymnal: "Other Chinese hymnals, of course, do contain some 
Chinese original hymns... Nonetheless, the editorial team of Universal Praise pays 
particular attention to this, and from the beginning the clear objective has been set." 
"With the birth of Universal Praise, the Chinese church music can be elevated to a 
new level."339 To illustrate the indigenous elements in hymns there are a lot more 
examples. But since hymn text analysis is not our major purpose, we do not proceed 
further. 
Adopting Chinese Tunes 
Over the question of the kind of music used in Universal Praise different public 
opinions appeared. There were ardent supporters of indigenization who wanted 
exclusive use of tunes in Chinese style. Some advocated the utilization of folk-songs 
for worship, and the more radical resisted harmony and modulation in music for 
which they perceived as Western inventions. On the other side, not a few believed 
that the Chinese Church was still at its early stage of development of Christian music. 
"8 Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in China," 430. 
“別的中文聖歌集，固然也有一些中文創作的聖歌…但是’這次普天頌讚的許多編訂人員， 
卻曾預先立定一個清楚的目標’特別注意這一點…普天頌讚之產生，實足以使中國教會音樂之 
培養’進入另一個新的境界 ° ” W. R. 0. Taylor, "Shengyue de xinxiang xia 聖樂的欣賞(下)，” Zhenli 
yu shengming 10, no.7 (December/ 1936): 454. 
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The more conservative opposed the adoption of folk music because of its potential 
bad associations. For the employment of harmony some saw it an "inevitable" 
development in China and were willing to borrow it even for native tunes.^ "^ ® 
In the project the use of indigenous music was supposed to be confined to the 
hymns of Chinese authors. Every original hymn was to match with a tune of Chinese 
style. To collect the t u n e s , i n 1934 a recruitment in the form of competition was 
held.342 participants were asked to choose a hymn from a list, i.e. the original hymns 
already selected for the hymnal, and, according to the text, to compose original 
melodic lines or to suggest old Chinese tunes. Both Chinese and Westerners were 
welcomed to contribute but the melodies submitted must be of "Chinese flavor. 
Around five hundred tunes were sent in.344 Though most of them were found 
unsuitable, there were certainly good ones.345 Added to the selected tunes were 
accompaniments composed by Bliss Wiant, the music editor, who also wrote tunes 
for hymns for which no appropriate melody had been f o u n d . 346 To avoid bad 
Yang and Fitch, "Divergent Opinions on Chinese Hymnology," 297-99; The hymnal committee, 
preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 5. 
By the time there were still 53 original hymns to which no Chinese melody was matched with. 
Report of the Eighth Meeting of the General Synod of the C. H. S. K. H., 147. 
342 Ibid. The hymnal committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 9. 
See footnote 179. 
344 Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in China," 431 ； Wiant, "Chinese Indigenous Hymnody," 22. 
Another account reports the figure as over seven hundred. See Liu, "The Christian Movement in 
China under Protestant Auspices," 1488. 
345 Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology in China," 431. 
346 Wiant, "Chinese Indigenous Hymnody," 21. Wiant set a standard for his own writing: "These 
melodies must be Chinese in character- simple pentatonic tunes which can be easily sung by the 
illiterate as well as by the more sophisticated." A letter of Wiant written in August 1934 at Beidaiho, in 
Allen Wiant, A New Song for China, 69. 
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associations, the music sub-committee, during the second meeting of the General 
Committee, was advised to secure those Chinese tunes of noble character.347 it had 
been resolved that since most Chinese tunes “have not stood the test of time," those 
original hymns in the commonly used meters would have another foreign tune as an 
alternative to the native melody. This suggestion was not worked out nevertheless. 
Universal Praise turns out to contain 72 tunes of Chinese character, standing for 
13 percent of the total of 548 melodies included in the book. All hymns original are 
accompanied with at least one Chinese tune, and seven translated hymns are 
associated to the native melodic lines as well. These tunes are contributions of 12 
Chinese and 10 Westerners so far identified. Of them seven were members of the 
hymnal committee: Ernest Yang, noted for his commitment to this particular job,^ "^ ^ 
had edited and composed 15 tunes; Bliss Wiant, a great fan for Chinese music who 
zealously collected native tunes from s tudents ,had himself written eight; Zhou 
Shuan, wife of the medical doctor Hu Xuanming and head of the Voice Department 
at the Shanghai National Conservatory of Music, contributed eight. Bom in 1894 to a 
pastor's family in Xiamen, Zhou was a graduate of Radcliff College in music in 
Massachusetts.^^ ^  To the list we must also name Louise Hammond, an American 
347 "Lianhe shengge weiyuanhuai di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 73. 
348 The Special Committee, ed.,P'u T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 5. 
349 Liu, "Zhongguo xintu yu shengge," 23. 
350 Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 413. 
351 Boliang Hu 胡伯亮，"Zhongguo Jindai shengyue shiyie de zianqu: Nu shengyue jiaoyujia Zhou 
Shuan中國近代聲樂事業的先驅：女聲樂教育家周淑安，” in vol. ofZhongguo jiwciandai 
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who studied music in Europe before embarking for China,^ ^^ writer of three tunes; 
Robert Fitch, composer of two; Edward James and Li Baochen, both one. Special 
attention could be paid to two young men. They were Yang Jiaren, who composed 
the tunes "Four seasons"^" and “Celebration”]，* at the age of 22, and Ma Geshun, 
who was only 17 when he wrote the music "Birthday."^^^ Yang was later known as a 
famous conductor.356 And Ma finally became a distinguished composer of church 
music; his Chinese cantata "Shougaozhe" (The Anointed) which was premiered at 
Christmas in 1954 in Shanghai had impressed many.^ ^^ 
In Universal Praise music from a variety of sources are adopted as hymn tunes. 
While the melody with the tune-name "XUAN PING"^^^ is Confucian music, 
another tune "PU TUO"^^^ is a Buddhist chant which had been sung by priests in 
temples.360 丁heir origins are well-acknowledged in the hymnal. There are also two 
yinyuejia zhuan, 269-74. 
352 "Notes on Contributor," C. R. (March/ 1920). 
“SI SHI 四時，"no. 403. 
354 "SHANG SHOU 上壽，” no.431. 
355 "ZHOU SHUI 週歲n o . 430. 
356 jian Zhu 朱建，"Yishu caoyi shenguang, shishen qingyi nonghou: Zhihuijia Yang Jiaren 藝術造詣 
深廣•師生情館濃厚：指揮家楊嘉仁，” 2nd vol. of Zhongguo jinxiandai yinyuejia zhuan中國近現代 
音樂家傳（Shenyang: Chunfeng Wenyi Chubanshe，1994), 271-81. 
Chen, Jidu zhongjiao yinyue shi, 619-20. 
358 宣平，no. 401. 
359 普陀，no. 163. 
Wiant, "Chinese Indigenous Hymnody," 25. The chant, according to Wiant, had already been 
popular in churches before the publication of Universal Praise. See Bliss Wiant, "Shengshi li de 
Zhongguo gequ 聖詩裡的中國歌曲，” Zhanwanyuekan 展望月刊 8，no.9 (September/ 1964): 24. The 
chant tune in notation, on the other hand, had appeared as early as in 1889 on Chinese Recorder. At 
the time it was offered by Mrs. Richard as suggested music "adapted for Christian Worship." See 
"Chants and Airs Adapted for Christian Worship," Editorial Notes and Missionary News, C. R. 
(December/ 1889): 581. By the way, the other Buddhist chant in Universal Praise, i.e. no. 196 
"COMMUNION (Sheng can li zan 聖餐禮讚)，"was a contribution by Wang Jimin 王吉民；the 
melody came from Ling yin xi 遞隱寺，a temple in Hangzhou. See Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous 
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ancient lute (guqin) tunes, being ascribed to the hands of the Tang poets Wang Wei 
and Bai Letian^i two verse (ci) tunes with the titles "Like Dreams"^^^ and "All 
Red the River"^^^ and a traditional chant for classical poem.364 Some materials are 
obtained from folk music, including one drawn from the funeral occasion^^^ and 
another collected from the boatmen of the Yangtze river.^ ^^ Other new compositions 
are seen as well. 
Even to the less sensitive ears these tunes can be easily recognized for their 
Chinese character. The majority of them are solely or mainly pentatonic, i.e. using 
only the first, second, third, fifth, and sixth note of the scale, and in case the fourth 
and seventh appear, they often perform the auxiliary function chiefly for tone color. 
To sound authentic one tune abandons the use of time signature,^ ^^ and two others 
adopt the irregular five-four time. As harmony is largely alien to the Chinese 
musical culture, "unison for singing" is specified in 11 pieces, and progression of 
parallel octaves was employed in many places. For the harmonization Wiant had 
given serious thoughts. To make the accompaniment in tune with the Chinese 
Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 410; Wiant, Chinese Indigenous Hymnody, 25. 
361 They are tunes no. 414 and no. 13 respectively. The hymnal committee, preface to the music 
edition of Universal Praise, 11. 
如"RU MENG LIN 如夢令，” no.56. 
363 ‘ ‘man JIANG HONG 滿江紅，"no.350. 
364 »yUN dan 雲淡,” no.30. 
"XI SHAN 西山，” no.215. See Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian 
Hymnody’ 412-13. 
366 "JIANG SHAN CHUAN GE 江上船歌，” no.270. See Wiant, Chinese Indigenous Hymnody, 25-26; 
Sheng, A Study of the Indigenous Elements in Chinese Christian Hymnody, 414-15. 
367 "JI lE YIN 極樂吟，” no. 13. 
368 "SHENG EN DIAO 聖恩調,” no. 197 and “JIU EN 救恩，” no. 276. 
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atmosphere, modal harmony, an old system popular in the Renaissance period, is 
frequently used. For sure, Wiant must have earned plenty of experience from this job 
that in his master's thesis, which was completed shortly, he examined the feasibility 
of the polyphonic treatment of Chinese tunes.^ ^^ 
Western Hymnody, Translation, and Global Christianity 
The great majority of hymns and tunes in the union hymnal are still to be of 
Western origin. As a matter of fact, Occidental influence upon hymnody in China had 
been profound; and from the beginning the committee had insisted to embrace rather 
than dispel the legacies of the Western Church. "The final book will thus 
comprehend the characteristic features of each Church group, as well as Christian 
hymns of different ages, Churches and lands."一 it was part of the "Principle of 
Comprehensiveness" declared during the second General Meeting.^ ^® 
With the incorporation of Western hymns in the hymnal, translation had become 
a key issue. Huge number of hymns were translated or re-translated, and Ernest Yang 
and Timothy Liu performed most of the task.^ '^ The excellent translation skill of 
湖 Weixin Long 龍維欣，"Zhao Ziehen zai Zhongguo shengshi shang de gongxian 趙紫衰在中國聖 
詩上的貢獻，” Pastor alJournal 6 (November/ 1998), 79, footnote 9; Weizin Chen 陳偉敬，"Yi ge bu 
wangji de ren: Ji Fan Tiancang xianshen —個不忘記的人：記范天祥先生，” Jidujiao zhoubao, May 
30, 2004，7; Allen Wiant, A New Song for China, 108. 
"Lianhe shengge weiyuanhui di er ci zonghui baogaoshu," 73; The Special Committee, ed.,P'u 
T'ien Sung Tsan: Report on a Union Hymnal, 4; The hymnal committee, preface to the music edition 
of Universal Praise, 3. 
Yang and Liu had been responsible for translating, with at least moderate revision, 205 and 164 
hymns respectively for the hymnal. 
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Yang had already been evident when he was laboring for the Collection of Songs?^^ 
For the ecumenical project he moved to Yenching and began to work with Liu. A 
literary man, Liu insisted the translation be "xin" (faithful to the original), "da" (easy 
to understand), and "ya" (beautiful).^ ^^ For the ideal the committee chair worked 
earnestly despite his serious illness.374 Yang, on the other hand, paid much attention 
to the relationship between words and music. As a musician, for the good of singing 
he stressed the importance of matching hymn texts with the corresponding features 
of times.375 For translation, Yang and Liu made reference to a number of hymnals 
and had co-operated closely with each other. Their experience was shared with the 
readers of Truth and Life. 
372 Report of the Seventh Meeting of the General Synod of the C. H. S. K. H., 84; Yinliu Yang, 
"Shengge de fangyi 聖歌的翻譯，” Zhenliyu shengming 9, no.l (March/ 1935): 36. 
373 Tingfang Liu, "Cou shui zhai yi shu shengge shihua 秋水齋譯述聖歌詩話,，’ Zhenliyu shengming 
(October/ 1934): 258. 
374 Robert Fitch, "An Epoch in Church Life," C. R. (December/ 1935): 768; Robert Fitch, "Xin 
shenggeji liushengpian 新聖歌集留聲片,” Jiaoxun 教訊,Xing hua zhoukan, November 27，1935, 
27. 
Yang recalled that his early translations were unsuitable for singing despite their smoothness in 
style and faithfulness to the original. It was because the meter had been ignored. Therefore he later 
paid much attention to the subject. See Yang, "Shengge de fangyi," 36-37. On Truth and Life Yang had 
contributed articles discussing features of Chinese and Western linguistic and musical systems. See 
"Xiwen de yinyuexin 西文的音樂特性，” (December/ 1934): 354-58; "Shengge de fangyi," (March/ 
1935): 35-43; "Shengge de fangyi," (May/ 1935): 149-57; "Shengge yindiao shi yi 聖歌音調史(一),，’ 
translation (October/ 1936): 312-15. See also Zhouhuai Yang, "Yang Yinliu xianshen zai Zhongguo 
Jidujiao zanmeishi de fanyi bianquji zuoce fangmian suo zuo de gongxian 楊蔭瀏先生在中國基督教 
讚美詩的翻譯、編曲、作曲及作詞方面所作的貢獻,” Musicology in China, no.4 (1999): 39-42. 
”6 Fitch, "An Epoch in Church Life," 768. 
The experiences they shared were all collected in "Hymns and Sacred Music," a column with the 
subtitle: "A Publication to Discuss Church Hymns and Music." In the opening speech, Liu expressed 
pity that few records had been left by church workers in China on their experience of hymn translation. 
The absence of information rendered Liu and others, i.e. the hymnal committee, difficult to understand 
the methods they used, or to trace the data of the original hymns, tunes, and translators, etc. And it 
was their aim that, by establishing a column in the magazine, the lessons they learnt as well as the 
experiences of the readers could be shared as reference for later generations. Tingfang Liu, "Guolairen 
yan: Shengge yu shengyue fakanci 過來人言：聖歌與聖樂發刊辭，” Zhenliyu shengming 8，no.l 
(March/ 1934): 33. In general, "Hymns and Sacred Music" was set up to promote public awareness 
and understanding of hymnology and the work of the union hymnal committee. Also see footnote 185. 
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Seven principles had been laid as guidelines for the translation. They were: 
1. To express as closely as possible the ideas of the original. 
2. To secure naturalness and beauty in the Chinese poetic form. 
3. To use simple diction. 
4. To secure proper phrasing. 
5. To avoid weak words (xu zi) on the accented beat of the music. 
6. To use adequate rhyme. 
7. To have good tone- contrast (ping and ze inflections) in the Chinese characters 
whenever possible.^ ^^ 
Many of these rules aim at transcribing Western hymns into good Chinese 
literature. For example, according to Chinese tradition, proper order of tones 
(principle seven) are especially important for poems, not to mention the importance 
of proper phrasing (principle four) and the adoption of rhymes (principle six). 
Accented beat of music, meanwhile, appears peculiarly in the Western musical 
system; it was given attention because otherwise conjunctions and the like, such as 
the possessive particle "de"^^^ which do not have I t se l f important meaning, will 
receive unnecessary emphasis. In general, the literary standard of Universal Praise 
378 The hymnal committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 5, 12. 
379 The word “的” 
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has been appreciated by many. Wu Yaozhong recognized the hymnal as a sign of 
"coming maturity" of the Chinese Church.^ ^® Zhu Weizhi admired it as the greatest 
Christian contribution to modem literature in China, only paralleled by the Union 
edition of the Chinese Mandarin Bible.^ ^^  
To relate Western hymnody with the Chinese Church properly was of vital 
significance, on the other hand. On the whole, to justify its selection of hymns the 
union committee repeatedly stressed the global character of Christianity. For one, the 
particular voice of the Chinese Church was presented, with the adoption of Chinese 
original hymns and tunes, as an indispensable component of the Church Universal. 
For another, the Church Universal, in which the Western Church was an important 
part, was at the same time internalized and was taken as the inherent expression of 
the Chinese Church. The western-ness of Western hymnody was de-emphasized, and 
the Occidental hymnody was regarded, in the words of the hymnal's preface, as "the 
poetic and musical wealth accumulated throughout the nineteen centuries of the 
Christian Church."^^^ Reported Robert Fitch to the General Assembly of CCC: 
''Universal Praise represents every important time and every important country and 
380 Wu wrote: "every hymn in this new hymnal was translated by a group of competent Chinese 
scholars, including some experts in music. The words of some of the hymns were original Chinese 
productions. The new book is far superior to the old translations, many of which were done by 
missionaries with the help of Chinese who did not know English. The Chinese church can be proud of 
such a production, which is a sign of its coming maturity." Yaozhong Wu, "Great Possibilities in 
Christian Literature," in Christian Voices in China, ed. Chester S. Miao (New York: Friendship Press, 
1948), 151. 
如 Weide Zhu 朱維德，Jidujiaoyu wenxue 基督教與文學(Hong Kong: Jidujiao Fuqiao Chubanshe, 
1993)，151; Zhu, "Mantan sishi nian lai Jidujiao wenxue zai Zhongguo," 75. 
382 The hymnal committee, preface to the music edition of Universal Praise, 11. 
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is based on the religious experience of the whole Church in the w o r l d . . . T o 
defend the use of Western tunes in China, Timothy Liu argued: 
They are all the common spiritual property of the Church. We have already 
received many common spiritual properties of the Church from the past, so how can 
we abandon the hymn (tunes)? In addition, when Christians from all countries sing 
with the same voice and in the same tune, our hearts will be connected. The large 
fellowship of churches all over the globe can thus be made 严头 
The very being of the Chinese Church in its connections with global 
Christianity is now articulated. A brief survey of the origins of its hymns and tunes 
can well-illustrate the eclectic character of Universal Praise: Out of 512 hymns, 
62385 are of Chinese origin, two of Japanese,^ ^^ one of the Negro folk song,^ ^^  and 
others from the Occident. Except the and centuries, these hymns, together 
with psalms and canticles collected in the appendix, represent every century in the 
Christian era; most came out from the century, and 11 were produced before the 
o n Q 
New Testament period. In terms of nationalities of hymn writers we can identify 
130 of English; 40 American; 38 authors of Latin hymns; 30, Chinese; 15, German; 
383
 “普天頌讚是代表每一個重要的時代’每一個重要的國家’是以整個教會的宗教經驗爲基 
礎...，,Robert Fitch et al., "Gonggong chongbai 公共崇拜，” in Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui quanguo 
zonghui di si jie zonghui yilu: Baogaoshu中華基督教會全國總會第四屆總會議錄：報告書，ed. The 




"Zhongguo xintu yu shengge," 17. 
385 This is the officially-given number. See footnote 321. 
386 The hymnal committee, "Index of Authors, Translators and Revisers," in the music edition of 
Universal Praise, 35. 
387 Ibid., 36. 
388 Tingfang Liu and Yinliu Yang, “Putian songzan li de shengge cangsheng niandai biao 普天公貝讚裡 
的聖歌產生年代表，” Zhenliyu shengming 10，no.3 (May/1936): 191-299. 
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ten responsible for Greek hymns; two, Canadian; two, Japanese; one, Indian; one, 
Russian, and so on. They represent diverse sects such as the Lutheran, Presbyterian, 
Anglican, Congregationalist, Baptist, Methodist, Roman Catholic Church, Unitarian, 
Moravian, Quarkers, the Plymouth Brothers, etc.^ ^^  In terms of tunes, 72 are of 
Chinese color; two, Japanese; the rest from the West, including 13 traditional 
melodies identified of English; seven, French; four, German; three, Welsh; three, 
Irish; others of Finnish, Hebrew, Spanish, Swiss, Syrian, and so on.^ ®^ 
389 Wang, Shengshi dian kao, 18-19. 
390 The hymnal committee, preface to music edition of Universal Praise, 11; the hymnal committee, 
"Index of Composers and Sources of Tunes," in the music edition of Universal Praise, 44-45. 
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Chapter Six 
The Coming of the Hymnal and Thereafter 
The Publication and the Influence 
Universal Praise was eventually published in March 1936, a moment honoured 
by Robert Fitch as "the dawn of a new consciousness" in “a New Era of Song."^^^ 
There were three versions: 1. Music edition, excellently printed with movable type, 
with staff notation in four parts;^ ^^ 2. Numerical edition, which targeted at the 
average congregation, with tunes given in the sol-fa system;^ ^^ and 3, Words edition, 
in texts only, with words running from top to bottom as in classical Chinese 
scripts .394 A wide range of options was offered: from the most luxurious— music 
edition, leather bounded, in divinity circuit for $12.5一 to the cheapest— words 
edition, in manila paper covers for only twenty cents.^ ^^ 
Associated items had been produced: A companion to the hymnal was prepared. 
391 Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in China," 544; Fitch, "An Epoch in Church Life," 767. 
392 The effort spent on printing music was noted by many. To obtain good outlook a set of movable 
types of musical notation was especially produced for the hymnal. 26 checks to each proof submitted 
and 5 successive proof reading for each page of music were made. The final product was satisfying 
and had won a publication prize at an international exhibition in 1936. Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in 
China,"545; Wiant, A New Song for China, 205; Terry, "Literature Promotion and Distribution," 389; 
Jingan Dong 董景安，"Chuandaoren yan li de Putian songzan 傳道人眼裡的普天頌讚，” Zhenli yu 
shengming 10，no.l (March/ 1936): 61;Tian, "Yang Yinliu yu Zhongguo zhongjiao yinyue," 67. 
393 In the preface to the numerical edition of Universal Praise, basic musical elements such as scale, 
tones and semitones, notations, notes, accidentals, key-signatures, rhythms, rests, time-signatures, 
bar-lines and double bar-lines, and meters, were well-illustrated and explained. They were educational 
in purpose. Robert Fitch openly expressed its hope that "pastors and missionaries will do their best to 
stimulate the use of the Numerical Edition for general congregational use." See the hymnal committee, 
preface to the numerical edition of Universal Praise (Hong Kong: The Council on Christian Literature 
for Overseas Chinese, 1955)，reprint, 3-9; Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in China," 545. 
394 The union hymnal committee, ed., the words edition of Universal Praise (Shanghai: Christian 
Literature Society, 1936). They were for "those who are too poor to buy anything better," said Fitch. 
Fitch, "An Outburst of Song in China," 545. 
395 See the back cover of the music edition of Universal Praise. 
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Educational in purpose, the book contained instructions for congregational singing 
and histories of about a hundred hymns including the Chinese original compositions. 
The materials were selected by Fitch from a number of books of music history and 
hymnology, and its introduction and conclusion were written by Taylor. It was hoped 
that the book can help Christians further appreciate hymns and aid pastors preparing 
s e r m o n s . 396 Discs were also issued. Produced by the Pathe Company, the 16 
recordings were selections of Chinese original hymns in Universal Praise. Sung in 
Mandarin, some pieces were performed by a quartet of Chinese professional voices 
organized by Zhou Shuan，and others were solos by David McGavin and Dr. Robert 
McCandliss. The last name was especially noted for his lovely voice. 
The hymnal project also paved way for a union liturgical book. Entitled Book of 
Common Worship {Putian chonghai 普天崇拜)，it had been compiled initially by 
CCC. 399 After 1933 the undertaking was joined by the East China Baptist 
396 Robert Fitch, "An Inspiration to Congregational Singing," The Present Situation, C. R. (October/ 
1935): 628-29; Robert Fitch, "Guanyu shengge yu gongdaowen 關於聖歌與公禱文,” Gong bao 7’ 
no.6, November 10，1935, 12-13; Robert Fitch, "Xin shenggeji liushengpian," 28; Robert Fitch, 
"Duiyu huizong de songzanjia yi zong linggan 對於會眾的公負讚力口——種靈感，” Zhenliyu shengming 9， 
no.5-6 (October/ 1935): 306-07; Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui quanguo zonghui, ed., Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui 
quanguo zonghui di si jie zongyihui lu, 136; Robert Fitch, "Liu gong hui shengge weiyuanhui gexin 
jihua 六公會聖歌委員會革新計劃，” Jiaoxun, Xing hua zhoukcm, September 18，1935，26; Part of the 
companion had been posted on Truth and Life as articles, see vol.10, no.3 (May/ 1936): 182-91; vol.10, 
no.5 (October/ 1936): 300-11; vol.10, no.7 (December/ 1936): 447-56. 
397 Fitch, "An Epoch in Church Life," 768; Fitch, "The Present Situation: An Inspiration to 
Congregational Singing," 629; Fitch, "Guanyu shengge yu gongdaowen," 12-13; Fitch, "liu gong hui 
shengge weiyuanhui gexin jihua," 25-26; Fitch, "Xin shenggeji liushengpian," 28. 
398 Emory Luccock, "Chinese Hymn Records: to the Editor (of) the Chinese Recorder," 
Correspondence, C. R. (March/ 1937): 182-83. 
399 C.C.C. had from the beginning desired that a common liturgy be used among its member churches. 
"Women jiaohui zhong de libai wenti yu teshu wenti我們教會中的禮拜問題與特殊禮拜，” 
Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui diyi jie zonghuijilu 中華基督教會第一屆總會紀錄，held in Shanghai, 
October 1-11’ 1927,48. 
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Convention, Methodist Episcopal Church, North and South, and KLH. Mainly 
prepared by Robert Fitch, Ernest Yang and Timothy Liu, it was consisted of a variety 
of orders for worship on different occasions, each with associated prayers, responsive 
readings, and suggested hymns from Universal PraiseFirst published in July 
1937 by the Christian Literature Society, the book aimed to enhance the richness of 
service and to achieve oneness in worship among the churches in China.— 
Universal Praise had met with overwhelming welcome both inside and outside 
the six church bodies. In 1940 it was noted by an editorial that the hymnal had been 
familiar to "all Christians in China" and was used "throughout this country in the 
churches of almost every Protestant denomination.”402 Frank Price in his account 
remarked: "No other hymnal in Christendom today (except Universal Praise) is so 
indigenous and yet so ecumenical, or is used by such a diverse group of 
Christians...，’403 The phenomenal sale can be told by figures: Before its publication, 
over 100 000 paid orders had already been received;'*®'^  in March 1936 a total of 114 
柳 The compilation committee, "Preface to Book of Common Worship," Cijing 12, no.l (1937): 176; 
"The Book of Worship," The Church: Bulletin and Forum of the C. C. C. in China 1, no.l 
(November/ 1935); The Church of Christ in China et al., ed., and 2"'' vol. of Book of Common 
Worship (Hong Kong: Shengshu Gonghui, 1955-58); L. D. Cio, ed., Christian Literature Society 
Publications 1887-1940 (Shanghai: December, 1940). 
401 Fitch, "Guanyu shengge yu gongdaowen," 13-14. A correspondent remarked that by 1939 the book 
had begun to help establish a more orderly worship in the churches. Nevertheless, its sale was not 
comparable to Universal Praise. Only one thousand copies were produced in its first publication in 
1937. See Carleton Lacy, "Music in Worship and Worship in Music: to the Editor of the Chinese 
Recorder," Correspondence, C R. (August/ 1939): 446; Cio, ed., Christian Literature Society 
Publications 1887-1940. 
402 “The Hymns of the Church," Editorial, The China Christian Advocate (January/ 1940): 1. 
柳 Frank Price, China, Twilight or Dawn (New York: Friendship Press, 1948), 129. See also Jones, 
The Moving Finger Writes, 27-28. 
404 Dong, "Chuandaoren yanli de Putian songzan" 61. Another reported of 95 000 copies. See "New 
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000 copies were published which were sold out within a month.405 More printings 
ensued, and by the end of 1936，184 000 copies were recorded; by the close of 1937， 
the number accumulated to 221 000; 1938，259 000; 1940, 324 000; 1945，388 000; 
1946，393 000; 1947，403 000; 1948，436 000; 1949，442 000.^ ®^  
To satisfy more specific needs, other versions were published. The words 
edition in large type came in December 1936 especially for country people and the 
very young and old.407 The year 1940 witnessed the advent of numerical edition in 
four parts.408 Publication continued during the war-time period, and Chengdu and 
Hanyang became the publishing bases. Because of the shortage of paper, it appeared 
the abridged edition in which one hundred and fifty hymns were c o l l e c t e d . — We 
Union Hymnal," The Bulletin of the National Christian Council, March 16，1936，6. 
4�5 By September 1936, the total sales have gone beyond 160 000 copies. Liu, "The Christian 
Movement in China under Protestant Auspices," 1488-89. The spectacular sale of Universal Praise 
was also given attention in a report of the Christian Literature Society: "A glance at the chart of 
Literature Production during the years 1910 to 1936 reveals a chequered record of ups and downs; but 
the peak point reached in 1936 (more than doubled when compared to 1935) is as gratifying as it is 
unprecedented, partly due, thought it is, to the sale of the new Chinese Hymnal." Report of the 
Christian Literature Society for China for the year ending 3 f March 1937, With Appendices, 
Subscription lists, and Report of the Proceedings at the Forty-Fifth Annual Meeting held at Edinburgh 
on 28'''April 1937 (Edinburgh: Darien Press, 1937). 
406 The union hymnal committee, ed., front cover to Universal Praise (1938); Ho, Protestant 
Missionary Publications in Modern China 1912-49, 206-07; Zhu, Jidujiao yu wenxue, 150; Yongxin 
Huang, “Putian songzan chuban wushi zhounian lishi congwen yu ganxiang 普天頌 l i出 11：^五十週年 
歷史重溫與感想，” C.CLC. Newsletter 7，no.4 (July/ 1986): 2. 
407 The union hymnal committee, ed., front cover to Universal Praise (1938). The publication of the 
large type had in fact been decided in January 1933. "Minutes of the Second Meeting of the Standing 
Committee of the General Committee for the Preparation of A Union Hymnal," 7. 
408 "List of New Books Published by the C. L. S. from January I't to December 3 r! 1940," in The 
Rainbow and the Cloud: The 53'^ Annual Report of the Christian Literature Society for China 
(Shanghai: Christian Literature Society, 1940)，19. 
409 Ho, Protestant Missionary Publications in Modem China 1912-49, 206-07; Annual Report: 
Christian Literature Society for China. Chengtu (1945), 16; Christian Literature Society for China, 
Chengtu (1942-43), 9; Wiant reported that the number of hymns in the abridged edition was 141, and 
he probably had taken an inaccurant count. Wiant, "Oecumenical Hymnology," 434. 
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also hear suggestions of a selection of hymns for children— and the character 
phonetic edition, probably for the i l l i terate,�On the whole, the "Revolving Fund" 
plan had been carried out— Profits from sales are to go back into the original fund 
for publication of still further editions,� 
Universal Praise has its influence beyond mainland China and has been used in 
Chinese churches in Taiwan, Southeast Asia, and North America.'^ ^^ In October 1936, 
for standardization the Chinese Methodist Church in Malaysia unanimously 
approved to adopt the hymnal as the official hymnbook for the C o m m u n i o n , 4 
Through translation the hymns collected in the hymnal have reached other 
populations, too. For instance, Frank W. Price had translated the Chinese original 
hymns into English, and they were published in America in 1953.415 A decade later, 
commissioned by the Council on Christian Literature for Overseas Chinese,"^Wiant 
and his wife similarly undertook the translation. This time they paid particular 
attention to match the words with the phrase and meter of the Chinese tunes. In 1965 
they issued a pamphlet of 15 of these hymns, which were later incorporated into the 
410 Christian Literature Society for China Publications Committee: Minutes of Meeting Held on 
January 28" 1937,2. 
川 Liu, "The Christian Movement in China under Protestant Auspices," 1489. 
412 The Forty Eighth Annual Report of the Christian Literature Society for China for the Year 1936, 
12. 
413 Wiant, A New Songfor China, 206; The Hymns of Universal Praise editorial committee, preface to 
the revised ed. of Universal Praise, numerical ed. (Hong Kong: Chinese Christian Literature Council, 
1978). 
4丨4 "Malaiya Meihui xuanjiaoshi xialinghui lingxiuhui yian 馬來亞美會宣教師夏令會靈修會議案,” 
Jiao Xun, Xing hua zhoukan, October 14，1936，26. 
Frank Price, ed., Chinese Christian Hymns, by Chinese Writers, With Chinese Tunes, Selected from 
the Chinese Hymn Book "Hymns of Universal Praise “ (Richmond, Virginia: Sattenvhite Press, 1953). 
Jidujiao fuqiao chubanshe 基督教輔僑出版社. 
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songbook The Pagoda.^^^ Four years later a miniature of Universal Praise, including 
11 Chinese compositions, was published for use by the Ohio Pastors Annual 
Convocation in Columbus.'^Of the importance of his translations, Wiant noted: 
Since that time one or more of these hymns have appeared in publications of 
most of the denominational publishers. There are some in the hymnals of the 
Presbyterians, the Mennonites, the Methodists, the youth hymnal of the Reformed 
church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, in the Baptist Church of Canada, the 
hymnals of the United Church of Canada and the Anglican Church of Canada, in the 
supplement to the Methodist Hymnal of England, etc. In 1967 the Friendship Press 
published “ Worship Resources from the Chinese, “ under my name. These are 
permanent contributions to the CHURCH. China has truly enriched the ecumenical 
movement. 
After the Communist came to power in 1949，religious activities in China had 
been restrained. Colonial Hong Kong at the south became a haven for many 
Christian enterprises from the mainland. It was there the story of Universal Praise 
continued. In 1951 the Council on Christian Literature for Overseas Chinese, which 
was later renamed "Chinese Christian Literature Council (CCLC),"'*^^ came into 
operation in Hong Kong. Established by workers of the Christian Literature Society 
in collaboration with the local church leaders, the publisher was committed to 
continuing the mission of the Society. The publication of Universal Praise was 
417 Wiant, A New Song for China, 192-94，208; Wiant, "Chinese Indigenous Hymnody," 3. 
418 Ibid., vii. 
419 A letter to co-workers in North China in 1974，ibid., 208. Yongxi Huang reports of at least seven 
hymnals in Britain, America, and Canada in which Chinese original hymns in Universal Praise were 
collected. Huang, "Putian songzan chuban wushi zhounian lishi congwen yu ganxiang." 
42° Jidujiao wenyi chubanshe 基督教文藝出版社. 
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carried on. Until 1990, the 1936 edition of the hymnal were produced a total of 194 
000 copies in the colony/^^ Counted from its first printing in Shanghai, the 
accumulated copies of Universal Praise reached 636 000. 
The 1977 and 2006 Editions 
The union hymnal had been under revisions twice in Hong Kong: the Revised 
Edition was published in 1977 and the New Revised Edition, in 2006. As the two 
subsequent editions are not the focus of this paper, we are given only their briefest 
account: 
Because of the many changes in language and the rise of new issues people 
faced, by the 1960s the need to revise Universal Praise had been increasingly felt. 
The person who finally initiated the revision was Dr. Wing-hee Heyward Wong 
(Huang Yongxi 黃永熙)• It was largely due to his commitment to the task that he 
accepted the invitation to be the director of the CCLC. Bom in 1917 to a Cantonese 
Christian family in Hankou, Wong was a student in Shanghai when Universal Praise 
was first published. Trained and worked as an engineer, Wong had great talents in 
music, nonetheless, and in his young adulthood he had already displayed his gifts as 
421 Full music edition with hard cover: from 1955 to 1987，24 500 copies were printed in 16 times; 
numerical edition with hard cover: from 1954 to 1990，56 500 copies in 28 times; numerical edition 
with soft cover: from 1951 to 1979, 78 000 copies in 28 times; words only edition with soft cover: 
from 1952 to 1987, 35 000 copies in 16 times. Until near the end of 2006, there is still very limited 
quantity of the music edition with hard cover on sale. Data are given by Miss Yvonne Y. F. Mak of 
C.C.L.C. Yvonne Mak, "HUP," email, November 20，2006，office communication. 
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composer and conductor. In 1947 he went to the United States and remained there for 
twenty years.422 While in his early life Wong somewhat swung between engineering 
and music, in his latter years, marked by his leaving the career in America for the 
CCLC, he was contributing his most to music education and church music."^ ^^  
In 1969 the revision project took off. It started with consulting those churches 
using the hymnal. Responses had been enthusiastic. The plan was also endorsed by 
Francis Jones, Bliss Wiant, Earle Ballou, and Li Baochen, all of whom had worked 
for the 1936 edition. The following year saw the formation of an Advisory 
Committee which, with the CCLC as Convenor, was composed of representatives 
from the Hong Kong Council of CCC, Hong Kong and Macao Diocese of the 
Anglican Church, Chinese Methodist Church (Xun Dao Gonghui), Wei Li Kung Hui 
(The Methodist Church/ Wei Li Gonghui), and the Swatow Baptist Church (Chaoyu 
Jin Xin Hui). An editorial committee, composed of the literary and the music 
branches, was thereafter established. The revision was undertaken with reference to 
about sixty other hymnals and suggestions received from Hong Kong and overseas. 
422 Changsheng Yie 葉長盛，“Xiansheng Zhongguo shengyue de Huang Yongxi boshi 獻身中國聖樂 
的黃永熙博士，” Nen ren xuebao 能仁學報 5 (July/ 1997): 208-15; Zion Wu, "The Chinese Christian 
Hymn-Settings of W. H. Wong," (D. Mus. diss., Indiana University, 1993), 8-11. 
""The music- related post Wong took in his latter years included: Head of Music Department, Chung 
Chi College, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (1968-69); President of the World Association for 
Chinese Church Music (1972) and Honorary President (1988); Music Consultant for the Hong Kong 
Council of the Church of Christ in China (1984-88); Conductor of the Hong Kong Oratorio Society 
for over 20 years since around 1967 and its Conductor Emeritus afterwards; Music Consultant of 
Hong Kong Children's Choir, Hong Kong Jubilee Singers, and other choirs in churches, etc. See Wu, 
"The Chinese Christian Hymn-Settings of W. H. Wong," 12-13; Yie, "Xiansheng Zhongguo shengyue 
de Huang Yongxi boshi," 213. 
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Funds were raised, meanwhile, through means like organizing union c o n c e r t s . 
408 hymns of the 1936 version remain in the new edition. The texts of the two 
ancient compositions, namely the "Nestorian Hymn to the Holy Trinity" and 
"Adoration," appear in the appendix, without tunes, probably only because of their 
historical value. Revisions had been made to old-fashioned words and to those whose 
meanings are distant from the original. Consideration was also given to Cantonese 
pronunciation, and some changes were seen in the musical arrangement.'^ ^^ To the 
old hymns now added 216 newly selected. In general, the editorial committee 
endeavoured, as it claimed, to retain the style and categories of the original 
hymnbook.426 丁卜。new hymnal was published in 1977，and, by 2005, 129 000 copies 
had been printed.427 In 1981 the English edition appeared in order to meet the needs 
of the overseas Chinese churches."^ ^^ And five years later the bilingual version was 
produced. The combined total to the latter two had by 2005 reached 28 600 copies."*^ ^ 
Near the end of the century another revision to Universal Praise was called 
for. The project turned out to be of much larger scale than that of the previous. Dr. 




427 Data given by Mak. Mak, "HUP," November 20, 2006. 
428 The Hymns of Universal Praise Editorial Committee, preface to the English version of the revised 
edition of Universal Praise (Hong Kong: CCLC, 1981). 
429 Full music English edition (hard cover): 1981-86, 8 000 copies; Music and numerical Bilingual 
edition (hard cover): 1986-2005, 20 600 copies. Data given by Mak. Mak, "HUP," November 20， 
2006. 
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Wong, with the belief that congregational singing must catch up with the recent 
development in hymnody, again started the project. In 1994，the editorial committee 
for the New Revised Edition was established with representatives from the Anglican 
Church, Methodist Church (Xun Dao Wei Li Lianhe Jiaohui)，。and CCC. Dr. Wong 
served as the chief editor until his retirement in 1997. The job was then passed to Dr. 
Angela Tarn (Tan Jingzhi 譚靜芝)，his student, the department head of Sacred Music 
at the Alliance Bible Seminary on the island of Cheung Chau."^ '^ 
Bom in Hong Kong in 1956, Tarn in her college years had helped Wong prepare 
the 1977 edition of Universal Praise. The experience left profound impact on her, as 
she recalled, for it had stimulated her lifelong interest in hymnody.432 A graduate of 
the Music department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, she furthered her 
education first in Britain and afterwards in America. It was to her an eye-opening 
journey as she encountered the huge number of Western hymns in contemporary 
contents and styles. Seeing their value in refreshing Christian worship, Tarn was 
determined to bring these hymns to the Chinese congregations. In the years followed 
It is the union of Xun Dao Gonghui and Wei Li Gonghui. 
431 The Hymns of Universal Praise New Revised Edition Editorial Committee, preface to the new 
revised ed. of Universal Praise, full music version (Hong Kong, CCLC, 2006), 1 ； Hao Ren 浩然, 
“Putian songzan de di san bo yundong 普天頌讚的第三波運動，” Christian Weekly vol. 2204, 
November 19，2006，http://www.christianweeklv.net/4DACTION/W4D CWREAD/13373/20/BACK 
(November 22’ 2006); "Homepage of Angela Tarn," The Alliance Bible Seminary, 
http://abs.ccnet-hk.com/Common/Reader/News/ShowNews.isp?Nid=53&Pid=8&Version=0&Cid=ll 
&Charset=big5-hkscs (accessed February 8, 2007). 
432 Jingzhi Tan, "Daonian wo de enshi Huang Yongxi boshi 悼念我的恩師黃永熙博士，” Shengyue 
tongxun 聖樂通訊，no.42 (Summer/ 2003): 1. 
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her commitment persisted, and in 1990 it drove her to study theology.433 The 
revision of Universal Praise was, therefore, also a project for her to work out her 
dream. 
For the new hymnal the sub-committees of Music, Theology, and Text were set 
up. They were composed of members both inside and outside the three participating 
denominations.434 As a preliminary attempt to introduce hymns of new styles, the 
Supplementary Book of Universal Praise was first published in 2002.435 Not until 
2006 that the New Revised Edition was formally published. 
Of the 512 hymns in the 1936 edition, in 2006 only 176 remain; and many of 
them had been re- translated or been set with new tunes, harmonies, or descants. 
Effort had been paid to incorporate hymns written in the late twentieth century with 
which the Christian faith, in the words of the preface, could be "contextualized, 
modernized and extended to address issues... that impact life and society.，’436 A 
large volume under vivid green covers, the new edition is consisted of 775 hymns 
and spirituals, 130 pieces for service music, 80 Psalms of 144 musical versions. To 
them added 109 prayers, the detailed scriptural index, introductions to a series of 
Angela Tarn, interview by Andrew Leung, February 9, 2007, Hui Yeung Shing Building, the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
434 The Hymns of Universal Praise New Revised Edition Editorial Committee, preface to the new 
revised ed. of Universal Praise, 1. 
435 Shousong Feng 瑪壽松’ "Preface," in Hymns of Universal Praise: Supplement (Hong Kong: 
CCLC, 2002), 3. 
436 The Hymns of Universal Praise New Revised Edition Editorial Committee, preface to the new 
revised ed. of Universal Praise, 2, 11. 
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church festivals, etc.437 Notable attempts had been made to locate hymns in a larger 
liturgical context.438 
To what extent the 1977 and 2006 editions are the continuation of the 1936 
version we do not comment. One point is certain: the brand of Universal Praise is 
carried on, and the people have been making new expressions. 
The Hymns of Universal Praise New Revised Edition Editorial Committee, ed., new revised ed. of 
Universal Praise： Hao Ren, “Putian songzan chuangxin you zhan huoli 普天ii讚iU新猷展活力’，’ 
Christian Weekly vol.2197, October 1,2006, 
http://www/christianweeklv.net/4DACT10N/W4D CWREAD/13115/CWQSETUP/BACK 
(November 22’ 2006). 
438 Also see The Hymns of Universal Praise New Revised Edition Editorial Committee, preface to the 





This is a summary of how Hymns of Universal Praise (1936) emerged as a 
national hymnody: 
Universal Praise was bom of a time when a hymnbook for the whole country 
was called for. No sooner the missionaries arrived China they had begun to compile 
hymnals. Due to the great number of dialects and Protestant sects, by the last quarter 
of the nineteenth century hymnals of various types had appeared. For the same hymn 
there could be many versions. The quest for hymns of higher quality and for more 
efficient use of resources had nurtured the idea of co-operation in hymnbooks' 
production. Meanwhile, standardization in hymnody had the advantage of not only 
reducing denominational and regional differences, but also of facilitating singing in 
union meetings. In addition, mediums like the Chinese Recorder and the China 
Continuation Committee helped foster connections among individual churches. The 
establishment of united churches eventually rendered a common hymnal for one's 
constituency a practical need. The Anglican Collections of Songs had initiated the 
union hymnal project, and a hymnbook for all China became the target. 
The project for Universal Praise was also an ecumenical undertaking. Because 
of their common need for a new hymnal, the six church bodies had accepted the idea 
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of co-operation and were willing to work together for a union book with its cost 
shared. Representatives from the participating church groups formed the General 
Committee, the highest decision- making body, and each church was entitled a vote. 
Consensus was reached in the selection of hymns and many other issues. For the first 
time in Chinese history so many talents gathered to prepare a hymnal. Meanwhile, 
many hymns and tunes were obtained from the public; the teachers and students at 
Yenching University particularly played a role. The news of the hymnbook could be 
read from a number of journals, and people had high expectations to the final product. 
The official use of the union hymnal was finally approved one by one by the 
churches. 
The making of the hymnal had also entailed the definition of an ideal hymnody 
for China, and in its construction there had been a conscious expression of the 
identity of the Chinese Church. As a matter of fact，by the early twentieth century 
Western hymnody had already been rooted in the Chinese soil. Converts were 
educated to sing translated hymns in Occidental tunes. Missionary schools had been 
important centers for Western music education. Nonetheless, there was growing cry 
for the "indigenization" of hymnody. The use of Chinese original hymns and Chinese 
tunes had been suggested, but it was controversial. For the hymnal the union 
committee had to address the issue. In general, they favored the idea of 
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indigenization. The incorporation of one-tenths Chinese hymns was set as a principle 
and was worked out. Tunes of Chinese flavor were at the same time adopted, and 
their accompaniments were especially arranged to reveal Chinese atmosphere. On the 
other hand, the committee was determined to uphold the eclectic character of the 
hymnal by embracing Western hymnody. To justify their action they repeatedly 
emphasized the universal character of Christianity. And Western hymnody was 
regarded as part of the common property of the Church. The identity of the Chinese 
Church was anyway expressed— not only as itself, but also as a member of the 
global Christian community. 
Universal Praise has exerted great impacts upon the Christian circle in the 
country and overseas. The book has been used by diverse groups of churches, both 
inside and outside the six bodies, in China, Southeast Asia, North America, and so on. 
With the spectacular sale, its hymns enter the lives of the average Christians. The 
associated discs, the hymnal companion, and the liturgical book it initiated further 
add weight to its significance. With the translation of the Chinese pieces, the voices 
of the Chinese Churches have reached the non Chinese-speaking populations. The 
hymnal had been revised twice in Hong Kong, and its influence on Chinese 
Christians still lasts. 
Rome was not built in a day. Neither was a national hymnody. As we have seen, 
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decades had been taken before Universal Praise was finally emerged. And from its 




Ah B i n g阿炳 Gongmin shige公民詩歌 
Anhui 安徽 Gongming yinyue Shi 共鳴音樂社 
BaiLetian白樂天 G u q i n古琴 
Bao Zheqing鮑哲慶 Gu Ziren顧子仁 
Beidaihe 北戴河 Guangdong 廣東 
Beijing/ Beiping 北京/北平 Guangxi 廣西 
BingXin 冰心 Guangzhou 廣州 
CT^aog/twg s^/zews/w•潮腔神詩 Hainan 海南 
Chaoyu Jin Xin Hui 潮語浸信會 Hangzhou 杭州 
Chaozhou 潮州 Hankou 漢口 
Chen Dingan 陳定安 Hanyang 漢陽 
Chen Mengjia 陳夢家 He Hongzhun 和鴻鈞 
Chen Zhongliang 陳宗良 Hebei 河北 
Chengdu成都 Henan河南 
C i 詞 Hu Xuanming胡宣明 
Ci Jing紫晶 Hu Zhou Shuan胡周淑安 
D a 達 Huabei華北 
Daqin Jingjiao san wei meng du zan Huabei Gong Li Hui 華北公理會 
大秦景教三威蒙度讚 Huadong華東 
Dechang 德昌 Huadong Jin Li Hui 華東浸禮會 
Deqing德清 Hubei湖北 
D i z i笛子 Hunan湖南 
Dong Shaoming 董紹明 Jia Yuming 賈玉銘 
Dunhuang 敦煌 Jian Li Hui 監理會 
En Pu恩普 Jiang Minzhi江民志 
Fenxing budao shige Jiangnan、江南 
Fuxing budao shi 復興佈道詩 Jiangnan zanmeishi、江南讚美詩 
Fuxing shige復興詩歌 Jiangsu江蘇 
Fw少/« we/zflT? 福音美讚詩 Jiangxi江西 
Fujian福建 J / V / w 丨基督徒詩歌 
Fuzhou福州 Jlinan濟南 
Fuzhoufenxinghui shige Jiushijiao shige 救世教詩歌 
福州奮興會詩歌 Kai ge凱歌 
Gao Wenlin高文林 Li Baochen李抱忱 
Gechangyu zamnei歌唱與讚美 Li Handuo李漢鐸 
Gong bao 公報 Liang Jifang 梁季芳 
Gongchipu 工尺譜 Lingjiao shige 靈交詩歌 
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Ling yin xi 靈隱寺 Shaoxing 紹興 
Lingdong 嶺東 Shen 神 
Liu Liangmu 劉良模 Shen Sizhuang 沈嗣莊 
Liu Tingfang 劉廷芳 Shen Zigao 沈子高 
LiuTingwei 劉廷騎 Sheng 签 
Liu Zhanen 劉堪恩 Shengjiao shige 聖教詩歌 
Lu Mingzhong 呂明忠 Shengming 生命 
Ma Geshun 馬革順 Sheng shan xie ge 聖山諧歌 
Ma Zhongrong 馬宗榮 Shipian baipian ji 詩篇百篇集 
Mei Yi Mei Hui 美以美會 Shi Xiangzai 史襄哉 
Minjian yinyue民P曰巧音樂 Shougaozhe受膏者 
Minzhong shenggeji 民眾聖歌集 Sichuan 四川 
Minzhong shigeji 民眾詩歌集 Song zhu shengge 頌主聖歌 
Minbei 閩北 Song zhu shengshi 頌主聖詩 
Minnan閩南 Song zhu shige頌主詩歌 
Minzhong 閩中 Song zhu shiji 頌主詩集 
Nanjing南京 SuYinlan蘇引蘭 
Ningbo寧波 SuZuoyang蘇佐揚 
Ping 平 Sun Xisheng 孫喜聖 
Pingjiang 平江 Suzhou 蘇州 
Pipa琵琶 Tian Jingfu田景福 
Putian chongbai普天崇拜 Tianren bao天人幸艮 
Putian songzan 普天頌讚 Tianren shengge 天人聖歌 
@^7^77/^7«聘7青年歌集 Tianfu天父 
•s/7/ge 青年詩歌 Tianjin 天津 
Quan Shaowu 全紹武 Tianzhu 天主 
/^ortgyVwg •榕腔神詩 Tongyong shi 通用詩 
Sanxian 三弦 Tongyong xuan bu shengshi 
Shaanbei陝北 通用選補聖詩 
Shaanxi陝西 Tkw?/•sZ/ewgge力•團契聖歌集 
Shandong 山東 Wang Jimin 王吉民 
Shangdi 上帝 WangJinxi 王近溪 
Shanghai 上海 Wang Mingdao 王明道 
Shanghai Jidu jiaotu xin tuanqi Wang Wei 王維 
上海基督教徒新團契 Wang Youde王有德 
Shangzhu 上主 Wang Zhixin 王治心 
Shantou 汕頭 Wei Li Gonghui 衞理公會 
Shanxi 山西 fVen shi 文社 
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Wenli 文理 YangJingqiu 楊鏡秋 
Wenzhou 溫州 YangXizhen 楊錫珍 
Wu Boxiang 武柏祥 Yangxin shenshi 養心神詩 
Wu Xiaowu吳笑吾 shenshi xin Man養心神詩新編 
Wu Xie Wanying 吳謝婉璧 Yang Yinliu 楊蔭瀏 
Wu Yaozhong 吳耀宗 Yang zhi ge 仰止歌 
Wu Yushan 吳漁山 Yao Xianyang 姚賢揚 
Wujing 武進 You pu qingnian shige Wit 
W u x i無錫 YuZhisheng于志聖 
Xi Shanmo席勝魔 Yuefa qimeng樂法啓蒙 
Xiao 蕭 Yunnan 雲南 
Xiaqiang shenshi 厦腔神詩 Zm shen shengshi 讚神聖詩 
Xiamen 厦門 Ze JX 
J /^aos/H^w 小詩譜 Zhang Deen 蔣德恩 
Xiehe song zhu shengshi 協和頌主聖詩 Zhang Fang 張坊 
Xie Jingsheng 謝景升 Zhang Fengyuan 張逢源 
Xie Nairen 謝乃壬 Zhang Xixin 張洗心 
Xin 信 Zhang Yizhen 蔣翼振 
Xin gongmin shige 新公民詩歌 Zhao Ziehen 趙紫痕 
Xing hua zhoukan H ^ M f J Zhejiang 浙江 
Xinghua 興化 Zhenii yu shengming 真理與生命 
Xinping 新平 Zhen Shen 真神 
Xu Dishan 許地山 Zhong zhu shizhang 宗主詩章 
Xu z i 虛字 Zhonghua Jidu Jiaohui中華基督教會 
Xuesheng geji 學生歌集 Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui 中華聖公會 
Xun Dao Gonghui 循道公會 Zhu 主 
Xun Dao Wei Li Lianhe Jiaohui Zhu Wenrui 朱文瑞 
循道衞理聯合教會 ZiaHonglai謝洪賫 
Ya 雅 Zonghui gongbao 總會公報 
Yan Qiqing嚴奇清 
Yang Jiaren 楊嘉仁 
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Appendix 
Members of the General Committee for Universal Praise: 
Member Denominational Affiliation Residence 
Robert Fitch Church of Christ in China Hangzhou 
Francis Jones Church of Christ in China Nanjing 
Wenrui Zhu Church of Christ in China Shanghai 
Fang Zhang Church of Christ in China Nanjing 
Samuel Mills Church of Christ in China Nanjing 
Shuan Hu Church of Christ in China Shanghai 
Yinliu Yang Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui Beiping 
W. Taylor Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui Hangzhou 
Zigao Shen Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui Nanjing 
Louise Hammond Zhonghua Sheng Gong Hui Nanjing 
Tingfang Liu North China Congregational Church Beiping 
Baoxin Li North China Congregational Church Beiping 
Shaowu Quan North China Congregational Church Beiping 
Edward James Methodist Episcopal Church，North Nanjing 
Minzhi Jiang Methodist Episcopal Church, North Nanchang 
Bliss Wiant Methodist Episcopal Church, North Beiping 
Handuo Li Methodist Episcopal Church，"North Nanjing 
J. Dyson Methodist Episcopal Church, South Suzhou 
Xiangzai Shi Methodist Episcopal Church, South Nanjing 
Xizhen Yang Methodist Episcopal Church，South Shanghai 
Zheqing Bao East China Baptist Convention Hangzhou 
Deen Jiang East China Baptist Convention Shaoxing 
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